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1 Release Notes
Summary of enhancements, fixes, and open issues.
dxp10

The DX Platform Release Notes provide information about the common platform capabilities for DX. In addition, the
Release Notes outline the new features and current and fixed issues for DX Platform. In addition, these Release
Notes contain the following sections which detail the terms and conditions of using third-party software in the
creation of DX Platform

•  Third-Party Software License Agreements
•  Internationalization Support
•  Product Accessibility Features 

What's New in DX Platform 1.0

This section includes the new features and enhancements that are available in DX Platform 1.0.

DX Platform Installer

This release includes the DX Platform Installer, a console-based application for the installation of the DX Platform.
The installer runs primarily in the docker container and so has minimum dependencies on the operating system.
The installer communicates with the Kubernetes cluster and performs all the necessary actions to set up a ready-
to-use DX Platform instance.

For more information on the DX PlatformInstaller, seeInstalling.

Cluster Management

Introduced Cluster Management, an administrative console which you can use to configure and manage your
environment infrastructure. Cluster Management includes the following features:

• Services - Use the Services feature to monitor the resources that your environment utilizes. If a particular
service exhausts resources, you can scale the service by adding more instances. DX Services are available for
all DX Tenants.

• Tenant Services - Use Tenant Services to establish an environment that reflects the setup of your organization.
Tenants can represent company brands, departments, or locations where your organization operates.

• Tokens - The Tokens section enables you to view the generated tokens when you create a tenant. Cluster
Management offers a revoke token function, which allows you to immediately suspend a tenant, if needed.

• Activity Log - Use the Activity Log to view the list of both scheduled and executed jobs. Itemized status reports
are available for each job listed. 

• Metric Browser - Use the metric browser to view the list of metrics and other information. The high-level nodes
immediately under domain nodes represent agents that are installed on individual application server hosts.

The following is a snapshot of the Services feature in the Cluster Management console.
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For more information on Cluster Management, seeCluster Management.

 International Support
The  user interface and user documentation is available only in English.
dxp10
The DX Platform user interface and user documentation is available only in English.

 Product Accessibility Features
We are committed to ensuring that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use our
products and supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks. 
dxp10
We are committed to ensuring that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use our products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks. 

 Third Party Software Acknowledgments
Third-party software was used in the creation of . All third-party software has been used in
accordance with the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by
the applicable license agreements.
dxp10
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Third-party software was used in the creation of DX Platform. All third-party software has been used in accordance
with the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by the applicable license
agreements.

DX Platform supports the following capabilities:

• DX Application Performance Monitoring
• DX App Experience Analytics
• DX Operational Intelligence

DX Platformuses the following third-party software. To read each complete license, download the  TPSRs.zip file.

• dozer 5.5.1
• elasticsearch 6.3.2
• gson 2.8.5
• io.dropwizard.metrics 4.0.2
• jackson 2.9.5
• javax.ws.rs-api 2.1
• junit 3.8.1
• Log4j 1.2.17
• okhttp 3.9.1
• spark 2.2.0
• slf4j-log4j12 1.7.5
• spring-boot 2.0.4.RELEASE

DX Application Performance Monitoring uses the following third-party software. To view the software license
information for CA App Experience Analytics, download the /content/dam/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/assets/docops/
dxp10/DXAPM.txt file.

DX App Experience Analytics uses the following third-party software. To view the software license information for
CA App Experience Analytics, download the DXAppExperienceAnalytics.zip file.

• ActiveMQ 3.0.0
• ActiveMQ 5.9.0
• ActiveMQ-Spring 5.9.0
• Agentkeepalive 3.2.0
• Angular 1.6.5
• Angular-Bacon 2.0.0
• Angular-Geohash 0.2.0
• Angular-Google-Chart 0.0.5
• Angular-Google-Chart 0.0.8
• AngularJS 1.2.6
• AngularJS 1.2.13
• Angular-Odometer-js 0.1.1
• Angular-Translate 1.0
• Angular-Translate-Loader-Static-Files 2.1.0
• Angular-Translate-Loader-Static-Files 2.1.10
• Angular-UI-Bootstrap 0.11
• Angular-UI-Grid 3.1.1
• Angular-UI-Router 0.2.18
• Angular-UI-Sortable 1.0
• Angular-UI-Utils 0.2.3
• Angular-UI-Utils 1.1
• Angular Virtual Scroll 0.6.2
• Apache Spark 2.0.2
• ASM 3.1
• Backoff 2.5.0
• Bacon 0.7.22
• Baconjs 0.6.19
• Commons-Lang 3.6
• Elasticsearch 5.2.2 (with JTS removed)

/content/dam/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/assets/docops/dxp10/TPSRs.zip
/content/dam/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/assets/docops/dxp10/DXAPM.txt
/content/dam/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/assets/docops/dxp10/DXAPM.txt
/content/dam/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/assets/docops/dxp10/AXA11.1TPSAs.zip
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• Elasticsearch 5.6.5
• Elasticsearch-js 13.0.1
• Extsprintf 1.3.0
• FileSaver 1.3.2
• Google-Gson 2.8.2
• Guava 21.0
• HTTPolyglot 0.1.02
• HTTPolyglot 0.1.2
• Humanize-ms 1.2.1
• Jackson-Annotations 2.8.9
• Jackson-Databind 2.8.9
• Jolokia 1.3.2
• Jool 0.9.12
• jQuery UI Touch Punch 0.2.3
• JSON 20170516
• Json-path 2.2.0
• Jsoup 1.11.2
• Kafka 0.10.1.0
• Kafka 2.11-0.9.0.1
• Kiba-h2o2 5.0.0-kibi
• Kibana 5.6.5
• Lodash 4.17.4
• Lodash.istrimend 4.5.1
• Logstash 2.3.4
• Logstash 5.4.0
• Logstash 5.5.0
• Logstash-filter-translate 2.1.4
• Mybatis-spring-boot-starter 1.3.0
• Myfaces 1.1.4
• Nginx 1.13.0
• nv-i18n 1.22
• PostgreSQL 9.6.2
• Precond 0.2.3
• Properties Reader 0.0.15
• Tomahawk 1.1.5

DX Operational Intelligence and I don't uses the following third-party software.To view the software license
information for CA Digital Operational Intelligence, download the DXOperationalIntelligence.zip file.

• ACE 5.7.8
• ActiveMQ 3.0.0
• ActiveMQ 5.9.0
• activemq-all 5.9.0
• ActiveMQ-Spring 5.9.0
• addon-resizer 1.8.3
• ADOBE FLEX SDK 3.4
• Agentkeepalive 3.2.0
• ag-grid 14.2.0
• ag-grid-react 14.2.0
• Aleksey XML Security Library 1.2.9
• Angular 1.6.5
• Angular Virtual Scroll 0.6.2
• Angular-Bacon 2.0.0
• Angular-Geohash 0.2.0
• Angular-Google-Chart 0.0.5
• Angular-Google-Chart 0.0.8
• AngularJS 1.2.13

/content/dam/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/assets/docops/dxp10/DXOI_ThirdPartyAcknowledgements.zip
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• AngularJS 1.2.6
• Angular-Odometer-js 0.1.1
• Angular-Translate 1.0
• Angular-Translate-Loader-Static-Files 2.1.0
• Angular-Translate-Loader-Static-Files 2.1.10
• Angular-UI-Bootstrap 0.11
• Angular-UI-Grid 3.1.1
• Angular-UI-Router 0.2.18
• Angular-UI-Sortable 1.0
• Angular-UI-Utils 0.2.3
• Angular-UI-Utils 1.1
• apache assertj-core 3.6.2
• apache commons csv 1.2
• Apache Curator 2.12.0
• Apache HttpComponents 4.5.3 4.5.3
• Apache log4cxx 0.10.0
• Apache log4j 1.2.15
• Apache log4net 1.2.10
• Apache spark 2.0.2
• apache-log4j-extras 1.1
• Apache-log4j-extras 1.2.17
• ASM 3.1
• Avro 1.8.1
• Avro 1.8.2
• Axis 1.1
• Backoff 2.5.0
• Bacon 0.7.22
• Baconjs 0.6.19
• bcprov-jdk15 1.40
• BDR PostgreSQL 1.0.2
• Bijection 0.9.2
• Bijection-avro_2.10 0.9.2
• Boost 1.56.0
• Bootstrap 3.3.7
• Bootstrap Colorpicker 2.5.1
• Bouncy Castle Java FIPS 1.0.0
• Bouncy Castle Java FIPS 1.0.1
• BSAFE Crypto-J 6.1
• Bzip 2 1.0.2
• Bzip2 1.0.6
• castor 0.9.5.4
• CDDL v.1.1
• cglib 2.2
• chalk 2.3.0
• Commons beanutils 1.7
• Commons Cli 1.4
• Commons Codec 1.10
• Commons Codec 1.3
• Commons Codec 1.9
• Commons Collections 3.2.1
• Commons Collections 4.1
• Commons Configuration 1.9
• Commons httpclient 3.1
• Commons IO 1.3.2
• Commons IO 2.5
• Commons Lang 2.4
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• Commons Logging 1.2
• Commons Logging API 1.1.1
• Commons Pool 1.6
• Commons Pool 2.3
• Commons Validator 1.4.0
• Commons Validator 1.6.0
• commons-codec 1.9
• Commons-dbcp 2.1
• Commons-Lang 3.6
• Commons-lang3 3.5
• commons-lang3 3.7
• Commons-math 3.2
• commons-math3 3.2
• concurrently 3.5.1
• concurrently 3.5.1
• Core4j 0.4
• Curl 7.58.0
• d3-axis 1.0.12
• d3-brush 1.0.6
• d3-color 1.2.3
• d3-format 1.3.2
• d3-geo 1.9.1
• d3-interpolate 1.3.2
• d3-sankey 0.7.1
• d3-scale 1.0.7
• d3-selection 1.3.2
• d3-time 1.0.8
• d3-time-format 2.0.5
• d3-zoom 1.7.3
• Dierckxpp commit 7
• Docker ce 17.03.1-CE
• dom4j 1.6.1
• dropwizard-client 1.1.2
• dropwizard-core 1.1.2
• dropwizard-io 0.8.1
• dropwizard-io 1.1.0
• dropwizard-io 1.1.2
• dropwizard-io 1.2.0
• dropwizard-sundial 1.1.0.0
• dropwizard-sundial 1.1.1.0
• dropwizard-swagger 1.1.1-1
• dropwizard-testing 1.1.2
• ehcache-core 2.6.11
• Eigen 3.2.3
• elastalert 0.1.16
• elastalert 0.1.35
• elastalert_0.1.26
• Elasticsearch 2.2.0
• Elasticsearch 2.3.2
• Elasticsearch 2.3.3
• Elasticsearch 2.4.2
• Elasticsearch 5.2.2 (with JTS removed)
• elasticsearch 5.4.3
• Elasticsearch 5.5.3
• Elasticsearch 5.6.0
• Elasticsearch 5.6.5
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• Elasticsearch 6.3.2
• elasticsearch-Java REST Client 5.4.0
• Elasticsearch-js 13.0.1
• Extsprintf 1.3.0
• fastinfoset 1.2.12
• fest-assert-core 2.0M10
• Filebeat 5.6.5
• FileSaver 1.3.2
• geo 0.7.1
• GeoIP2 2.3.1
• geoip-java 1.2.9
• glamor 2.20.40
• glamorous 4.11.2
• Google-gson 2.3.1
• Google-gson 2.8.0
• Google-Gson 2.8.2
• Google-map-react 0.23.0
• Google-map-react 0.24.0
• Gradle-download-task 3.2.0
• gson 2.2.4
• gson 2.8.5
• Guava 18.0
• Guava 19.0
• Guava 21.0
• Guava 26.0-jre
• guice 4.0
• guice 4.1
• Hadoop 2.7.3
• Hadoop 2.9.0
• Hazelcast 3.10.4
• HPUX JRE 1.8.0.09
• HSQLDB 2.4.0
• html2canvas 1.0.0-alpha.12
• httpasyncclient 4.1.2
• httpasyncclient 4.1.2
• httpclient 4.0
• httpclient 4.2
• httpclient 4.3.6
• httpclient 4.4.5
• httpclient 4.5.2
• httpclient 4.5.5
• httpclient 4.5.9
• httpcore 4.4.5
• httpmime 4.3.6
• HTTPolyglot 0.1.02
• HTTPolyglot 0.1.2
• Humanize-ms 1.2.1
• imgscalr 4.2
• Importlib 1.0.4
• Iodash 4.17.4
• IStack Commons Runtime 2.16
• Jackson 1.9.13
• Jackson 2.6.5
• Jackson-annotations 2.7.4
• Jackson-Annotations 2.8.9
• Jackson-core 2.7.4
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• Jackson-databind 2.7.4
• Jackson-Databind 2.8.9
• JAnsi 1.17.1
• Java exec 1
• Java Mail 1.4.7
• Java Rest Client for jasper report server 6.3.1
• javassist 3.16.1-GA
• javax.servlet-api 3.1.0
• javax.ws.rs-api 2.1
• javax-inject 1
• JAXB 2.2.7
• JBoss RESTEasy 3.1.3
• jcip-annotations 1.0
• Jersey 1.19
• Jersey 1.8
• Jersey 2.22.2
• Jersey 2.23.2
• Jersey 2.25.1
• jersey client 1.19
• Jersey client 1.8
• jersey client 2.23
• Jersey Core 1.19
• Jersey-container-servlet-core 2.22.1
• jersey-media-multipart 2.17
• jersey-multipart 1.19
• Jest 2.0.0
• Jest 2.0.2
• Jetty 9.4.5 v20170502
• JNA 4.1.0
• Joda-time 2.3
• Joda-time 2.9.7
• Joda-time 2.9.9
• Jolokia 1.3.2
• Jool 0.9.12
• jquery 1.11.3
• jquery 2.2.4
• jQuery UI Touch Punch 0.2.3
• JSON 20160212
• JSON 20160810
• JSON 20170516
• JSON 20180130
• Json-flattener 0.2.3
• Json-path 2.2.0
• Json-path 2.2.0
• Json-sanitizer 1.1
• json-server 0.12.1
• json-simple 1.1.1
• jspdf 1.4.1
• jsr311-api 1.1.1
• jstz 2.0.0
• JTA 1.1
• junit 3.8.1
• junit 4.11
• junit 4.12
• junit 4.9
• Kafka 0.10.1.0

http://javax.ws/
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• Kafka 2.11-0.9.0.0
• Kafka 2.11-0.9.0.1
• Kafka JVM client 0.9.0.0
• kafka-clients 0.10.1.0
• Kafka-python 1.3.5
• Kafka-schema-registry 3.2.0
• kafka-streams 0.11.0.0
• Kiba-h2o2 5.0.0-kibi
• Kibana 5.2.2
• Kibana 5.5.3
• Kibana 5.6.5
• Kitesdk 1.1.0
• kube-state-metrics v1.4.0
• libcurl 7.15.0
• libcurl 7.18.2
• libcurl 7.21.1
• Libcurl 7.49.1
• Libcurl 7.54 7.54
• Libcurl 7.55.1
• Libxml2 2.6.27
• Libxml2 2.6.7
• Lodash 4.17.4
• Lodash.istrimend 4.5.1
• Log4cplus 1.0.2
• Log4j 1.2.16
• Log4j 1.2.17
• Log4j 2.6
• Log4j 2.8.2
• Logback 1.1.1
• Logstash 2.3.4
• Logstash 5.4.0
• Logstash 5.5.0
• Logstash 5.6.5
• Logstash-filter-translate 2.1.4
• lombok 1.16.22
• match sorter 2.2.3
• Material-ui 0.17.1
• Material-ui 0.18.0
• Material-ui 0.18.6
• material-ui 0.20.0
• materialui-pagination 0.0.6
• metricbeat 5.6.5
• metricbeat 6.0.1
• mimepull 1.9.3
• mineral-ui 0.15.0
• Minimal-json 0.9.4
• MIT Kerberos v5 release1.4
• Mockito 1.10.19
• Mockito 2.2.15
• Mockito 2.7.13
• Moment 2.18.1
• moment 2.20.1
• moment-timezone 0.5.14
• Mybatis 3.2.3
• mybatis 3.3.0
• mybatis migrations 3.2.0
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• mybatis-guice 3.7
• Mybatis-spring-boot-starter1.3.0
• myfaces 1.1.4
• Ncurses 5.9
• NGINX 1.13.0
• Nginx 1.8.1
• not-yet-commons-ssl 0.3.10
• NUNIT 2.2.8
• Nv-i18n 1.22
• OData4J 0.7
• okhttp 3.9.1
• openlayer 5.3.0
• OpenLDAP 2.1
• OpenLDAP 2.3.20
• OpenLDAP 2.4.42
• OpenSAML 1.1b
• openshift origin client-tools 3.6.0
• openshift origin client-tools 3.7.0
• OpenSSL 0.9.7d
• OpenSSL 0.9.8.d
• OpenSSL 0.9.8.h
• OpenSSL 1.0.2
• OpenSSL 1.0.2g
• OpenSSL 1.0.2k
• OpenSSL 1.0.2l
• OpenSSL 1.0.2p
• OpenSSL FIPS Object Module 2.0.10
• Oracle instant client 12.1.0.2.0
• Oracle Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.8.0_121
• Oracle Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.8.0_131
• Oracle JDK (Java Development Kit) 1.6.0
• Oracle JDK (Java Development Kit) 1.6.0_15
• osgi-resource-locator 1.0.1
• Pandas 0.21.0
• PCRE 4.4
• PCRE 8.1
• PCRE 8.38
• PCRE 8.40
• Pip 8.1.2
• POI 3.10.1
• PostgreSQL 9.4.5
• PostgreSQL 9.6 SQL Database Server container image
• PostgreSQL 9.6.2
• PostgreSQL 9.6.3
• PostgreSQL JDBC Driver 9.4.1212
• PostgreSQL JDBC Driver 9.4-1200
• powermock 1.7.1
• Precond 0.2.3
• Properties Reader 0.0.15
• prop-types 15.6.0
• protobuf-java 2.5.0
• protobuf-java 3.4.0
• protobuf-java-format 1.2
• Pypi Requests 2.18.4
• Python 2.7.11
• Python 2.7.13
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• Python 2.7.6
• Python Dateutil 2.6.1
• Python Numpy 1.13.3
• Python py4j 0.10.6
• Python-py 1.4.34
• Quality Check 1.3
• Quartz 2.2.1
• Quartz-scheduler 2.2.1
• raf 3.4.0
• React 15.4.2
• react 15.5.4
• react 15.6.2
• react-addons-create-fragment 15.6.2
• react-chartjs-2 2.6.4
• react-click-outside 2.3.1
• react-data-grid 2.0.80
• react-day-picker 7.0.7
• react-dev-utils 4.2.1
• react-dom 15.6.2
• react-idle 2.0.0
• React-leaflet 1.6.4
• React-leaflet-heatmap-layer 1.0.2
• react-loading 1.0.3
• react-paginate 5.0.0
• react-redux 5.0.6
• react-redux-toastr 7.2.0
• React-router 3.0.2
• React-router 3.0.5
• react-router 4.2.0
• react-router-dom 4.2.2
• react-shortcuts 2.0.0
• React-sortable-hoc 0.6.3
• react-table 6.7.6
• react-tabs 2.2.1
• React-tap-event-plugin 2.0.1
• react-test-renderer 16.3.2
• react-transition-group 2.2.1
• Recharts 0.21.2
• Recharts 0.22.4
• recharts 1.0.0-beta.9
• Redis 3.0.7
• redux 3.7.2
• redux-devtools-extension 2.13.2
• redux-logger 3.0.6
• redux-saga 0.16.0
• redux-thunk 2.2.0
• Rest-utils 3.2.0
• Rpm-confluent-schemaregistry 0.1.1
• S3-repository 5.5.0
• Scipy 1.0.0
• Search-guard-ssl 2.4.2.19
• Search-guard-ssl 5.2.2-20
• Search-guard-ssl 5.5.3-23
• Search-guard-ssl 5.6.0-23
• Search-guard-ssl 5.6.5-23
• Simple Logging Facade for Java (SLF4J) 1.7.7
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• slf4j-api 1.7.25
• Snappy for Java 1.1.2.6
• SNMP4J 1.10.1
• solr-solrj 4.6.0
• sparc 2.2.0
• spark 2.2.0
• Spark-avro_2.11 3.2.0
• spark-jobs-rest-client 1.3.6
• Spring Batch Core 4.0.1.RELEASE
• Spring Framework 3.2.8
• Spring Framework 4.1.9
• Spring Framework 4.2.5
• Spring Framework 4.2.6
• Spring Framework 4.3.5
• Spring-boot 1.3.5
• spring-boot 2.0.3.RELEASE
• Spring-boot-starter-web 1.3.5
• spring-hateoas 0.25.0.RELEASE
• spring-kafka 1.3.2.RELEASE
• Struts 1.2.4
• Swagger-UI 3.0.13
• Swagger-UI 3.4.2
• Testng 6.11
• Testng 6.8.7
• tika-core 1.17
• tomahawk 1.1.5
• Tomcat 4.1.31
• Tomcat 8.0.30
• topojson-client 3.0.0
• transport 5.4.1
• transport 5.5.0
• uadetector resources 2014.10
• url-parse 1.2.0
• url-search-params-polyfill 1.2.0
• utils-merge 1.0.1
• Uwsgitop 0.8 0.8
• validator.js 7.0.0
• Velocity 1.7
• waffle 1.7
• Whatwg-fetch 2.0.2
• worker-loader 1.1.1
• Xalan-J 2.5.2
• Xerces-C 2.6.0
• Xerces-C 2.8
• Xerces-C 3.1.1
• Xerces-J 2.9.1
• XML Security Java 1.3
• XMLBeans 2.6.0
• xml-commons 1
• Zlib 1.2.3
• Zlib 1.2.5
• Zlib 1.2.8
• ZThread 2.3.2
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2 Getting Started
An overview of features and basic use of the product.
dxp10
In today’s economy, the applications that deliver a differentiated and superior experience provide a distinct
competitive advantage. Proactively managing the experience is a necessity, but can be challenging as applications
continue to become more dynamic and hybrid in nature. Many enterprise IT and service provider organizations
are battling against the inefficient tools they have implemented. Adoption of such tools poses challenges; such as,
underutilized resources, lack of agility, and poor user experience. 

DX Platform is an umbrella connecting user experience, application, and infrastructure monitoring tools and
provides a single, analytics-driven solution for proactively and efficiently managing modern, cloud and hybrid IT
applications. DX Platform is the only solution that provides intelligent analytics, comprehensive coverage, and
an open, extensible architecture. By using the solution, you can speed mean time to repair, reduce monitoring
efforts, accelerate new deployments, and improve the end-user experience. The solution also provides unified,
automated monitoring configuration and deployment, making it optimally suited to today’s DevOps and high-scale
environments.

By using a single, unified solution that offers a comprehensive coverage, you can stop having to rely on dozens
of disjointed point tools. Therefore, you can streamline administration and more quickly support the delivery of new
services, applications, and technologies.

View this short video for a summary of how DX Platform (referred to in this video as CA Digital Experience Insights)
delivers a single view and unified analytics across all tiers of application monitoring.

Note:

 Architecture Overview
This article describes the architecture of .
dxp10
This article describes the architecture of DX Platform.
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 Capabilities
You can access all of the following capabilities. Select the capabilities that you want from the
homepage, and get started.
dxp10
You can access all of the following capabilities. Select the capabilities that you want from the homepage, and get
started.
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App Experience Analytics

Deliver a better experience for your customers by
providing:

• End-user experience monitoring
• Crash analytics
• User session playback
• User behavior insights
• App experience monitoring across web, mobile, and

wearables

For more information, see App Experience Analytics
documentation.

Application Performance Management

Fix problems fast by:

• Automatic problem discovery
• Assisted triage workflows
• Application topology views with time-based

correlation

For more information, see Application Performance
Management documentation.

Operational Intelligence

Deliver a better user experience and improve IT service
quality and capacity through cross-domain contextual
intelligence by providing:

• Service Analytics to unify service health and
availability across all management domains

• Alarm Analytics to view comprehensive insights
into service and derived alarms from multiple data
sources

• Performance Analytics to detect performance
bottlenecks and anomalies to predict problems
before they occur

• Predictive Insights to discover patterns and trends
with the power of machine learning. Based on these
trends, the application predicts events that are likely
to happen in the future.

• Capacity Analytics to manage your IT resources by
ensuring that resources are sized correctly to meet
current and future business needs. 

• Self Service Dashboards to view the out-of-the-box
visualization and correlation

For more information, see Operational Intelligence
documentation.

 How To Videos
This article includes tutorial videos that provide extra information, context, and examples that
augment the product documentation. The videos illustrate the basic use cases, objectives, and
concepts of  components and features, and are highly recommended for new  users.
dxp10

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-apm-saas/SaaS.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-apm-saas/SaaS.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-operational-intelligence-saas/SaaS.html
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This article includes tutorial videos that provide extra information, context, and examples that augment the product
documentation. The videos illustrate the basic use cases, objectives, and concepts of DX Platform components and
features, and are highly recommended for new DX Platform users.

First Look at DX Platform
Take a quick tour to learn about DX Platform.

How to Identify the Root Cause of a Bad User Experience
By using DX Platform you can find why the users are dissatisfied when it’s not the front end mobile or web
applications fault.

How to Get Started
Learn how to get started with DX Platform with a quick tour.

Introduction to DX Platform: Application Performance Management
Get a first-hand look at DX Platform - Application Performance Management. You will see the different features that
help you monitor and troubleshoot your applications.

Introduction to DX Platform: App Experience Analytics
Learn about the many features of DX Platform: App Experience Analytics, by taking a first-hand tour.

Introduction to DX Platform: Infrastructure Management
Learn about the many features of DX Platform: Infrastructure Management.

Business-Oriented Introduction to DX Platform 
Featured Training

The CA DXI Virtual Tour is a business-oriented introduction to DX Platform. This tour will show you how the CA
Digital Experience Insights solution helps you understand the digital experience of your web and mobile apps for
your customers. You will learn how to identify the key aspects that may be affecting the performance and customer
experience of your applications:

• Spot slow performing mobile and web apps
• Pinpoint poor performing mobile app screens
• Recognize poor mobile design
• Find code errors
• Gain insights from your data
• See how you can combine all of the DX Platform capabilities to see an end to end view of application

performance

To access this free training, search for CA DXI Virtual Tour in the CA Learning Center. 

3 Installing
Includes steps to acquire, install, deploy and configure your product.
dxp10
This section provides the following information that is required to install the DX Platform:  2 
Overview of the Installer

The DX Platform Installer is a console-based application that runs primarily in the docker container and so has
minimum dependencies on the operating system. The installer communicates with the Kubernetes cluster and
performs all the necessary actions to set up a ready-to-use DX Platform instance. 

https://learningpaths.ca.com/digital-experience-insights
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Note:

The DX Platform installer requires Kubernetes to be pre-installed and the software requirements met. For more
information about the requirements for Kubernetes, see the Hardware and Software Requirements section.

Using the DX Platform installer, you can install the following capabilities: 

• DX Application Performance Management (DX APM) 
• DX Operational Intelligence (DX OI) 
• DX App Experience Analytics 

Installation Options
You can run the DX Platform installer to:

• Enable all the services with the DX OI services: To enable the DX OI services, enter Yes at the relevant
prompt during the installation. 

• Enable all the services without the DX OI services: To enable the DX OI services later, enter No at the
relevant prompt. 

Note:  (Optional) For DX App Experience Analytics, you must run a script (axa-scale.sh) after the installation. For
more information, see the Post Installation Tasks section.

Installation Methods
You can install the DX Platform using one of the following methods depending on your accessibility to the internet:

• Online Installation: Use this method when the installing host has access to the Internet. In this mode,
download the online version of the installer from the Support site. The installer connects to the public registry
using the access token and downloads the latest product images. For online installation credentials, contact
your Customer Success Associate (CSA) or Broadcom Support.

• Offline Installation: Use this method when the installing host does not have access to the Internet. In this
mode, download the offline version of the installer from the Support site. The size of the offline installer is
around 22 GB. The downloaded installation package contains all the images, binaries, and dependencies. The
installer retrieves the product images from a file which is included in the offline version of the install script.

Installation Types
You can run the installer in one of the following ways:

• Interactive Console Install Mode: In this method, you must provide the inputs at the prompt for the installation.
• Silent Install Mode: In this mode, the DX Platform is installed using the values that are mentioned in

the dxi.input.vars.yml file that is in the root installation folder.

Installation Script
During installation, the installation script:

• Gathers information that is required to configure the DX Platform. This information includes the
Kubernetes project name and the Elasticsearch deployment size.

• Downloads the docker images (in Online mode only) from a registry or file and pushes them to the registry that
the Kubernetes cluster uses.

• Applies YMLs to the Kubernetes project to create the required objects such as Persistent Volume claims,
secrets, ingresses, and containers for the DX Platform.

Introduction to Kubernetes
Kubernetes works by managing a cluster of compute instances and scheduling containers to run on the cluster
based on the available compute resources and the resource requirements of each container. Compute instances
are called nodes in Kubernetes. Node can be a dedicated server or virtual instance. Containers are run in logical
groupings called pods and you can run and scale one or many containers together as a pod.

Kubernetes decides when and where to run your pods, manages traffic routing, and scales your pods based on
utilization or other metrics that you define. Kubernetes automatically starts pods on your cluster based on their
resource requirements and automatically restarts pods if they or the instances they are running on fail. Each pod is
given an IP address and a single DNS name, which Kubernetes uses to connect your services with each other and
external traffic.

Installation Process Diagram
The following diagram illustrates the installation process at a high-level:

https://casupport.broadcom.com/
https://casupport.broadcom.com/
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Figure 1: DXPlatformInstallProcess

Installation Process
The DX Platform installation process is divided into the following steps at a high-level:

1. Review the Pre-Installation sections: Before you start the installation, ensure that you have read the following
sections:

• Deployment Architecture 
• Sizing Recommendations 
• Hardware and Software Requirements 

2. Perform the Pre-Installation Tasks 
3. Install the DX Platform 
4. Post Installation Tasks 

 Deployment Architecture
This section provides information about deployment architecture
This section provides the following information:

  
Components Overview

The DX Platform runs on Kubernetes and consists of about 60 services. At a high level, the DX
Platform deployment is divided into the following three layers:

• Application Service Layer: This layer runs most of the DX Platform, DX APM, DX OI services. This layer
enables components to provide their functionality. Services are deployed to the available hardware using
Kubernetes orchestration layers based on available resources.

• Elastic Service Layer: This layer runs the Elasticsearch service and some services that are related to data
storage and processing.

• Kubernetes Master Layer: This layer runs Kubernetes master node. You are expected to provide a pre-
configured Kubernetes environment. 

Deployment Architecture Diagram 

The following image displays the DX Platform Architecture. The component deployment diagram is a logical
diagram and not a physical diagram.
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For information about the deployed services, see the see the Deployed Services Reference section.

 Sizing Recommendations
This document provides information that is required to determine the sizing for an On-Prem
APM deployment based on the current load. Follow the 3-step sizing process to determine your
sizing requirement.
dxp10
Use the sizing recommendations to determine the sizing for an On-prem APM deployment. These
recommendations are based on the current load of your environment. To determine the sizing requirements for your
deployment, follow the sizing process. 

This section provides the following information:

 2 
Before you start with the sizing, we recommend reviewing the Deployment Architecture section.

Components Overview
The DX Platform runs on Kubernetes and consists of about 60 services. At a high level, the DX
Platform deployment is divided into the following logical layers:

• Application Service Layer 

Runs most of the DX Platform, DX APM,  DX OI services. This layer enables components to provide their
functionality. Services are deployed to the available hardware using the Kubernetes orchestration layers based
on available resources.

• Elastic Service Layer

Runs the Elasticsearch service and some services that are related to data storage and processing.
• Kubernetes Master Layer

Runs the Kubernetes master node. You are expected to provide a pre-configured Kubernetes environment.

The following diagram displays theDX Platform components which are divided into logical groups: 
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Sizing the Environment
Compare the following assumptions to the specifications of your environment. If your environment is similar in
size and load, then follow the sizing process that is described in this section. If your environment processes
larger loads, or your environment has any other specific requirements, contact a Broadcom Customer Success
Associate (CSA).

Assumptions
The following assumptions were made to calculate storage:
• Every agent reports 2000 metrics.
• Five agents are deployed per application.
• Metrics are stored for:

• 15 sec resolution - 7 days
• 1 minute resolution - 23 days
• 5 minutes resolution - 90 days
• 15 minutes resolution - 365 days 
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• DX APM transaction traces are stored for seven days.
• DX OI alerts are stored for seven days.
• Each agent performs an average of four transaction traces per minute.
• Average transaction trace size is 30 KB. 

Storage Descriptions
The DX Platform installation uses the following storage types:

Storage Description

Elasticsearch Hot Storage Reads and writes intensive storage that is used by
Elasticsearch Hot nodes to store the latest data. This
storage is locally attached to each Elasticsearch Hot
node. Each Hot node has 2 TB of SSD storage locally
attached.

Elasticsearch Warm Node Reads extensive storage that is used by Elasticsearch
Warm nodes to store older data. This storage is locally
attached to each Elasticsearch Warm node. Each Hot
node has 8 TB of SSD storage locally attached. 

NFS Storage Stores the DX APM metrics and PostgreSQL data. This
SSD NFS storage is attached during installation and
uses a high-speed network.

Note:  Each storage has its own requirements that are listed in the Hardware and Software
Requirements section.

Mandatory Requirements
The following requirements are mandatory to implement these blueprints:

Requirement Description

Elasticsearch Hot Node Locally attached SSDs (NVMe preferred or high-
end SATA SSD, IOPS - random 90K for read/write
operations, throughput - sequential read 540 MB/s and
write 520 MB/s, 4K block size, NIC 10 GB/s

Elasticsearch Warm Node Locally attached or network storage with a minimum
speed of 220 MB/s for read/write operations, 4K block
size, NIC 10 GB/s

Kafka Locally attached or network storage with a minimum
speed of 220 MB/s for read/write operations, 4K block
size, NIC 10 GB/s

Data Node Locally attached or network storage with a minimum
speed of 220 MB/s for read/write operations, 4K block
size, NIC 10 GB/s

Kubernetes Kubernetes 1.10.11 or 1.11.7, 1.12.5 or 1.13.2 installed
on RedHat/CentOS 7.3, 7.5 or 7.6 systems, with Nginx
Ingress Controller version 0.23.0 or above

Server Each server has a 200-GB HDD to store temp files,
docker:

• /var/lib/docker - 150 GB
•  /var/lib/kubelet - 45 GB
• /var/log - 5 GB

File System XFS, Support LVMs, No SWAP

Sizing Process
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The sizing process helps you determine the storage, CPU, and memory requirements for the Application layer
and the Elasticsearch layer. The memory requirements are determined based on the expected load of your
environment.

The following section guides you through the sizing process for some common scenarios. If your requirement falls
outside these scenarios, contact a Broadcom Customer Success Associate (CSA) for custom sizing.

Step 1: Determine Storage, CPU, and Memory Requirements
This section provides pre-calculated storage sizes for five tiers based on the number of agents for common use
cases. 

DX APM Only

The following table displays the storage sizes for a DX APM-only installation:

Elasticsearch Layer 

The following table displays the storage sizes for the Elasticsearch layer:

Number of
Agents

< 1,500 (3 Mil
Metrics)

< 4,500 (8 Mil
Metrics)

< 8,000 (16 Mil
Metrics)

< 16,000 (32 Mil
Metrics)

< 50,000 (100
Mil Metrics)*

Elastic Hot
Instances

3 3 5 9 14

Elastic Warm
Instances

0 0 0 1 1

 *Average transaction trace for 50,000 agents has been lowered from 30 Kb to 15 Kb.  

Application Layer

 The following table displays the storage sizes for the Application layer: 

Number of
Agents

< 1,500 (3 Mil
Metrics)

< 4,500 (8 Mil
Metrics)

< 8,000 (16 Mil
Metrics)

< 16,000 (32 Mil
Metrics)

< 50,000 (100
Mil Metrics)*

CPU (Cores) 68 109 160 292 830

Memory (GB) 159 237 356 654 1814

 *Average transaction trace for 50,000 agents has been lowered from 30 Kb to 15 Kb.  

Storage

The following table displays the storage sizes for NFS storage.

Number of
Agents

< 1,500 (3 Mil
Metrics)

< 4,500 (8 Mil
Metrics)

< 8,000 (16 Mil
Metrics)

< 16,000 (32 Mil
Metrics)

< 50,000 (100
Mil Metrics)*

NFS Storage
(GB)

600 1200 2000 3900 11800

Elasticsearch
Hot (GB) per
Instance

500 1500 1500 1700 1700

Elasticsearch
Warm (GB) per
Instance

- - - 400 2000

 *Average transaction trace for 50,000 agents has been lowered from 30 Kb to 15 Kb.  

DX APM and DX OI

The following table displays storage sizes for a DX APM installation with DX OI enabled:

Elasticsearch Layer
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Number of
Agents*

< 1,500 (3 Mil
Metrics)

< 4,500 (8 Mil
Metrics)

< 8,000 (16 Mil
Metrics)

< 16,000 (32 Mil
Metrics)

< 50,000 (100
Mil Metrics)*

Elasticsearch
Hot Instances

 3 3 5 10 17

Elasticsearch
Warm Instance

 0 0 0 0 0

Note:  The Elasticsearch nodes require locally attached storage.

 *Average transaction trace for 50,000 agents has been lowered from 30 Kb to 15 Kb.  

Application Layer

Number of
Agents

< 1,500 (3 Mil
Metrics)

< 4,500 (8 Mil
Metrics)

< 8,000 (16 Mil
Metrics)

< 16,000 (32 Mil
Metrics)

< 50,000 (100
Mil Metrics)*

CPU (Cores) 140 184 229 348 903

Memory (GB) 307 393 492 742 1910

 *Average transaction trace for 50,000 agents has been lowered from 30 Kb to 15 Kb.  

Storage

Number of
Agents

< 1,500 (3 Mil
Metrics)

< 4,500 (8 Mil
Metrics)

< 8,000 (16 Mil
Metrics)

< 16,000 (32 Mil
Metrics)

< 50,000 (100
Mil Metrics)*

NFS Storage
(GB)

600 1200 1949 3820 11800

Elasticsearch
Hot (GB) per
Instance

500 1500 1600 1700 1600

Elasticsearch
Warm (GB) per
Instance

-   - - - -

*Average transaction trace for 50,000 agents has been lowered from 30 Kb to 15 Kb. 

Step 2: Finalize and Determine the Deployment Specifications
Use the results from Step 1 to finalize the sizing blueprint. To determine the CPU and memory requirements for
the Elasticsearch layer, use the number of instances from Step 1 and multiply this number by the fixed hardware
requirements that are mentioned in the following table.

Server, Storage Type

The following table summarizes the sizing requirements:

Server Info Cores Memory Storage Type

Kubernetes Layer 8-Core 16 GB 200-GB HDD non-OS
locally attached

Application Layer Total CPU from Step 1 Total Memory from Step 1 200-GB HDD non-OS local
per server

Elasticsearch Layer (Per
Instance)

• Hot = (16-core)
X Number of Hot
instances from Step 1

• Warm = (16-core)
X Number of Warm
instances from Step 1

• Hot = (32 GB) X
Number of Hot
instances from Step 1

• Warm = (32 GB) X
Number of Warm
instances from Step 1

• Hot = Hot Storage per
instance from Step 1

• Warm = Warm Storage
per instance from Step
1

Sizing Example
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Use the following example to help you determine the sizing requirements for your DX APM deployment. Each step
from the previous sizing process is highlighted in the example. In this example:

• DX Application Performance Management and DX Operational Intelligence are enabled
• 16,000 agents are considered
• The default assumptions listed above are met

Step 1: Determine Storage, CPU, and Memory Requirements
The following table displays the storage details for 8000 agents:

APM Agents 16,000 Agents

Total Elastic Hot Instances 9 Instances

Elastic Hot Storage per Instance GB - SSD 1700 GB

Total Elastic Warm Instance 1 Instance

Elastic Warm Storage per Instance GB - SSD 400 GB

NFS Storage (GB) - SSD 3900 GB

Application Layer - CPU (Cores) 292 Cores

Application Layer - Memory (GB) 654 GB

Step 2: Finalize and Determine the Deployment Specifications
The systems that are available for the Application layer are of 24 cores and 64 GB of memory. We do not
recommend using systems with less than 16 cores and 32 GB RAM. Continuing with the example for 16,000
Agents, you must provision the following specifications: 

CPU and Memory Specifications by Server

Server Info Total Cores Total Memory (GB) Number of Instances
Based on Total CPU and
Memory

Kubernetes Layer 8 16 1 Instance

Application Layer 292 654 13 instances of 24-core,
64 GB per server

Elasticsearch Hot 144 288 9 Instances of 16-core, 32
GB per server

Elasticsearch Warm 16 32 1 Instance of 16-core, 32
GB per server

CPU and Memory Specifications by Configuration

Configuration Instances Purpose

24-core, 64 GB 13 Application Layer

8-core, 16 GB 1 Kubernetes Master Layer

16-core, 32 GB 9 Elasticsearch Hot

16-core, 32 GB 1 Elasticsearch Warm

Storage Specifications by Server
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Server Info Size (GB) Partition Label Type Number of
Instances

Comments

Kubernetes
Layer

200 APP_LOCAL HDD 1 Kubernetes
orchestration

Application
Layer

200 APP_LOCAL HDD 13 System and
temporary files

 3900 NFS_SHARE SSD 1 NFS share
storage

Elasticsearch
Hot

2048 ES_HOT SSD 9 Elasticsearch Hot
storage

 200 APP_LOCAL HDD 9 System and
temporary files

Elasticsearch
Warm

512 ES_WARM SSD 1 Elasticsearch
Warm storage

 200 APP_LOCAL HDD 1 System and
temporary files

Storage Specifications by Type

Type Partition Label Instances Size Purpose

HDD APP_LOCAL 24 200 GB System and
temporary files

SSD ES_HOT 9 2 TB Elasticsearch Hot
Storage

SSD ES_WARM 1 512 GB Elasticsearch Warm
Storage

SSD NFS_SHARE 1 3900 GB Metric data and
config

Cloud Proxy Sizing
Cloud Proxy forwards APM Isengard communication to DX APM cluster using the WebSocket protocol. It also
acts as a point of presence for complex environments. Cloud Proxy is an optional component and is deployed
separately. For more details, see the Cloud Proxy documentation.

If you are using the Cloud Proxy, consider the following sizing requirements:

• The Cloud Proxy requires 3 CPUs and 6-GB of memory. The Cloud Proxy can serve 5000 agents with a normal
payload size. You can horizontally scale the Cloud Proxy by deploying multiple proxies to the same instance.

• The host operating system must have the maximum number of open file descriptors per-process with the
system resources limit set above the minimum 16384.

• Two sockets are required for each Isengard agent connection. Three sockets are required per each HTTP/
WS agent connection due to the loop back to the Isengard server.

Sizing Limitations
The maximum number of agents is 5000 or 10 million metrics per tenant.

 Hardware and Software Requirements
This section provides the hardware and software requirements to install the DX Platform:
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dxp10
This section provides the hardware and software requirements to install the DX Platform:

Hardware Requirements
This section describes the hardware requirements for the Application Service Layer, Kubernetes Master Layer, and
Elasticsearch Layer:

Application Service Layer
The Application Service Layer requires the following hardware:

• CPU, Memory and Storage: Based on the sizing recommendation.
• Processor: 2.5GHz Intel Xeon processor or 2.5GHz AMD server processor 
• Network Speed: NIC 10 GB/s between the nodes 
• We recommend using hosts with 16 cores, and 32-GB or higher

Kubernetes Master Layer
The Kubernetes Master Layer requires the following hardware:

• Network speed 10 Gb/s between all nodes
• 8 Cores
• 16-GB RAM
• 200 GB non-OS space

Elasticsearch Layer
The Elasticsearch Layer requires the following hardware:

• Elasticsearch Hot Node: Locally attached SSDs (NVMe preferred or high-end SATA SSD, IOPS - random 90K
for read/write operations, throughput - sequential read 540 MB/s and write 520 MB/s, 4K block size, NIC 10 GB/
s

• Elasticsearch Warm Node: Locally attached or network storage with a minimum speed of 220 MB/s for read/
write operations, 4K block size, NIC 10 GB/s

• Network Speed: NIC 10 GB/s between the nodes 

Software Requirements for Kubernetes and the Install System
Kubernetes is a prerequisite for the DX Platform installation. The following software is required for the
Kubernetes cluster instances:

Supported Operating Systems
The following table lists the supported operating systems and their versions: 

Operating System Version

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6

CentOS 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6

Supported Containerization Systems
The following table lists the supported containerization systems: 

Containerization Systems Version

Kubernetes 1.10.11, 1.11.7, 1.12.5, 1.13.2

Docker Engine 1.13.1

Nginx Ingress Controller 0.23.0 or higher

Note:  This version of DX Platform installer supports
only Nginx Ingress Controller. For more information
about Nginx Ingress Controller installation, see
the Nginx Ingress Controller documentation.

To use other Ingress Controllers, contact the Broadcom
Support.

https://kubernetes.github.io/ingress-nginx/
https://casupport.broadcom.com
https://casupport.broadcom.com
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 Additional requirements for Kubernetes:

• Disable the scheduling pods on the master node. This prevents the application services from being deployed on
the master node. For example, if node 1 is the master in the Kubernetes cluster, run the following command to
disable scheduling of pods in the master:

kubectl taint node node1 node-role.kubernetes.io/master=true:NoSchedule

• Cluster admin role. Run the installer in the validation mode to confirm that the access privileges are met. 

Required External Services
The following external services are required:

• NFS Service that is accessible from all nodes
• (Optional) SMTP Server that is accessible from all nodes
• (Optional) MacOS Server for Desymbolication in DX App Experience Analytics

Ports Reference
The following table lists all the ports that need to be open:

Note:  If you open the ports after DX APM is already installed, ensure to restart all the pods. Run the following
command to start all the pods at once:

kubectl delete pods --all -n <namespace> --force --grace-period=0

Server Port Number Description

Kubernetes Master
6443

2379-2380

10250-10255

179

5473

4789

Open the following ports:

firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=6443/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=2379-2380/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=10250-10255/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=179/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=5473/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=4789/udp
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Server Port Number Description

Kubernetes Nodes
10250

10255

30000-32767

6783

179

5473

4789

Open the following ports:

firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=10250/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=10255/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=30000-32767/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=6783/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=179/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=5473/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=4789/udp
                  

Docker Registry
5000 Open the following port on the

registry-proxy pod:

firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=5000/tcp

Ingress Controller Master
80

443

Open the following ports:

firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=80/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=443/tcp
For more information, see the
 Pre-Installation Tasks section.
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Server Port Number Description

NFS Master
111

2049

20048

Open these ports for communication
with the NFS:

firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=111/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=2049/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=20048/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
port=20048/udp
Open the following services:
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
service=mountd
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
service=nfs
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-
service=rpc-bind
                  

 Pre-Installation Tasks
This section provides information that is required for setting up the environment to install DX
Platform:
dxp10
This section provides information that is required for setting up the environment to install DX Platform:

Note:  You must execute all the kubectl commands from the master node.

Deploy the Kubernetes Cluster :
Ensure that a compatible version of Kubernetes is deployed. To deploy Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) or
Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (Amazon EKS), contact the Broadcom Customer Success Team.

Obtain a Wildcard DNS :
A wildcard DNS (For example, *.apm.fs.ag.com) allows accessing an on-premise DX APM deployment (say
through browser or for agent connectivity) using a meaningful URL. Point the wildcard DNS to the static IP's of all
the nodes that are running the Ingress Controller.

Run the following command from the Kubernetes master to get the IP's of all the nodes running the Ingress
Controller.

Obtain Ingress Nodes
kubectl get pods -n ingress-nginx  -o wide
        
NAME                             READY     STATUS    RESTARTS  AGE IP NODE NOMINATED NODE 
default-backend-76c6b954d9-674sq   1/1    Running   3    2d  10.233.76.235    cho4-04   none>
ingress-nginx-controller-sj4x4     1/1    Running   4    73d 10.233.83.95     cho4-01   none>
ingress-nginx-controller-zkmv4     1/1    Running   3    73d  10.233.119.236   cho4-02   none>
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Configure the Load Balancer :
For a production deployment, we recommend configuring the load balancer to point to the static IP's of the nodes
that are running the Ingress Controller. In this case, the wildcard DNS will be pointing to the load balancer. To
configure a load balancer, contact your network administrator.

Note:  For the DX Platform installation using the secure routes, ensure that the load balancer is listening on port
443. For non-secure routes, ensure that the load balancer is listening on port 80.

(Optional) Obtain an SSL Certificate :
For a secure communication between DX APM and the outside world, ensure that you have the SSL certificate
(.crt) from your certificate authority and the private key (.key) that are not password protected. If your key and cert
are in a different format (for example, .pfx or .cer), contact the Broadcom Support for further assistance.

Note:  For non-production environments, you can install a self-signed certificate using the DX Platform installer.

Prepare the Network File System (NFS) Service :
The DX Platform services stores the application related configurations, metrics, topology, and log files in a common
NFS storage that is accessible from all the nodes. Run the NFS Server preferably on any one node that is non-
master and non-Elastic. For small deployments, the NFS server can be deployed on the master node.

Warning:

• Ensure to disable antivirus for the NFS share.
• Ensure to synchronize clocks on the cluster systems with Network Time Protocol (NTP). Systems with

unsynchronized time cause unexpected behavior of the software.

Perform the following steps on all the nodes including the Elastic and Master nodes if the Master node is
schedulable.

Follow these steps:

1. Install the nfs-utils package and its dependencies on all the nodes.

yum install -y nfs-utils

2. Enable NFS.

systemctl enable nfs

3. Start the NFS service after the installation.

systemctl start nfs

(Only on the NFS Server) Open the Ports on the NFS Server :
Before you start the installation, ensure that the following ports on the NFS server are open to allow access to the
NFS services between the nodes:

Note:  Choose any one node that is non-master and non-elastic as your NFS server and perform the following
steps on that server.

firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=111/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=111/udp
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firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=2049/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=20048/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=20048/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-service=mountd
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-service=nfs
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-service=rpc-bind
firewall-cmd --reload
firewall-cmd --list-services

For more information about ports, see the Ports Reference section.

Note:  You must restart the ingress-nginx-controller pod after every firewall port change:

kubectl -n ingress-nginx delete pod $(kubectl -n ingress-nginx get pod | fgrep ingress-nginx-controller |
awk '{print $1;}') --force --grace-period=0

(Only on the NFS Server) Configure the NFS Base Directory
Perform the following steps to configure the base directory of the NFS server.

Note:  Choose any one node that is non-master and non-elastic as your NFS server and perform the following
steps on that server.

Follow these steps:

1. Create and expose a directory on your NFS server for the DX Platform data. For example: /nfs/ca/dxi.

mkdir -p /nfs/ca/dxi 

2. Note this NFS base directory name to provide during installation.
3. Run the following command on the master to get the list of nodes:

kubectl get nodes

4. Note the internal IP addresses of all the hostnames that are listed under the NAME column including the master
node. For the internal IP addresses, contact your Administrator.

5. Run the following command:

vi /etc/exports

6. Add the following entry to /etc/exports in the format shown to add the NFS base directory:

<basedir> <node1>(rw,sync,no_root_squash,no_all_squash)
            
<basedir> refers to the base directory of the NFS directories. 
<node1> refers to the Kubernetes node.
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For example,

 # contents of /etc/exports
/nfs/ca/dxi/ 172.31.25.210(rw,sync,no_root_squash,no_all_squash)
/nfs/ca/dxi/ 172.31.45.207(rw,sync,no_root_squash,no_all_squash)
/nfs/ca/dxi/ 172.31.46.84(rw,sync,no_root_squash,no_all_squash)
/nfs/ca/dxi/ 172.31.13.15(rw,sync,no_root_squash,no_all_squash)
/nfs/ca/dxi/ 172.31.8.184(rw,sync,no_root_squash,no_all_squash)

7. Export the base directory:

Warning:

Important! Export the Base Directory to all the nodes in the cluster. Every server in the cluster must be
able to read/write to this base directory.

exportfs -ra

Once you export the base directory, the NFS directories that you create after the installation are available to all
of the Kubernetes nodes.

8. Verify that the base directory is exported successfully. Run this command on each of the nodes in the
Kubernetes cluster:

showmount -e <node/IP Address>

<node> is the node where you created the base directory (typically, the master node).

Note:  To use a different network storage type, contact the Broadcom Customer Success Team.

Label Node to Deploy Elasticsearch :
The DX Platform installer configures Elasticsearch, Kafka, and Zookeeper pods to run on nodes with specific
labels. Label every node where Elasticsearch is to be deployed. Run the following command to check the label:

kubectl get nodes --show-labels 

Note:  Do not label any of the Kubernetes master nodes.

For Single Elasticsearch Node Deployment (Small Deployment):

kubectl label nodes node_name_1> dxi-es-node=master-data-1
        
Replace <node_name_1> with your Kubernetes node name.

For 3 Elasticsearch Nodes Deployment (Medium Deployment):

kubectl label nodes <node_name_1> dxi-es-node=master-data-1
kubectl label nodes <node_name_2> dxi-es-node=master-data-2
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kubectl label nodes <node_name_3> dxi-es-node=master-data-3

Modify the max_map_count Parameter for Elasticsearch
Elasticsearch has certain kernel parameter requirements and uses local storage (directory /dxi) for performance
reasons. Perform these steps for Elasticsearch to start successfully. As a root user, set the vm.max_map_count
parameter to 262144 on every node where Elasticsearch is to be deployed.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the /etc/sysctl.conf file with the following value:

vm.max_map_count=262144

2. Run the following command to apply the changes without restarting the node.

sysctl -q -w vm.max_map_count=262144

Increase the Max Open Files Limit to 65536 :
Perform the following steps as a root user on every node where Elasticsearch is to be deployed. Ensure that
ulimit is set to 65536 for Elasticsearch to start successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the sysctl.conf file and add the following line at the end of file. This file is available in the /etc directory.

fs.file-max=65536

2. Run the following command to apply the sysctl limits:

$ sysctl -p

3. Add the following lines to the /etc/security/limits.conf file:

* soft nproc 65536
* hard nproc 65536
* soft nofile 65536
* hard nofile 65536

4. Log out and log back in for the changes to take effect.
5. Run the following command to check the soft limits.

$ ulimit -a

6. Run the following command to check the hard limits.

$ ulimit -Ha
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7. Also, verify that the value of the max user processes is (-u) 65536.

(Optional) Prepare SMTP server credentials :
The DX Platform installation configures SMTP server for sending email notifications. This SMTP server must be
accessible from all of the nodes in the Kubernetes cluster. Note the credentials and hostname of your SMTP server
to be used during the installation.

You can enter the SMTP credentials anytime after installation.
(Optional) Verify if the Environment Dependencies are Running
Run the following commands to check the status of the services. The status must be Active (Running). If the status
is not active, then check the logs for these services to troubleshoot the issue.

On Each Kubernetes Node:

Check Kubernetes. The status must be Active (Running).

systemctl status kubelet

On Master Node:

Run the following command to check the status of the nodes. The status of the nodes must display as Ready.

kubectl get nodes

If the status is Not Ready, run the command to check the status of the service and then check the logs before you
restart the service.

Set Up NTP on All Nodes :
To ensure that there are no clock skew issues between APM MOM and Collectors, you must configure NTP on all
the nodes.

Follow these steps:

1. On all the nodes, install NTP and set the timezone to UTC.
2. Choose one node as the main time server.
3. Setup the sync clocks on the remaining nodes in your cluster with the node designated as the main time server

in the cluster.

 Verify the Installation Checklist
This section provides the checklist for you to review before you start the installation.
This section provides the checklist for you to review before you start the installation of the DX Platform:

Table 1:   

No. Category Action

1. General Reviewed the following sections
to understand the installation
requirements and ensure hardware
is provisioned and ready to go:

• Deployment Architecture
• Sizing Recommendations
• Hardware and Software

Requirements
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No. Category Action

2. General Ensure sudo or root access to the
instances in the Elasticsearch layer.

Ensure that the appropriate Installer
file is downloaded (online or offline).

3. Kubernetes Deploy the Kubernetes Cluster

4. DNS Obtain the Wildcard DNS

5. NFS Configure the Loadbalancer

6. SSL Obtain a SSL Certificate

7. NFS • Prepare the Network File
System (NFS) Service

• Open the Ports on the NFS
Server

• Configure the NFS Base
Directory

8. Image Storage Configure Storage for Registry

9. Elasticsearch Configuration • Label Node to Deploy
Elasticsearch

• Modify the max_map_count
Parameter for Elasticsearch

• Increase the Max Open Files
Limit to 65536

10. Email (Optional) Prepare SMTP Server
Credentials

12. Ingress Controller Verify if the Nginx Ingress
Controller Pod is Running

Next Step: Install DX Platform

 Install DX Platform
This section provides the following information:
dxp10
This section provides the following information:

Download the Installer Distribution File
The DX Platform installer is bundled with the DX APM distribution zip file (DX Application
Performance Management - <version>). This distribution file includes the DX Platform files for:
• Online installation: Use this method when the installing host has access to the Internet. In this mode,

download the online version of the installer from the Support site. The installer connects to the public registry
using the access token and downloads the latest product images. For online installation credentials, contact
your Customer Success Associate (CSA) or Broadcom Support.

• Offline installation: Use this method when the installing host does not have access to the Internet. In this
mode, download the offline version of the installer from the Support site. The downloaded installation package
contains all the images, binaries, and dependencies. The installer retrieves the product images from a file which
is included in the offline version of the install script.

Follow these steps:
1. Create a directory named install_directory on a host that has access to the Kubernetes cluster.
2. Log in to the Support site using your credentials.  
3. Navigate to the DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT section. 

https://casupport.broadcom.com/
https://casupport.broadcom.com/
https://casupport.broadcom.com/
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4. Search for Application Performance Management.
5. In the Product Downloads section, select the version.
6. Click Download to download the zip file to the install_directory folder.

• Online Installer: DXCommonPlatformInstaller-<version>-online  (About 50 MB)
• Offline Installer: DXCommonPlatformInstaller-<version>-offline  (About 20 GB)

7. Extract the downloaded zip file.

• Online Installer: DXCommonPlatformInstaller-<version>-online.tar.gz 
• Offline Installer: DXCommonPlatformInstaller-<version>-offline.tar.gz 

Run the Installer
Before you run the installer, consider the following points:

• Verify the installation checklist.
• If you run the installer on the non-master node, copy the cluster kubeconfig from master to the installation

directory.

You can run the installer in one of the following ways:

• Interactive Console Install Mode: In this mode, you must provide the inputs at the prompt for the installation.
• Silent Install Mode: In this mode, the DX Platform is installed using the values mentioned in

the dxi.input.vars.yml file. This file is available in the root installation folder. To install in silent
mode, we recommend running the installer in the Interactive Console Install mode first to generate
the dxi.input.vars.yml file. 

If you are installing the DX Platform for the first time, you must run the installer in the Interactive Console
Install mode. Perform the following steps to install the DX Platform in the Interactive Console Install mode.

Note:  Before you install the DX Platform, you can use the Environment validation flag (--validate) to verify if the
hardware resources (requirements) are available and if the NFS directory is created.

Online Installation:

./install.sh -u=<username> -p=<password> --ignore-errors --validate

Offline Installation:

./install.sh --ignore-errors --validate

The --ignore-errors flag enables the installer to continue with the installation even if the pods do not start in the
given time frame.

Follow these steps:
1. Navigate to the install directory.

cd <install directory>

2. Initiate the installer:

• Online Install: If you use this option, the installer pulls the images from the Bintray repository. For the online
installation credentials, contact your Customer Support Associate (CSA) or Support.

./install.sh -u=<username> -p=<password> --ignore-errors
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• Offline Install: If you use this option, the installer loads images from the local file.

./install.sh --ignore-errors

The --ignore-errors flag enables the installer to continue with the installation even if the pods do not start in the
given time frame.

Note:

Additional flags supported by the installer:

• --silent - Use this flag to run the installer in the Silent mode. The Silent mode requires
the dxi.input.vars.yml file to be located in the installer directory with the necessary values. To install in
the Silent mode, we recommend running the installer in the Interactive Console Install mode first to
generate the dxi.input.vars.yml file. 

• --skip-ssl - Use this flag to skip validating the self signed certificates for HTTPS communication.
• --skip-checks - Use this flag to skip all the user input validations. We do not recommend using this flag.

3. Provide the required information at the prompt:

1.1 Accept the terms of the CA End-User License Agreement: 

• Y: Type Y to proceed with the installation.
• N: Type N to quit the installation.

2.1 Installation type: 

• 1. Kubernetes: Type 1 for Kubernetes-based installation. In this release, only Kubernetes is
supported. 

3.1 Registry installation: 

• 1. install: Type 1 to install a registry in the cluster using the installer. If a registry already exists, the
installer displays a message to select the use_existing option.

• 2. use_existing: Type 2 to provide the URL of your own registry. For more information about setting
up the private docker registry, see the Set Up and Configure the Private Docker Registry section.

• (Conditional) Specify the registry URL: Specify the private docker registry URL of your
organization. If this URL requires authorization, then the installer prompts for the username and
password.

Validation: Installer pushes an image to the registry to validate the access.
4.1 Specify the Kubernetes namespace for installation: Specify the Kubernetes namespace. All the pods

are deployed in the namespace you specify here.

Validation: The namespace must contain alphanumeric characters in lowercase. The namespace must
start and end with an alphanumeric character and can be separated by '-'. For example, 'my-name'. 

After you specify the namespace, the installer displays the Master IP from the kube config file. 
5.1 (Conditional) Choose Kubernetes cluster: This prompt is displayed only if multiple clusters are

mentioned in the kube config file. Choose the cluster for the installation. 
6.1 (Conditional) Choose Kubernetes user: This prompt is displayed only if multiple users are mentioned in

the kube config file. Choose the user for the installation. 

Note:

The installer supports both the following Kubernetes account types: 

• client-certificate/client-key
• username/password

To use the Kubernetes account, the user should exist in the Kubernetes cluster. This user should have
cluster admin privileges to create a namespace and PV. This user should also be mentioned in the kube
config file.

For example,

users:

- name: minikube
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user:

client-certificate: /root/.minikube/client.crt

 client-key: /root/.minikube/client.key

- name: someuser 

user: 

password: <password> 

username: <username>

Validation: The installer validates the Nginx Ingress Controller version (0.23.0 or higher). If the version is
incorrect, the installer exits.

7.1 Specify the Wildcard DNS: Enter the wildcard DNS of the node running the Ingress Controller or the
load balancer.

Validation: Installer verifies if this host is reachable by pinging this host.
8.1 Do you want secure routes: 

• Y: Type Y to enable the secure route for HTTPS encrypted communication. We recommend using the
secure route for every installation. 

• (Conditional) Do you want to provide your own SSL certificate and key?

Note:  Ensure that the generated .crt and .key files are placed in the tls_certs folder in the
installer directory.

• Y: Type Y to provide your own SSL certificate and key files:

• Provide the .crt file name.
• Provide the corresponding .key file name.

• N: Type N to generate the files using the installer. The installer generates the SSL certificate
and the key in the tls_certs folder under the install directory.

• N: Type N for no encryption using HTTP.  
9.1 Specify the name of NFS server IP/host: Type the host name or IP address of the node where the NFS

server runs. For more information, see the Configure the NFS Base Directory section.

Validation: Installer verifies if the NFS server is reachable.
10.1 Specify the NFS folder: Specify the name of the NFS base directory that you created in the Kubernetes

cluster. For example, /nfs/ca/dxi 

Validation: Installer verifies that all the nodes can read/write to this NFS base folder.
11.1 (Conditional) Specify the installation size: Select the installation size depending on how many nodes

are labeled as Elasticsearch nodes. Small installation can be used for demo and Medium installation for
standard installation. 

• 1. Small Installation: One Elasticsearch Hot node is labeled: Type 1 for small installation. 
• 2. Medium Installation: Three Elasticsearch Hot nodes are labeled: Type 2 for medium

installation. 
12.1 Do you want to enable OI: 

• Y: Type Y to enable DX Operational Intelligence
• N: Type N to enable DX Operational Intelligence later. You can always enable DX OI later. For more

information, see the Configure the DX Platform section.

Validation: The installer validates the Max Open Files Limit, Max Map Count on all the nodes,
and the Elasticsearch prerequisites. The installer also validates the hardware requirements for the
installation. 

13.1 (Optional) Specify the SMTP server details:  You can specify the SMTP server details during or
after the installation. To skip this step during the installation, press ENTER. Run the update-smtp-
details.sh script to provide this information post installation.

• Specify the SMTP service URL in the following format: smtp/smtps://
<Service_URL>:587 Validation: None

• (Conditional) Specify the SMTP account: Specify the username.
• (Conditional) Specify the SMTP credential: Specify the password. Validation: The installer also

validates if this SMTP server is reachable from the cluster.
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14.1 (Only for DX App Experience Analytics) Do you want to use the Symbolicator: Specify the
Symbolicator IP and port. For more information, see the Install and Configure Symbolicator section.

15.1 Enter the password for the master admin: Enter a password for the Master Administrator. This account
allows you to create tenants and manage the DX Platform deployment. If the admin password reset fails,
the default password (master1234!) is used.

Validation: The password must be 6 - 25 characters long. The password must be a combination of all the
following characters:

• at least one uppercase character
• at least one lowercase character
• at least one number, and
• at least one special character ((!, @, #, $, %, ^, &, *, _, +))

16.1 Re-Enter the password for the master admin: Re-enter the same password.

Validation: The password must match the password that was entered in the previous step.

On successful installation, the installer displays the confirmation message and the URL (http://apmservices-
gateway.<domain>/dxiportal) to log in to the Cluster Management console (DX Platform). 

Verify the Installation

After the installation, run the following command to verify the status of the pods. The status must display as
Running or Completed (you may have to wait a few minutes).

kubectl get pods -n <namespace>

If some of the pods are not in the Running or Completed state even after a couple of minutes, contact the
Broadcom support. 

For initiation logs, you can check the <host>:/nfs/ca/dxi/dxi-platform-init-pod/dxi-platform-init-
pod.log file. This log file lets you know if the master admin has been reset and if the global admin account was
created successfully. 

Login to the Cluster Management
After you have installed and verified the installation, log in to the Cluster Management console as a Master
Administrator.

Follow these steps:

1.1 Open the URL that was displayed after the installation: http://apmservices-gateway.<domain>/dxiportal
2.1 Provide the following details:

• Tenant Id: masteradmin
• Username: masteradmin
• Password: The master admin password that you provided during the installation. If the password does

not work, try master1234! which is the default password. If the password gets locked after several
attempts, see the Troubleshooting the Installation section.

Once logged in, proceed with the steps described in the Post Installation Tasks section.

 Post Installation Tasks
This section describes the configuration tasks that are required post installation:
Tenant and User Creation
After the installation, the next step is to login to the Cluster Management console as a Master Administrator
and create the tenant.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Login to the Cluster Management console using the URL (http://apmservices-gateway.<domain>/dxiportal)
provided at the end of the install process (or tail the install.log file in the installer script folder). 

tail -f install.log
....
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2019-09-19 13:30:51,943 INFO  - To create your first tenant, open this URL: https://<apmservices-
gateway.hostname>/dxiportal.

2. Provide the following details at the prompt:

• Tenant Id: masteradmin
• Username: masteradmin
• Password: The master admin password that you provided during the installation. If the password does not

work, try master1234! which is the default password. If the password gets locked after several attempts, see
the Troubleshooting the Installation section.

The Cluster Management console is displayed.
3. In the left navigation pane, select Tenant Services, and then select + Add Tenant. 
4. Provide the requested information to create a tenant. For more information, see the Create and Manage

Tenants section.

Once the tenant is created, you can access the DX Platform capabilities.
5. To access the DX Platform capabilities, you must log out of the Cluster Management console as a Master

Administrator.
6. Using the same URL, log back in as a Tenant Administrator that you created earlier. 

 Reference Information
This section provides the following information:
dxp10
This section provides the following information:

 Install Kubernetes Using Kubespray (Online)
This section provides information that is required to install Kubernetes using Kubespray:
dxp10
This section provides information that is required to install Kubernetes using Kubespray:

Note:  This section requires you to have knowledge of SSH, Ansible, and Yum.

Software Requirements
The following table lists the software that is required for the installation:

Requirement Version

CentOS Linux 7.4.1708 (Core)

Kubernetes 1.10.11, 1.11.7, 1.12.5, 1.13.2

By default, Kubespray-2.6.0 comes with v1.10.4, use
v1.10.11 for CVE-2018-1002105 Fix.

Kubespray Release 2.6.0

Preinstallation Tasks
Perform the following steps on all hosts that are part of the cluster:

Set SELinux Contexts

Set the SELinux contexts for the kubernetes and the etcd folders. Perform these steps only on the master node.

Note:

SELinux must be enabled to set this context.

 Follow these steps: 

configure-and-manage-tenants.dita
configure-and-manage-tenants.dita
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1. Create a directory named kubernetes.

mkdir -p /etc/kubernetes/

2. Run the following command to set context for the Kubernetes files:

chcon -R -t svirt_sandbox_file_t /etc/kubernetes/

3. Create a directory named etcd.

mkdir -p /var/lib/etcd

4. Run the following command to set context for the etcd files:

chcon -R -t svirt_sandbox_file_t /var/lib/etcd

5. If SELinux is not working as expected, then disable SELinx:

setenforce 0
sed -i s/^SELINUX=.*$/SELINUX=disabled/ /etc/selinux/config

If SELinux is not completely disabled after editing, then restart all the hosts.

Configure the Firewalld
Configure the firewalld on the master node and on all the nodes.

Note:

We recommend you to configure firewalld or iptables-services. However, if you are setting up the cluster for the first
time, you can continue with the installation and you can configure firewalld later when the cluster is up and running.

Firewalld Configuration on the Master Node

firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=6443/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=2379-2380/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=10250/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=10251/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=10252/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=10255/tcp
firewall-cmd --reload
firewall-cmd --list-ports
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=179/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=5473/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=4789/udp
firewall-cmd --reload
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Firewalld Configuration on All Nodes

firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=30000-32767/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=10250/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=10255/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=6783/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=443/tcp
firewall-cmd --reload
firewall-cmd --list-ports
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=179/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=5473/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=4789/udp
firewall-cmd --reload

Install Extra Packages for Enterprise Linux (EPEL) Repository
Install EPEL Repo on the Ansible master node if not installed by Kubespray. The Kubernetes master node can be
the Ansible master node. Install EPEL using rpm or yum.

rpm -ivh https://dl.fedoraproject.org/pub/epel/epel-release-latest-7.noarch.rpm

Set Up SSH for Passwordless Access to Ansible Host
Perform this step on all the nodes in the cluster.

• Manual Setup:  Run the following command on all the hosts to create ssh private and public keys.

ssh-keygen

Use any of the hosts as the Ansible host. Then, copy the public key of that host from the .ssh/id_rsa.pub file
and paste in to the .ssh/authorized_keys file of all other hosts.

• Automated Setup: Run the following command to copy the public key of the Ansible host to all hosts. Replace
host2, host3, host4 with the selected IPs or hostnames (including the Ansible system IP or hostname if it is part
of the Kubernetes cluster).

for host in host2 host3 host4; do ssh-copy-id -i ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub $host; done

Download and Untar the Installation Scripts

Follow these steps:

1. Run the following command to download the Kubespray installation scripts to the Ansible host:

wget https://github.com/kubernetes-incubator/kubespray/archive/<version>.tar.gz
For example, wget https://github.com/kubernetes-incubator/kubespray/archive/v2.6.0.tar.gz
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2. Untar the installation script.

tar xf <version>.tar.gz  cd kubespray-<version>
For example, tar xf v2.6.0.tar.gz cd kubespray-2.6.0 

Install EPEL Packages
Install the EPEL packages on the Ansible host.

Note:  The hosts.ini generation script requires python3.

Follow these steps:

1. Run one of the following commands to add the EPEL repo:

yum install -y epel-release
rpm -ivh https://dl.fedoraproject.org/pub/epel/epel-release-latest-7.noarch.rpm

2. Install the requisite packages:

yum install -y python-pip python36 iproute

Install the Kubespray Dependencies
Perform the following steps to pip install requirements from the kubespray directory. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <kubespray-version> directory.

cd kubespray-<version>

2. Run the following command to pip install the requirements from the Kubespray directory.

pip install -r requirements.txt

Create the hosts.ini File for Ansible
 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <kubespray-version> directory.

cd kubespray-<version>

2. Copy the sample inventory folder.

cp -r inventory/local/ inventory/mycluster && rm -f inventory/mycluster/hosts.ini

3. Declare your hosts based on the type of installation:
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Note:

While running the Kubespray installation, your node hostname is changed to the one generated in the hosts.ini.
To skip changing the hostname, you can edit the roles/bootstrap-os/defaults/main.yml file. In this file,
change override_system_hostname: true to override_system_hostname: false. 

• For a single host:

declare -a IPS=(10.131.158.143)
CONFIG_FILE=inventory/mycluster/hosts.ini /usr/bin/python3.6m contrib/inventory_builder/
inventory.py ${IPS[@]}

• For multiple hosts:

declare -a IPS=(10.238.32.23 10.238.32.58 10.238.34.106)
CONFIG_FILE=inventory/mycluster/hosts.ini /usr/bin/python3.6m contrib/inventory_builder/
inventory.py ${IPS[@]}

Note:

If the "Config file" creation error with python error code error is displayed, remove the hosts.ini file and
try running the config file command again. To remove the hosts.ini file, run the following command: rm -f
inventory/mycluster/hosts.ini

Ansible displays an error if the number of nodes under the etcd block in the hosts.ini file is even. To fix this
error, remove one node under the etcd block. The total number of nodes must be odd.

#Replace the nodes in the config file with the actual node hostnames.
            [all]
node1 ansible_host=10.238.32.23 ip=10.238.32.23
node2 ansible_host=10.238.32.58 ip=10.238.32.58
node3 ansible_host=10.238.34.106 ip=10.238.34.106
[kube-master]
node1
[kube-node]
node1
node2
node3
[etcd]
node1
node2
node3
[k8s-cluster:children]
kube-node
kube-master
[calico-rr]
[vault]
node1
node2
node3
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(Optional) To make only one node1 as master, remove node1 from the [ kube-node ] field.

Note:

 More Information: 

 Symptom:  

"Config file" creation error with python error code. 

 Solution: 

Remove hosts.ini and try running the config file command again.

 Symptom: 

Ansible run error if number of nodes under etcd block in hosts.ini is even.

 Solution: 

Remove one node under the etcd block. The total number of nodes should be odd.

Remove Docker
Before you start the Kubespray installation, remove docker on the target systems. Removing docker prevents any
storage issues when Kubespray installs its own docker version from its repository.

Change the Kubernetes Version
Navigate to the inventory/mycluster/group_vars/k8s-cluster.yml file and change the version.

> Change kube_version: v1.10.4 to kube_version: v1.10.11

(Optional) Configure the Add-ons
 

Enable Ingress
To enable Ingress, set ingress_nginx_enabled to true in the inventory/mycluster/group_vars/k8s-
cluster.yml file:

> Set ingress_nginx_enabled: false to ingress_nginx_enabled: true

Enable Internal Registry
To enable the internal registry, set registry_enabled to true in the inventory/mycluster/group_vars/k8s-
cluster.yml file:

> Set registry_enabled: false to registry_enabled: true

Enable the Local Volume Provisioner
To enable the local volume provisioner, uncomment and set local_volume_provisioner_enabled to true in
the inventory/mycluster/group_vars/k8s-cluster.yml file:

For example, 

# Registry deployment
registry_enabled: true
#registry_namespace: "{{ system_namespace }}"
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#registry_storage_class: "local-storage"
#registry_disk_size: "50Gi"
# Local volume provisioner deployment
local_volume_provisioner_enabled: true

Nginx Image Version 
Ensure that the Nginx image version is 0.23.0. To change the version:

Open and edit the roles/download/defaults/main.ymlfile. Change ingress_nginx_controller_image_tag:
"0.17.1"  to ingress_nginx_controller_image_tag: "0.23.0"

Install and Set Up Kubernetes
Perform the following steps to install and set up Kubernetes.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Run the Kubespray Kubernetes installation using the Ansible playbook:

[defaults]
invalid_task_attribute_failed=False

export ANSIBLE_INVALID_TASK_ATTRIBUTE_FAILED=False
ansible-playbook -v -i inventory/mycluster/hosts.ini cluster.yml --flush-cache --extra-vars
 "override_system_hostname=false"

2. (Optional) Reset the clusters if there are any errors:

ansible-playbook -v -i  inventory/mycluster/hosts.ini reset.yml --flush-cache

Note:

More Information: 

Symptom: 

Ansible failure for using multiple nameservers:

Solution: Open the yml file and uncomment the line:

vi inventory/mycluster/group_vars/all.yml
uncomment line - docker_dns_servers_strict: false

3. Configure the NFS Storage for Registry.

Note:  If you have any issues with local storage pv/pvc, then use the NFS storage.

1.1 Create entries in the /etc/exports file. Pick your NFS server which has enough storage and has less load
and start NFS service on it. Add entries to the /etc/exports file. You must add entries for each of the nodes
in the cluster.

# Sample contents of /etc/exports
/mnt/disks/vol1 172.31.25.210(rw,sync,no_root_squash,no_all_squash)
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/mnt/disks/vol1 172.31.25.211(rw,sync,no_root_squash,no_all_squash)
         

2.1 Run the following command:

exportfs -ra

3.1 Restart NFS service if above command does not work.

systemctl restart nfs

4.1 Remove the previously created PVC by the kubespray installer:

kubectl delete pvc registry-pvc -n kube-system

5.1 Create PV because the registry pod will not run unless PV is created.

1. 1.1 Create a directory that is named /mnt/disks/vol1 on all the nodes.
2. 1.1 Create the registry-nfs-pv.yml file.

apiVersion: v1
kind: PersistentVolume
metadata:
  name: registry-pv
  namespace: kube-system
spec:
  accessModes:
  - ReadWriteMany
  capacity:
    storage: 50Gi
  nfs:
    path: /mnt/disks/vol1
    server: IP-Address of NFS SERVER>
  persistentVolumeReclaimPolicy: Retain
  storageClassName: registry-storage

Provide the IP address of the NFS server in the above file.
3. 1.1 Create the registry-nfs-pvc.yml file.

apiVersion: v1
kind: PersistentVolumeClaim
metadata:
  name: registry-pvc
  namespace: kube-system
  labels:
    kubernetes.io/cluster-service: "true"
    addonmanager.kubernetes.io/mode: Reconcile
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spec:
  accessModes:
    - ReadWriteMany
  storageClassName: registry-storage
  volumeName: registry-pv
  resources:
    requests:
      storage: 50Gi

4. 1.1 Create the PV and the PVC.

kubectl create -f registry-nfs-pv.yml 
kubectl create -f registry-nfs-pvc.yml 

5. 1.1 Once created, check if the registry PVC is bound to the registry PV.

kubectl get pv -n kube-system

If the above command displays PV is Bound, this means that registry pod should be in the
running state. Else check for node affinity, feature gate settings in kubelet, not enough storage
etc.

4. Configure the local storage Persistent Volume (PV) and Persistent Volume Claim (PVC) for registry:

For this to work, set local_volume_provisioner_enabled: true in the k8s_cluster.yml file prior to the kubespray
installation.

1.1 Remove the previously created PVC by the kubespray installer:

kubectl delete pvc registry-pvc -n kube-system

2.1 Create PV because the registry pod will not run unless PV is created.

1. 1.1 Create a directory that is named /mnt/disks/vol1 on all the nodes.
2. 1.1 Create the local PV yml file.

Replace node1, node2, node3 with your Kubernetes node hostnames. The registry pod will store
docker images on each of the nodes specified at /mnt/disks/vol1. Ensure that the path /mnt/disks/
vol1 does not have any data.

Note:   Use any one node which has enough storage or use an NFS storage provisioner. You
must create PV and PVC for this.

apiVersion: v1
kind: PersistentVolume
metadata:
  name: registry-pv
  namespace: kube-system
spec:
  accessModes:
  - ReadWriteMany
  capacity:
    storage: 50Gi
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  nfs:
    path: /mnt/disks/vol1
    server: IP-Address of NFS SERVER>
  persistentVolumeReclaimPolicy: Retain
  storageClassName: registry-storage

Provide the IP address of the NFS server in the above file.
3. 1.1 Create the registry-nfs-pvc.yml file.

apiVersion: v1
kind: PersistentVolumeClaim
metadata:
  name: registry-pvc
  namespace: kube-system
  labels:
    kubernetes.io/cluster-service: "true"
    addonmanager.kubernetes.io/mode: Reconcile
spec:
  accessModes:
    - ReadWriteMany
  storageClassName: registry-storage
  volumeName: registry-pv
  resources:
    requests:
      storage: 50Gi

4. 1.1 Create the PV and the PVC.

kubectl create -f registry-nfs-pv.yml 
kubectl create -f registry-nfs-pvc.yml 

5. 1.1 Once created, check if the registry PVC is bound to the registry PV.

kubectl get pv -n kube-system

If the above command displays PV is Bound, this means that registry pod should be in the
running state. Else check for node affinity, feature gate settings in kubelet, not enough storage
etc.

3.1 Run the following command to remove the PVs created by the installer.

kubectl delete pvc registry-pvc -n kube-system

Note: If kubectl is not found after the successful run of ansible, then look for kubectl in /usr/local/
bin/.

The Registry pod does not run if the PV is not created. Create a PV.
4.1 Create a directory that is named /mnt/disks/vol1 on all the nodes.
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5.1 Create the registry-nfs-pv.yml file.
6.1  
7.1 Create a local PVC yml file.
8.1 Create the PV and the PVC.

kubectl create -f registry-nfs-pv.yml 
kubectl create -f registry-nfs-pvc.yml 

9.1 (Optional)Configure Local Storage PV and PVC for registry.

For this to work, set local_volume_provisioner_enabled: true in the k8s_cluster.yml file prior to the
kubespray installation.

• Remove the pvc created by the installer:

kubectl delete pvc registry-pvc -n kube-system

• Registry pod will not run if PV is not created, so create PV first. 
5. Set up the dashboard.

kubectl create serviceaccount my-admin-user -n kube-system
kubectl get sa
kubectl create clusterrolebinding my-admin-user -n kube-system --clusterrole=cluster-admin --
serviceaccount=kube-system:my-admin-user
kubectl get secret $(kubectl get serviceaccount my-admin-user -n kube-system -o
 jsonpath="{.secrets[0].name}") -o jsonpath="{.data.token}" -n kube-system | base64 --decode

1.1 Copy and save the token code.

kubectl cluster-info
kubernetes-dashboard is running at https://master1:6443/api/v1/namespaces/kube-system/services/
https:kubernetes-dashboard:/proxy

2.1 Open the browser and enter the dashboard URL. Paste the token code in the dashboard by selecting the
Token option.

Post Installation Tasks
Make the Master Unschedulable
Run the following command to make the master node unschedulable:

kubectl taint nodes <<master-node1> key:NoSchedule-

Note: This step may not be required in a demo environment where the master node runs the services.

(Optional) Make the Kubernetes Dashboard Read-Only
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Perform these steps to give read-only access to a group of users instead of the terminal access. You can access
the read-only dashboards even if you do not have the Kubernetes cluster access. To view the read-only dashboard
in the web browser login view, press Skip when prompted for Token or kubeconfig.

This RBAC configuration does not grant access to secrets. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create a read-only cluster role - readonly_cluster_role.yml. 

---
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: ClusterRole
metadata:
  name: dashboard-viewonly
rules:
- apiGroups:
  - ""
  resources:
  - configmaps
  - endpoints
  - persistentvolumeclaims
  - pods
  - replicationcontrollers
  - replicationcontrollers/scale
  - serviceaccounts
  - services
  - nodes
  - persistentvolumeclaims
  - persistentvolumes
  verbs:
  - get
  - list
  - watch
- apiGroups:
  - ""
  resources:
  - bindings
  - events
  - limitranges
  - namespaces/status
  - pods/log
  - pods/status
  - replicationcontrollers/status
  - resourcequotas
  - resourcequotas/status
  verbs:
  - get
  - list
  - watch
- apiGroups:
  - ""
  resources:
  - namespaces
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  verbs:
  - get
  - list
  - watch
- apiGroups:
  - apps
  resources:
  - daemonsets
  - deployments
  - deployments/scale
  - replicasets
  - replicasets/scale
  - statefulsets
  verbs:
  - get
  - list
  - watch
- apiGroups:
  - autoscaling
  resources:
  - horizontalpodautoscalers
  verbs:
  - get
  - list
  - watch
- apiGroups:
  - batch
  resources:
  - cronjobs
  - jobs
  verbs:
  - get
  - list
  - watch
- apiGroups:
  - extensions
  resources:
  - daemonsets
  - deployments
  - deployments/scale
  - ingresses
  - networkpolicies
  - replicasets
  - replicasets/scale
  - replicationcontrollers/scale
  verbs:
  - get
  - list
  - watch
- apiGroups:
  - policy
  resources:
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  - poddisruptionbudgets
  verbs:
  - get
  - list
  - watch
- apiGroups:
  - networking.k8s.io
  resources:
  - networkpolicies
  verbs:
  - get
  - list
  - watch
- apiGroups:
  - storage.k8s.io
  resources:
  - storageclasses
  - volumeattachments
  verbs:
  - get
  - list
  - watch
- apiGroups:
  - rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  resources:
  - clusterrolebindings
  - clusterroles
  - roles
  - rolebindings
  verbs:
  - get
  - list
  - watch

2. Create a cluster role binding to attach the cluster role to a service account
- readonly_cluster_rolebinding.yml.

---
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1beta1
kind: ClusterRoleBinding
metadata:
  name: kubernetes-dashboard
  labels:
    k8s-app: kubernetes-dashboard
roleRef:
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: ClusterRole
  name: dashboard-viewonly
subjects:
- kind: ServiceAccount
  name: kubernetes-dashboard
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  namespace: kube-system

3. Run the following commands to create readonly cluster role and cluster role binding:

kubectl create -f readonly_cluster_role.yml
kubectl create -f readonly_cluster_rolebinding.yml

 Install Kubernetes Using Kubespray (Offline)
This section provides the information that is required to install Kubernetes using Kubespray:
dxp10
This section provides the information that is required to install Kubernetes using Kubespray:

Note:

Perform the following steps only if there is no proxy. The disk space that is required for the RPMs and images is at
least 20 GB.

Software Requirements
The following table lists the software that is required for the Kubernetes installation:

Requirement Version

RHEL 7.3 and 7.4

CentOS Linux 7.4.1708 (Core)

Kubernetes 1.10.11, 1.11.7, 1.12.5, 1.13.2

By default, Kubespray-2.6.0 comes with v1.10.4, use
v1.10.11 for CVE-2018-1002105 Fix.

Kubespray Release 2.6.0

Identify and SSH to an Internet Connected Host
Perform the following steps on all the hosts that are part of the cluster:

Warning:

 Consider the following points:

• These steps are applicable when there is no option for proxy on the deployment servers.
• At least 5 GB disk space is required for rpm and images. 
• Ensure that the RHEL versions of the internet connected host and offline host are similar.

Install Yum Packages
Run the following command to install the Yum packages for Kubespray:

yum install -y wget epel-release python-pip python36 python-setuptools python36 docker
systemctl start docker

Download the RPM Packages for Offline Installation
Follow these steps:
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1. Create a directory named rpm.

mkdir /root/rpm

2.  Run the following command to download the rpm packages:

repotrack -p /root/rpm wget epel-release openssl-libs openssl openssl-devel libsepol-devel libselinux-
python device-mapper-libs ebtables python-httplib2 openssl curl rsync bash-completion socat unzip
 python-setuptools python-pip python36 python36-libs docker-ce-17.03.2.ce-1.el7.centos.x86_64
 docker-ce-selinux-17.03.2.ce-1.el7.centos.noarch vsftpd deltarpm python-deltarpm createrepo

Download the Kubespray Installation Scripts and Untar
Run the following command to clone the repo:

git clone git@github.gwd.broadcom.net:ESD/kubespray-offline.git

Install the PIP Packages for Kubespray
Navigate to the directory where Kubespray is downloaded and run the following command:

cd kubespray-offline
pip install -r requirements.txt

Download the PIP Packages for Kubespray Offline Installation
Follow these steps:

1. Create a directory named pip-packages.

mkdir /root/pip-packages/

2. Run the following command to download the packages:

pip download -d /root/pip-packages/ -r kubespray-offline/requirements.txt

Generate the hosts.ini File for Ansible
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the kubespray-offline directory.

cd kubespray-offline
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2. Copy the sample inventory folder.

cp -r inventory/local/ inventory/mycluster

rm -f inventory/mycluster/hosts.ini

3. Declare the hosts and generate hosts.ini.

Note:

While running the Kubespray installation, your node hostname is changed to the one generated in the hosts.ini.
To skip changing the hostname, you can edit the roles/bootstrap-os/defaults/main.yml file. In this file, change
override_system_hostname: true to override_system_hostname: false.

##For Single host:
declare -a IPS=(10.131.158.143)
 
CONFIG_FILE=inventory/mycluster/hosts.ini /usr/bin/python3.6m contrib/inventory_builder/
inventory.py ${IPS[@]}

[all]
node1 ansible_host=10.238.32.23 ip=10.238.32.23
[kube-master]
node1
[kube-node]
node1
[etcd]
node1
[k8s-cluster:children]
kube-node
kube-master
[calico-rr]
[vault]
node1

Note:

More Information:

Symptom:

"Config file" creation error with python error code. 

Solution:

Remove hosts.ini and try running the config file command again.

Set Up SSH for Passwordless Access to Ansible Host
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Copy the public key of the Ansible host from the ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub file and paste the key in the ~/.ssh/
authorized_keys file of all other hosts. Alternatively, you can run the following command to set up the SSH:

ssh-copy-id -i ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub $host;

Provide Input Values to Kubespray
Edit the inventory/mycluster/group_vars/k8s-cluster.yml file to include the directory where the docker images
get downloaded.

local_release_dir: "/root/docker-images/"
dashboard_enabled: true
registry_enabled: true
local_volume_provisioner_enabled: true
ingress_nginx_enabled: true

Download the Kubernetes Docker Images
Run the following command to download the docker images:

export ANSIBLE_INVALID_TASK_ATTRIBUTE_FAILED=False
ansible-playbook -i inventory/mycluster/hosts.ini cluster.yml -e download_run_once=true -e
 download_localhost=true --tags download --skip-tags upload,upgrade

Once the images get downloaded into the /root/offline-installation/containers folder, copy the images to the
airgapped/offline host. Choose any one of the nodes as the Ansible and Kubernetes master.

Identify and SSH to an Airgapped or Offline Host
Perform the following tasks:

Warning:

• Choose any one of the provisioned nodes as the Ansible and Kubernetes master.
• Ensure that enough disk space is available for the images and rpms.
• Copy the rpms, pip-packages and container images to the airgapped Ansible host.
• Copy the kubespray folder from the previous steps which includes the inventory files and settings.

Install Dependencies for FTP Yum Repo

cd /root/rpm
rpm -ivh deltarpm* python-deltarpm* createrepo* vsftpd*

Set Up the Offline FTP Yum Repo on Ansible Node
Before you perform the following steps, disable SELinux or use setsebool -P ftpd_full_access 1 command to
allow vsftpd.

Follow these steps:
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1. Create a directory named localrepo.

mkdir -p /var/ftp/pub/localrepo

2. Copy RPM packages to the directory you created in the earlier step:

cp -ar /root/rpm/*.* /var/ftp/pub/localrepo/

3. Create a repo.

createrepo -v /var/ftp/pub/localrepo/

4. Replace with IP address of the Ansible Master.

vi /etc/yum.repos.d/localrepo.repo
[localrepo]
name=Local Repository
baseurl=ftp://<ip-of-ansible-host>/pub/localrepo
gpgcheck=0
enabled=1

5. Start the vsftpd service on the master node:

systemctl restart vsftpd
systemctl enable vsftpd
 
yum clean all
yum repolist

Install Python-Pip and Python36
Install python-pip and python36 to generate hosts.ini file for Kubespray (hosts.ini generation script works only with
python3) packages:

# yum --disablerepo=* --enablerepo=localrepo install -y python-pip python36 python-setuptools
 python36 python36-libs

If yum does not pick the packages, then run following command to clear the cache:

yum --disablerepo=* --enablerepo=localrepo clean expire-cache

Install PIP Offline Packages
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Navigate to the kubespray-offline directory and run the following command to install the packages:

pip install --no-index --find-links="/root/pip_packages" -r requirements.txt

Generate the hosts.ini File for Ansible
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the kubespray-offline directory.

cd kubespray-offline

2. Copy the sample inventory folder.

cp -r inventory/local/ inventory/mycluster

3. Declare the hosts and generate hosts.ini.

##For Single host:
declare -a IPS=(10.131.158.143)

##For multi host:
declare -a IPS=(10.238.32.23 10.238.32.58 10.238.34.106)
 
CONFIG_FILE=inventory/mycluster/hosts.ini /usr/bin/python3.6m contrib/inventory_builder/
inventory.py ${IPS[@]}

Note:

This step changes your node hostname to the one generated in the hosts.ini. To skip changing the hostname,
edit the roles/bootstrap-os/defaults/main.yml file. In this file, change override_system_hostname:
true to override_system_hostname: false.

[all]
node1 ansible_host=10.238.32.23 ip=10.238.32.23
node2 ansible_host=10.238.32.58 ip=10.238.32.58
node3 ansible_host=10.238.34.106 ip=10.238.34.106
[kube-master]
node1
[kube-node]
node1
node2
node3
[etcd]
node1
node2
node3
[k8s-cluster:children]
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kube-node
kube-master
[calico-rr]
[vault]
node1
node2
node3

Note:

More Information:

Error: "Config file" creation error with python error code. 
Fix: Remove hosts.ini and try again running the config file command.

Provide Input Values to Kubespray
Edit the inventory/mycluster/group_vars/k8s-cluster.yml file to include the directory where the docker images
get downloaded.

local_release_dir: "/root/docker-images/"      ## Folder where you keep copied images from internet
 connected host
offline_images: "/tmp/offline_images/"                ## Temporary folder on the nodes for kubespray to
 upload docker images
kube_version: v1.10.11
docker_daemon_graph: "/var/lib/docker"                ## Make sure to set this option with your preferred
 storage path

Set SELinux Contexts
Set the SELinux contexts for Kubernetes and the etcd folder.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a directory named kubernetes.

mkdir -p /etc/kubernetes/

2. Run the following command to set context for the Kubernetes files:

chcon -R -t svirt_sandbox_file_t /etc/kubernetes/

3. Create a directory named etcd.

mkdir -p /var/lib/etcd

4. Run the following command to set context for the etcd files:

chcon -R -t svirt_sandbox_file_t /var/lib/etcd
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5. If SELinux is not working as expected, then disable SELinx:

setenforce 0
sed -i --follow-symlinks 's/SELINUX=enforcing/SELINUX=disabled/g' /etc/sysconfig/selinux

If SELinux is not disabled after editing, then restart all the hosts.

Configure the Firewalld
Configure the firewalld on the master node and on all the nodes.

firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=6443/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=2379-2380/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=10250-10255/tcp
firewall-cmd --reload
firewall-cmd --list-ports
6443/tcp 2379-2380/tcp 10250/tcp 10251/tcp 10252/tcp 10255/tcp 30000-32767/tcp 6783/tcp 21/tcp

firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=10250/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=10255/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=30000-32767/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=6783/tcp
firewall-cmd --reload
firewall-cmd --list-ports
10255/tcp 10250/tcp 30000-32767/tcp 6783/tcp

Run the following command to stop and disable firewalld if there are any issues:

systemctl stop firewalld && systemctl disable firewalld

Set Up SSH for Passwordless Access for Ansible Host
Manual Setup:

Use any of the hosts as the Ansible host. Then, copy the public key of that host from the .ssh/id_rsa.pub file and
paste in to the .ssh/authorized_keys file of all other hosts.

Run the following command on all hosts to create SSH private and public keys:

ssh-keygen

Automated Setup:
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Run the following command to copy the public key of the Ansible host to all hosts. Replace host2, host3, host4 with
the selected IPs or hostnames.

for host in host2 host3 host4; do ssh-copy-id -i ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub $host; done

Installation and Set Up
After you have downloaded and have installed all the dependencies, perform the following tasks:

Follow these steps:

1. Run the following command to create the yum repo file on all the nodes.

ansible-playbook -v -i inventory/mycluster/hosts.ini cluster.yml --flush-cache --tags=yum-local

2. Run the following command to copy, upload, and download images from all the nodes. Ensure that the variable
local_release_dir is set in the inventory/mycluster/group_vars/k8s-cluster.yml file.

ansible-playbook -v -i inventory/mycluster/hosts.ini cluster.yml --flush-cache --tags=upload-images

Check if all the images are loaded correctly on all the nodes. Any missing images make Kubespray to do a
docker pull image, which will eventually fail and exit. Re-run the playbook to load the images correctly.

3. Run the following command to install Kubespray Kubernetes using Ansible Playbook:

export ANSIBLE_INVALID_TASK_ATTRIBUTE_FAILED=False
 
ansible-playbook -v -i inventory/mycluster/hosts.ini cluster.yml --flush-cache

Note:

More Information:

Symptom:

Ansible failure for using multiple nameservers:

Solution:

vi inventory/mycluster/group_vars/all.yml
uncomment line - docker_dns_servers_strict: false

4. Reset the clusters if there are any errors in the installation:

ansible-playbook -v -i  inventory/mycluster/hosts.ini reset.yml --flush-cache

5. Set up the dashboard.

1.1 Log in into the master node and set up the service account for the dashboard:

kubectl create serviceaccount cluster-admin-dashboard-sa
kubectl get sa
kubectl create clusterrolebinding cluster-admin-dashboard-sa --clusterrole=cluster-admin --
serviceaccount=default:cluster-admin-dashboard-sa
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TOKEN=$(kubectl describe secret $(kubectl -n kube-system get secret | awk '/^cluster-admin-
dashboard-sa-token-/{print $1}') | awk '$1=="token:"{print $2}') && echo $TOKEN

2.1 Copy and save the token code.

kubectl cluster-info
kubernetes-dashboard is running at https://master1:6443/api/v1/namespaces/kube-system/services/
https:kubernetes-dashboard:/proxy

3.1 Open the browser and enter the dashboard URL. Paste the Token code in the dashboard by selecting the
Token option.

 Firewall Configuration for NFS Server
Firewalld is a command-line firewall utility that is included in the Linux systems. 
dxp10
Firewalld is a command-line firewall utility that is included in the Linux systems. By default, the firewall policies
apply full restrictions and limit port access. DX Platform has to communicate with the NFS service which stores
persistent data such as logs and configuration files. To allow connections from the NFS clients, open the following
ports on the NFS server:

• 2049
• 20048
• 111

Note:

The following steps assume that you are running the NFS server on the Kubernetes master node. If you are
running the NFS server on a different node or on a different server, log in to that node or server instead.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log into the master node as a root user. 
2. Run the following commands to allow traffic on the NFS ports: 

sudo systemctl start firewalld
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=111/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=2049/tcp
firewall-cmd --permanent --add-port=20048/tcp

3. Save the port settings: 

firewall-cmd --reload

4. Verify if the ports (2049, 20048, and 111) are listed: 

firewall-cmd --list-ports

 Set Up and Configure the Private Docker Registry
This section provides the following information:
dxp10
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A docker registry is a storage and distribution system for named docker images. The DX Platform installation
requires a docker registry. You can have the installer create a registry for you or you can use your own docker
registry. This section describes how to set up and configure a private docker registry:

Set Up the Private Docker Registry
The private docker registry installation on a separate host requires:

• The port 5000 accessible from all of the nodes.
• Docker installed on the host.
• 200-GB space available on the host to store images.

To use your own registry, ensure that this registry is accessible to the Kubernetes cluster by allowing connections
to port 5000. The installer tests your registry by pushing and pulling a test image. The installer also checks if all the
nodes can pull the image. 

Follow these steps: 

1. Create a directory named registry_certs under root to store the certificates.

$ mkdir /root/registry_certs

2. Navigate to the root directory and run the following commands to generate the certificate and key.

$ cd /root 
$ openssl req -newkey rsa:4096 -nodes -sha256 -keyout 
registry_certs/domain.key -x509 -days 1095 -out 
registry_certs/domain.crt

When you run these commands, you are prompted to provide additional information. Accept all defaults except
the Common Name. When prompted for Common Name, enter your server hostname.

3. Verify that the domain.crt and domain.key exist.

$ ls /root/registry_certs/*

4. Run the following command to create a folder that is named registrydata:

$ mkdir /root/registrydata

5. Run the Docker registry container as follows:

Before you run the Docker registry, ensure that option to start the container is enabled.

--security-opt label:disable

docker run -d -p 5000:5000 \
-e REGISTRY_STORAGE_FILESYSTEM_ROOTDIRECTORY=/var/lib/registry \
-v /root/registrydata:/var/lib/registry:Z \
-v /root/registry_certs:/certs \
-e REGISTRY_HTTP_TLS_CERTIFICATE=/certs/domain.crt \
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-e REGISTRY_HTTP_TLS_KEY=/certs/domain.key --restart=always --name registry registry:2

Configure the Docker Service with the Private Registry
Perform the following steps to configure the docker service when using your own registry.

 Follow these steps: 

1. On each of the Kubernetes nodes, navigate to the /etc/docker/certs.d directory.
2. Create a directory named <private-registry-hostname>:5000. 

mkdir /etc/docker/certs.d/<private-registry-hostname>:5000

3. Copy the domain.crt file from the registry host to the /tmp directory on the Kubernetes node.
4. Copy the domain.crt file from the /tmp directory to the /etc/docker/certs.d/ directory. Rename the certificate

file to ca.crt.

cp /tmp/domain.crt/etc/docker/certs.d/<private-registry-hostname>:5000/ca.crt

5. Restart the docker.

systemctl restart docker

6. Repeat the steps on every node in the Kubernetes cluster. 
7. (Optional) You can verify that the registry is accessible by executing the following command on each of the

nodes:

curl -k https://<private-registry-hostname>:5000/v2/_catalog

 Generate or Obtain the SSL Certificate and Key
This section describes the steps to generate the SSL Certificate and Key. 
dxp10
To install with the secure routes option, you must provide the private key and the SSL certificate during the
installation. Perform the following steps to generate the wildcard SSL certificate. Once you generate the key and
the certificate, copy both these files to the tls_certs sub-directory under the installation directory.

Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the install directory.

cd <dxi_install_directory>

2. Create a directory named tls-certs.

mkdir tls_certs
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3. Change to the directory you created in the previous step.

cd tls_certs

4. Run the following commands to generate the key and the certificate:

openssl genrsa 2048 > domain.key
openssl req -new -x509 -nodes -sha1 -days 3650 -key domain.key > domain.crt

Note:

Though the files are created in the <dxi install dir>/tls_certs directory, you should
enter domain.crt and domain.key at the prompt during the installation.

5. Enter the values relevant to your environment:

#Country Name (2 letter code) [XX]:us
#State or Province Name (full name) []:nc
#Locality Name (eg, city) [Default City]:charlotte
#Organization Name (eg, company) [Default Company Ltd]:broadcom
#Organizational Unit Name (eg, section) []:aiops
#Common Name (eg, your name or your server's hostname) []:*.10.238.34.105.nip.io
#Email Address []:

Note: Do make a note of the value you enter for the Common Name.

6. (Optional) Run the following command to print the generated certificate:

openssl x509 -in domain.crt -text -noout

You can compare the generated crt and key files using the following command:

(openssl x509 -noout -modulus -in domain.crt | openssl md5 ;   openssl rsa -noout -modulus -in
 domain.key | openssl md5) | uniq

If more than one hash value (stdin) is displayed, then the files do not match.

Matching key and cert:
[root@dxihc1-master01 complete-example]# (openssl x509 -noout -modulus -in cert.cer | openssl
 md5 ;   openssl rsa -noout -modulus -in cert.key | openssl md5) | uniq
(stdin)= 6334b6a8a752a0beb817c949f2f30a28

Mismatched key and cert:
[root@dxihc1-master01 complete-example]# (openssl x509 -noout -modulus -in cert.cer | openssl
 md5 ;   openssl rsa -noout -modulus -in domain.key | openssl md5) | uniq
(stdin)= 6334b6a8a752a0beb817c949f2f30a28
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(stdin)= 17bc8ade9774171e834a9c70f6bb2090

 Update the TLS Certs for DX Platform Ingresses
This section describes the steps to update the TLS certificates.
dxp10
Perform the following steps to update the expired TLS certificates and keys that you defined in the Kubernetes
secrets for the DX Platform ingresses.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the install directory.

cd <install_dir>

2. Navigate to the tls_certs folder.

cd tls_certs

3. Run the following command to create a secret.

kubectl create secret <secret name> --key <key name> --cert <Certificate name> -n <namespace>
 
For Example:
kubectl create secret tls tls-secret2 --key tls.key --cert tls.crt -n dxi-0424

4. Run the following command to verify if the secret is created.

kubectl get secret <secret name> -n <namespace>

5. Update all the ingresses in the namespace:

chmod +x dxi_update_ingress_secret.sh

# Help
./dxi_update_ingress_secret.sh -h
 
# Update secret
./dxi_update_ingress_secret.sh -n=<namespace> -s=<new secret name> -o=<old secret name>

For example,

[root@dxihc1-master01 dxi-installer]# sh ./dxi_update_ingress_secret.sh -n=dxi-0424 -s=tls-secret -
o=tls-secret-2
[VALIDATE] Checking if namespace dxi-0424 is present ...
[VALIDATE] Tls is enabled in dxi installer
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[VALIDATE] Checking if New secret tls-secret is in the namespace dxi-0424 ...
[VALIDATE] Checking if old secret tls-secret-2 is in the namespace dxi-0424 ...
[INFO] Updating old tls secrets on all the ingresses in the namespace dxi-0424 ...
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "apm-em-10-983529-tls" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "apm-em-12-897037-tls" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "apm-em-14-905885-tls" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "apm-em-16-914257-tls" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "apm-em-18-919323-tls" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "apmservices-cloudgw" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "apmservices-gateway" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "axaservices-adminui" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "axaservices-dxc" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "doi-adminui-ingress" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "doi-cpa-ingress" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "doi-genericapiconnector-ingress" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "doi-incidentmanagement-ingress" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "doi-integrationgateway-ingress" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "doi-kibana-ingress" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "doi-logcollector-ingress" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "doi-nim-ingress" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "doi-normalized-alarm-ingress" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "doi-servicemanagement-ingress" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "doi-tenantmanagement-ingress" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "jaf-clientnodemanager" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "jaf-namenode" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "jaf-resourcemanager1" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "jaf-resourcemanager2" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "jarvis-apis" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "jarvis-es" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "jarvis-ldds-web-ingress" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "ng-acc-configserver-ingress-8088" patched
[SUCCESS] ingress.extensions "ng-acc-repository-ingress-8081" patched

6. Verify if the ingresses are updated. Run the following command and check the secret path. The secret path
should reflect the updated ingress.

kubectl edit ingress <ingress_name>

Alternatively, you can verify the SSL certificate through the browser.
7. Confirm if the secretName field is updated.

# This will list all ingresses in the dxi namespace. Choose anyone to check for the updated secret field.
kubectl get ingress -n <dxi namespace>
 
# Check if the field secretName is changed with your recently created secret.
kubectl edit ingress <ingress name> -n <dxi namespace>
 
For Example:
kubectl edit ingress services-adminui -n dxi-0424
  tls:
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  - hosts:
    - adminui.10.175.21.95.nip.io
    secretName: tls-secret
status:

 Configure RBAC in the Kubernetes Cluster
Perform the following steps to configure RBAC in your Kubernetes cluster for users with limited
access to the namespace.
dxp10
Perform the following steps to configure RBAC in your Kubernetes cluster for users with limited access to the
namespace.

 Prerequisites: 

This configuration requires:

• Operating system sudo access to create users.
• A cluster-admin role to create service accounts, certificates, and so on.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create a user in Linux with limited access to the namespace. Run the following command to create a user.

useradd <username>

2. Generate a Service Account, Certificates, and Config for the user you created earlier to work with Kubernetes.

1.1 Create the kube-config-create.sh script.

cat <<EOF> kube-config-create.sh
#!/bin/bash
set -e
set -o pipefail
 
# Add user to k8s using service account, no RBAC (must create RBAC after this script)
if [[ -z "$1" ]]  || [[ -z "$2" ]] ; then
 echo "usage: $0 <service_account_name> <namespace>"
 exit 1
fi
 
SERVICE_ACCOUNT_NAME=$1
NAMESPACE="$2"
KUBECFG_FILE_NAME="/tmp/kube/k8s-${SERVICE_ACCOUNT_NAME}-
${NAMESPACE}-conf"
TARGET_FOLDER="/tmp/kube"
 
create_target_folder() {
    echo -n "Creating target directory to hold files in ${TARGET_FOLDER}..."
    mkdir -p "${TARGET_FOLDER}"
    printf "done"
}
 
create_service_account() {
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    echo -e "\\nCreating a service account in ${NAMESPACE} namespace:
 ${SERVICE_ACCOUNT_NAME}"
    kubectl create sa "${SERVICE_ACCOUNT_NAME}" --namespace "${NAMESPACE}"
}
 
get_secret_name_from_service_account() {
    echo -e "\\nGetting secret of service account ${SERVICE_ACCOUNT_NAME} on
 ${NAMESPACE}"
    SECRET_NAME=$(kubectl get sa "${SERVICE_ACCOUNT_NAME}" --
namespace="${NAMESPACE}" -o json | jq -r .secrets[].name)
    echo "Secret name: ${SECRET_NAME}"
}
 
extract_ca_crt_from_secret() {
    echo -e -n "\\nExtracting ca.crt from secret..."
    kubectl get secret --namespace "${NAMESPACE}" "${SECRET_NAME}" -o json | jq \
    -r '.data["ca.crt"]' | base64 -d > "${TARGET_FOLDER}/ca.crt"
    printf "done"
}
 
get_user_token_from_secret() {
    echo -e -n "\\nGetting user token from secret..."
    USER_TOKEN=$(kubectl get secret --namespace "${NAMESPACE}" "${SECRET_NAME}"
 -o json | jq -r '.data["token"]' | base64 -d)
    printf "done"
}
 
set_kube_config_values() {
    context=$(kubectl config current-context)
    echo -e "\\nSetting current context to: $context"
 
    CLUSTER_NAME=$(kubectl config get-contexts "$context" | awk '{print $3}' | tail -n 1)
    echo "Cluster name: ${CLUSTER_NAME}"
 
    ENDPOINT=$(kubectl config view \
    -o jsonpath="{.clusters[?(@.name == \"${CLUSTER_NAME}\")].cluster.server}")
    echo "Endpoint: ${ENDPOINT}"
 
    # Set up the config
    echo -e "\\nPreparing k8s-${SERVICE_ACCOUNT_NAME}-${NAMESPACE}-conf"
    echo -n "Setting a cluster entry in kubeconfig..."
    kubectl config set-cluster "${CLUSTER_NAME}" \
    --kubeconfig="${KUBECFG_FILE_NAME}" \
    --server="${ENDPOINT}" \
    --certificate-authority="${TARGET_FOLDER}/ca.crt" \
    --embed-certs=true
 
    echo -n "Setting token credentials entry in kubeconfig..."
    kubectl config set-credentials \
    "${SERVICE_ACCOUNT_NAME}-${NAMESPACE}-${CLUSTER_NAME}" \
    --kubeconfig="${KUBECFG_FILE_NAME}" \
    --token="${USER_TOKEN}"
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    echo -n "Setting a context entry in kubeconfig..."
    kubectl config set-context \
    "${SERVICE_ACCOUNT_NAME}-${NAMESPACE}-${CLUSTER_NAME}" \
    --kubeconfig="${KUBECFG_FILE_NAME}" \
    --cluster="${CLUSTER_NAME}" \
    --user="${SERVICE_ACCOUNT_NAME}-${NAMESPACE}-${CLUSTER_NAME}" \
    --namespace="${NAMESPACE}"
 
    echo -n "Setting the current-context in the kubeconfig file..."
    kubectl config use-context "${SERVICE_ACCOUNT_NAME}-${NAMESPACE}-
${CLUSTER_NAME}" \
    --kubeconfig="${KUBECFG_FILE_NAME}"
}
 
create_target_folder
create_service_account
get_secret_name_from_service_account
extract_ca_crt_from_secret
get_user_token_from_secret
set_kube_config_values
 
echo -e "\\nAll done! Test with:"
echo "KUBECONFIG=${KUBECFG_FILE_NAME} kubectl get pods"
echo "you should not have any permissions by default - you have just created the authentication
 part"
echo "You will need to create RBAC permissions"
KUBECONFIG=${KUBECFG_FILE_NAME} kubectl get pods
                EOF

2.1 Run the kube-config-create.sh script.

sh kube-config-create.sh <username> <namespace>

Where <username> is the username of the user.

[root@user-1 rbac]# sh kube-config-create.sh test dxi
Creating target directory to hold files in /tmp/kube...done
Creating a service account in dxi namespace: test
serviceaccount "test" created
 
Getting secret of service account test on dxi
Secret name: test-token-mmnbw
 
Extracting ca.crt from secret...done
Getting user token from secret...done
Setting current context to: admin-cluster.local
Cluster name: cluster.local
Endpoint: https://10.175.147.64:6443
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Preparing k8s-test-dxi-conf
Setting a cluster entry in kubeconfig...Cluster "cluster.local" set.
Setting token credentials entry in kubeconfig...User "test-dxi-cluster.local" set.
Setting a context entry in kubeconfig...Context "test-dxi-cluster.local" modified.
Setting the current-context in the kubeconfig file...Switched to context "test-dxi-cluster.local".
 
All done! Test with:
KUBECONFIG=/tmp/kube/k8s-test-dxi-conf kubectl get pods
you should not have any permissions by default - you have just created the authentication part
You will need to create RBAC permissions
Error from server (Forbidden): pods is forbidden: User "system:serviceaccount:dxi:test" cannot list
 pods in the namespace "dxi"

Once the script runs, the script creates a config file in the /tmp/kube folder with the file name k8s-<user>-
<namespace>-conf.  

3.1 Copy this file to the /home/<user>/.kube/ folder and rename it to config.

cp /tmp/kube/k8s-<username>-<namespace>-conf /home/<username>/.kube/config 
4.1 If the .kube folder is not present, then create a folder using the following command:

chown <username>:<username> /home/<username>/.kube/config

3. Create a user-roles.yml file with the following content to create roles and role bindings for the user. You must
create a role before you create a service account.

Note:  Ensure that you edit the namespace and names of the roles, role binding, cluster role, and cluster role
binding. Also, ensure that you edit the service account name in the subjects field to the one you provided in the
previous step.

kind: Role
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1beta1
metadata:
  name: <username>-user-full-access
  namespace: <namespace>
rules:
- apiGroups: ["", "extensions", "apps"]
  resources: ["*"]
  verbs: ["*"]
- apiGroups: ["batch"]
  resources:
  - jobs
  - cronjobs
  verbs: ["*"]
 
---
kind: RoleBinding
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1beta1
metadata:
  name: <username>-user-view
  namespace: <namespace>
subjects:
- kind: ServiceAccount
  name: <username>
  namespace: <namespace>
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roleRef:
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: Role
  name: <username>-user-full-access
 
---
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: ClusterRole
metadata:
  name: <username>-user-full-access
  namespace: <namespace>
rules:
- apiGroups: [""]
  resources:
  - namespaces
  verbs: ["get", "list", "watch"]
 
---
kind: ClusterRoleBinding
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1beta1
metadata:
  name: <username>-user-view
  namespace: <namespace>
subjects:
- kind: ServiceAccount
  name: <username>
  namespace: <namespace>
roleRef:
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: ClusterRole
  name: <username>-user-full-access

4. Run the user-roles.yml file.

kubectl create -f user-roles.yml

5. Switch to the user in the Linux and confirm if you have access to the namespace.

Note:  Change the username and namespace. 

su - <username>
kubectl get po -n <namespace>

6. Also try logging in to the Kubernetes dashboard by copying the users token that is in the ~/.kube/config.

 Generate Application Tokens for APM Services
This section describes the steps to generate the application tokens for the DX APM services.
dxp10
The DX APM services use a token to generate other tokens. Perform the following steps to generate that token.

 Follow these steps: 
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1. Navigate to the install directory.

cd <install_dir>

2. In the apm_keys directory, generate an EC private key of size 256, and output it to a file named key.pem:

openssl ecparam -name prime256v1 -genkey -noout -out key.pem

3. Extract the public key from the key pair, which can be used in a certificate:

openssl ec -in key.pem -pubout -out public.pem

4. Run the following command to convert EC to PKCS8.

openssl pkcs8 -topk8 -nocrypt -in key.pem -out private.pem

 Onboarding
This section provides the onboarding information.
The DX Platform installer onboards the product, default tenant, and the document type as part of the installation.
Onboarding of these is a prerequisite to onboard the jobs. If the onboarding is not successful, perform the following
steps:

Onboard the Product
To onboard the product, update the curl command with the appropriate URL and execute the following curl. If the
product is already on-boarded, the API throws an error saying product is already on-boarded. Ignore the error and
proceed further.

curl -v -XPOST -H "Content-Type: application/json" -H "Cache-Control: no-cache" 
 "<JARVIS_API_BASE_URL>/onboarding/products" -d '{
    "product_id": "ao",
    "product_name": "Agile Operations",
    "product_description": "Agile Operations"
        }'

Onboard the Default Tenant
To onboard the default tenant, update the curl command with the appropriate URL and execute the following curl. If
the tenant is already on-boarded, the API throws an error saying that the tenant is already on-boarded. Ignore the
error and proceed further.

curl -v -XPOST -H "Content-Type: application/json" -H "Cache-Control: no-cache"
 "<JARVIS_API_BASE_URL>/onboarding/tenants" -d '{
"product_id" : "ao",
"tenant_id": "DEFAULTORG"
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        }'

Onboard the Document Types
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the INSTALL_DIR/resources/dbscripts/jaas/jarvis directory.
2. Update the Jarvis API host and port in the setup.sh script. If the port is https, then update the URL in the curl to

use the https URI scheme.

JARVIS_INGESTION_HOST=<JARVIS_API_HOSTNAME>
JARVIS_REST_PORT=<JARVIS_API_PORT>

3. Execute the script.

sh setup.sh

4. Navigate to the INSTALL_DIR/resources/dbscripts/jaas/jarvis/children directory.

cd INSTALL_DIR/resources/dbscripts/jaas/jarvis/children

5. Update the Jarvis API host and port in the setup.sh script. If the port is https, then update the URL in the curl to
use the https URI scheme.

JARVIS_INGESTION_HOST=<JARVIS_API_HOSTNAME>
JARVIS_REST_PORT=<JARVIS_API_PORT>

6. Execute the script:

sh setup.sh

Onboard the Jobs
Before you onboard the jobs, ensure that the following are onboarded:

• Product
• Tenant
• Doc types

The following table lists parameters that are required for onboarding:

Parameter Description

job_id ID of the job. This must be unique for the setup.

product_id ID of the product that you onboarded.

job_description Description of the job.

job_language Language. For example, Java, Python

doc_type_id (in_doctype/out_doctype) Input / output document type id (For example,
axa_jserror_counter). This is based on document types
that you onboarded.

doc_type_version (in_doctype/out_doctype) Input / output document type version for the
corresponding document type that you onboarded.
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Parameter Description

spark.executor.cores Number of CPU cores to be used per executor instance.

spark.executor.instances Number of executor instances to be used for execution
of the job.

spark.executor.memory Maximum amount of memory per instance of executor.

spark.driver.memory Maximum amount of memory allocated for the driver
execution.

spark.driver.cores Number of CPU cores for driver execution.

spark.driver.extraJavaOptions Extra Java options for the driver.

spark.executor.extraJavaOptions Extra Java options per instance of the executor.

custom_config This section provides one or more custom
configurations, which are supported by that job.

job_status_priority_queue  Job status priority queue (For example, p1, p2).

scheduler This section provides the scheduling mechanism. For
speed job, generally set ["when": “now”] to start the
scheduling immediately after the job is onboarded.

cron Standard cron based job scheduling.

Speed Jobs
The following table lists the Speed jobs:
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Job Details

Device, Network Performance, HTTP Errors - Hourly
Speed Job  

URL: http://{{host}}:{{port}}/onboarding/speedjob

Method: POST

Payload: job_zip: device-perf-hourly-aggregator-
<BUILD-NO>.zip

Content:

{
"job_id": "jaf_device_perf_hourly_speed",
"product_id": "ao",
"job_description": "Speed job for aggregating
 device network performance metrics by hour with
 a tumbling window of 5 minutes",
"job_language": "java",
"in_doctype": [
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_device_perf_counter",
"doc_type_version": "1"
}
],
"out_doctype": [
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_device_perf_counter_hour",
"doc_type_version": "1"
},
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jaf_job_status",
"doc_type_version": "1"
}
],
"spark_config": {
"spark.executor.cores": 2,
"spark.executor.instances": 2,
"spark.executor.memory": "6g",
"spark.driver.memory": "1g",
"spark.driver.cores": 1,
"spark.driver.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC",
"spark.executor.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC"
},
"job_config": {
"mainclass":
 "com.ca.axa.jarvis.jaf.jobs.DevicePerfHourlyAggregator",
"args": [],
"custom_config": {
"job_status_priority_queue": "p2"
}
},
"scheduler": {
"when": "now"
},
"microbatch_interval": 250
}
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Job Details

JS Errors - Hourly Speed Job URL: http://{{host}}:{{port}}/onboarding/speedjob

Method: POST

Payload: job_zip: jserrors-hourly-aggregator-<BUILD-
NO>.zip

Content:

{
"job_id": "jaf_jserrors_hourly_speed",
"product_id": "ao",
"job_description": "Speed job for aggregating
 js errors by hour with a tumbling window of 5
 minutes",
"job_language": "java",
"in_doctype": [
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jserror_counter",
"doc_type_version": "1"
}
],
"out_doctype": [
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jserror_counter_hour",
"doc_type_version": "1"
},
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jaf_job_status",
"doc_type_version": "1"
}
],
"spark_config": {
"spark.executor.cores": 2,
"spark.executor.instances": 2,
"spark.executor.memory": "4g",
"spark.driver.memory": "1g",
"spark.driver.cores": 1,
"spark.driver.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC",
"spark.executor.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC"
},
"job_config": {
"mainclass":
 "com.ca.axa.jarvis.jaf.jobs.JSErrorsHourlyAggregator",
"args": [],
"custom_config": {
"job_status_priority_queue": "p2"
}
},
"scheduler": {
"when": "now"
},
"microbatch_interval": 250
}
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Job Details

Transactions - Hourly Speed Job URL: http://{{host}}:{{port}}/onboarding/speedjob

Method: POST

Payload: job_zip: transactions-hourly-aggregator-
<BUILD-NO>.zip

Content:

{
"job_id": "jaf_transaction_hourly_speed",
"product_id": "ao",
"job_description": "Speed job for aggregating
 transactions by hour with a tumbling window of 5
 minutes",
"job_language": "java",
"in_doctype": [
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_transaction_counter",
"doc_type_version": "1"
}
],
"out_doctype": [
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_transaction_counter_hour",
"doc_type_version": "1"
},
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jaf_job_status",
"doc_type_version": "1"
}
],
"spark_config": {
"spark.executor.cores": 2,
"spark.executor.instances": 2,
"spark.executor.memory": "4g",
"spark.driver.memory": "1g",
"spark.driver.cores": 1,
"spark.driver.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC",
"spark.executor.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC"
},
"job_config": {
"mainclass":
 "com.ca.axa.jarvis.jaf.jobs.TransactionHourlyAggregator",
"args": [],
"custom_config": {
"job_status_priority_queue": "p2"
}
},
"scheduler": {
"when": "now"
},
"microbatch_interval": 250
}
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Batch Jobs

The following table lists all the batch jobs:
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Job Details

AppFlow - Daily Batch Job URL: http://{{host}}:{{port}}/onboarding/batchjob

Method: POST

Payload: job_zip: axa-app-flow-daily-<BUILD-NO>.zip

Content:

{
"job_id": "axa_app_flow_daily_001",
"product_id": "ao",
"job_description": "Appflow daily job",
"job_language": "java",
"in_doctype": [
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_app_flow_hourly",
"doc_type_version": "1"
},
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jaf_job_status",
"doc_type_version": "1"
}
],
"out_doctype": [
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_app_flow_daily",
"doc_type_version": "1"
},
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jaf_job_status",
"doc_type_version": "1"
}
],
"spark_config": {
"spark.executor.cores": 2,
"spark.executor.instances": 2,
"spark.executor.memory": "4g",
"spark.driver.memory": "3g",
"spark.driver.cores": 1,
"spark.driver.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC",
"spark.executor.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC"
},
"job_config": {
"mainclass":
 "com.ca.axa.appflow.AppFlowDailyBatchJob",
"args": [],
"custom_config": {
"batch_duration": "6",
"job_status_priority_queue": "p2"
}
},
"scheduler": {
"cron": "0 25 */6 * * ?"
}
}
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Job Details

App Flows - Hourly Batch Job URL: http://{{host}}:{{port}}/onboarding/batchjob

Method: POST

Payload: job_zip: axa-app-flow-hourly-<BUILD-
NO>.zip

Content:

{
"job_id": "axa_app_flow_hourly_001",
"product_id": "ao",
"job_description": "Appflow hourly job",
"job_language": "java",
"in_doctype": [
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_app_flow_input",
"doc_type_version": "1"
},
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jaf_job_status",
"doc_type_version": "1"
}
],
"out_doctype": [
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_app_flow_hourly",
"doc_type_version": "1"
},
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jaf_job_status",
"doc_type_version": "1"
}
],
"spark_config": {
"spark.executor.cores": 2,
"spark.executor.instances": 2,
"spark.executor.memory": "4g",
"spark.driver.memory": "3g",
"spark.driver.cores": 1,
"spark.driver.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC",
"spark.executor.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC"
},
"job_config": {
"mainclass":
 "com.ca.axa.appflow.AppFlowHourlyBatchJob",
"args": [],
"custom_config": {
"input_doctype_version": "1",
"ignore_lag": "false",
"job_status_priority_queue": "p2"
}
},
"scheduler": {
"cron": "0 25 0/1 * * ?"
}
}
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Job Details

Device, Network Performance, HTTP Errors - Daily
Batch Job

URL: http://{{host}}:{{port}}/onboarding/batchjob

Method: POST

Payload: job_zip: device-perf-daily-aggregator-
<BUILD-NO>.zip

Content:

{
"job_id": "jaf_device_perf_daily_batch",
"product_id": "ao",
"job_description": "Daily batch job for aggregating
 device network performance metrics, runs every
 hour",
"job_language": "java",
"in_doctype": [
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_device_perf_counter_hour",
"doc_type_version": "1"
},
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jaf_job_status",
"doc_type_version": "1"
}
],
"out_doctype": [
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_device_perf_counter_day",
"doc_type_version": "1"
},
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jaf_job_status",
"doc_type_version": "1"
}
],
"spark_config": {
"spark.executor.cores": 2,
"spark.executor.instances": 2,
"spark.executor.memory": "6g",
"spark.driver.memory": "1g",
"spark.driver.cores": 1,
"spark.driver.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC",
"spark.executor.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC"
},
"job_config": {
"mainclass":
 "com.ca.axa.jarvis.jaf.jobs.DevicePerfDailyAggregator",
"args": [],
"custom_config": {
"job_status_priority_queue": "p2"
}
},
"scheduler": {
"cron": "0 25 0/1 * * ?"
}
}
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Job Details

Funnel - Batch Job URL: http://{{host}}:{{port}}/onboarding/batchjob

Method: POST

Payload: job_zip: axa-funnel-spark-job-<BUILD-
NO>.zip

Content:

{
   "job_id": "user_activity_aggregation",
   "product_id": "ao",
   "job_description": "User Activity aggregation for
 Funnel feature",
   "job_language": "java",
   "in_doctype": [
      {
         "doc_type_id": "axa_app_flow_input",
         "doc_type_version": "1"
 },
                    {
         "doc_type_id": "axa_jaf_job_status",
         "doc_type_version": "1"
 }
   ],
   "out_doctype": [
      {
         "doc_type_id": "axa_user_activities",
         "doc_type_version": "1"
 },
      {
         "doc_type_id": "axa_jaf_job_status",
         "doc_type_version": "1"
 }
   ],
     "spark_config": {
      "spark.executor.cores": 2,
      "spark.executor.instances": 2,
      "spark.executor.memory": "6g",
      "spark.driver.memory": "3g",
      "spark.driver.cores": 1,
      "spark.driver.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC",
      "spark.executor.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC"
 },
   "job_config": {
      "mainclass":
 "com.ca.axa.jarvis.jaf.jobs.UserActivityAggregator",
      "args": [
      ],
      "custom_config": {
         "db_url": "jdbc:postgresql://
<DB_HOSTNAME>:<DB_PORT>/
<DB_SCHEMA>",
         "db_user": "<DB_USERNAME>",
         "db_pwd": "<DB_PASSWORD>",
         "funnel_ignore_lag": "false",
         "funnel_test_mode": "false",
         "exclude_tenants":"T1,T2",
 "job_status_priority_queue": "p2"  
                    }
   },
   "scheduler": {
      "cron": "0 25 0/1 * * ?"
 }
}
                  

You must run the Community and Tenant jobs
separately. Here are the configuration changes:

Community Funnel Job:

Run this job for all tenants. You can specify the tenants
that you want to exclude.

Before you run this job,

1. Ensure to use the correct job_id.
2. Add the exclude_tenants with comma separated list

of all the tenants that have their own funnel job.

Sample Configuration:

"job_id": "user_activity_aggregation",
....
"custom_config": {
"db_url": "jdbc:postgresql://
<DB_HOST>:<DB_PORT>/
<DB_SCHEMA>",
"db_user": "<DB_USER>",
"db_pwd": "<DB_PASSWORD>",
"funnel_ignore_lag": "false",
"funnel_test_mode": "false",
"exclude_tenants":"T1, T2"                       ------
comma separated tenant ids that have their own
 funnel jobs
}

3. Post or Patch the community batch job with
these changes (in the body content.json) to
the http(s)://<jarvis_host>:8080/onboarding/
batchjob endpoint.

Tenant Funnel Job

Run this job for specific tenants. Before you run this job,

1. Ensure to use the correct job_id, append the tenant
id to identify the job.

2. Add tenant_id in the custom_config section.
3. Remove exclude_tenants as shown in the sample:

Sample Configuration:

"job_id":
 "user_activity_aggregation_TENANT_ID>",
...
"custom_config": {
"db_url": "jdbc:postgresql://
<DB_HOST>:<DB_PORT>/
<DB_SCHEMA>",
"db_user": "<DB_USER>",
"db_pwd": "<DB_PASSWORD>",
"funnel_ignore_lag": "false",
"funnel_test_mode": "false",
"tenant_id":"<TENANT_ID>",                 ----
add the tenant id for which this job should run
 
"exclude_tenants":"T1"     ---remove this

4. Post or Patch the community batch job with
these changes (in the body content.json) to
the http(s)://<jarvis_host>:8080/onboarding/
batchjob endpoint.
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JS Errors - Daily Batch Job URL: http://{{host}}:{{port}}/onboarding/batchjob

Method: POST

Payload: job_zip: jserrors-daily-aggregator-<BUILD-
NO>.zip

Content:

{
"job_id": "jaf_jserrors_daily_batch",
"product_id": "ao",
"job_description": "Daily batch job for aggregating
 js errors, runs every hour",
"job_language": "java",
"in_doctype": [
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jserror_counter_hour",
"doc_type_version": "1"
},
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jaf_job_status",
"doc_type_version": "1"
}
],
"out_doctype": [
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jserror_counter_day",
"doc_type_version": "1"
},
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jaf_job_status",
"doc_type_version": "1"
}
],
"spark_config": {
"spark.executor.cores": 2,
"spark.executor.instances": 2,
"spark.executor.memory": "4g",
"spark.driver.memory": "1g",
"spark.driver.cores": 1,
"spark.driver.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC",
"spark.executor.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC"
},
"job_config": {
"mainclass":
 "com.ca.axa.jarvis.jaf.jobs.JSErrorsDailyAggregator",
"args": [],
"custom_config": {
"job_status_priority_queue": "p2"
}
},
"scheduler": {
"cron": "0 25 0/1 * * ?"
}
}
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Transactions - Daily Batch Job URL: http://{{host}}:{{port}}/onboarding/batchjob

Method: POST

Payload: job_zip: transactions-daily-aggregator-
<BUILD-NO>.zip

Content:

{
"job_id": "jaf_transactions_daily_batch",
"product_id": "ao",
"job_description": "Daily aggregation batch job for
 aggregating transactions, runs every hour",
"job_language": "java",
"in_doctype": [
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_transaction_counter_hour",
"doc_type_version": "1"
},
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jaf_job_status",
"doc_type_version": "1"
}
],
"out_doctype": [
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_transaction_counter_day",
"doc_type_version": "1"
},
{
"doc_type_id": "axa_jaf_job_status",
"doc_type_version": "1"
}
],
"spark_config": {
"spark.executor.cores": 2,
"spark.executor.instances": 2,
"spark.executor.memory": "5g",
"spark.driver.memory": "1g",
"spark.driver.cores": 1,
"spark.driver.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC",
"spark.executor.extraJavaOptions": "-
XX:ThreadStackSize=2048 -XX:+UseG1GC"
},
"job_config": {
"mainclass":
 "com.ca.axa.jarvis.jaf.jobs.TransactionsDailyAggregator",
"args": [],
"custom_config": {
"job_status_priority_queue": "p2"
}
},
"scheduler": {
"cron": "0 25 0/1 * * ?"
}
}
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Installer Onboarding Actions
As part of the installation, the script:

• Resets the master admin password
• Onboards APM in Jarvis
• Creates a Global Admin account
• Configures the SMTP Server account
• Configures Cluster Management
• Sets the new namespace as the current namespace

 Install and Configure Symbolicator
This section describes the steps to install and configure symbolicator.
The symbolication server is needed only if the iOS crash symbolication is required in the UI. The iOS crash logs are
built out of symbols. Desymbolication changes the symbols into method names and function names.   

 

Download the AXA Symbolicator Installer
The DX AXA Symbolicator Installer is bundled with the DX APM distribution zip file.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a directory on MAC as the base location for the Symbolicator files. This directory is referenced
as $CA_EMM_HOME.

2. Log in to the Support site using your credentials.  
3. Navigate to the DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT section. 
4. Search for Application Performance Management.
5. In the Product Downloads section, select the version and click the link to display all the bundled files.
6. Download the DX AXA Symbolicator Installer file.

Prerequisites
Before you install the Symbolicator, perform the following steps:

• Update the /etc/hosts File 

Update the /etc/hosts file with the MAC OSX server FQDN to enable Crash Handler to access the MAC
OSX. The Symbolicator hostname is the FQDN of the MAC OSX. Update the FQDN in the following format. To
edit the value, you must be a root user.

<IP Address> <Host Name with domain> <Alias>
Example:10.131.58.124
user01-I193384.ca.com user01-I193384

• Crash Handler 

• Ensure that the following properties are set in the $CA_EMM_HOME/conf/axa-crash-
handler_instance.properties file:

• symbolicator.available=true 
• symbolicator.username= 
• symbolicator.password= 
• symbolicator.url =http://<symbolicator_hostname>:<symbolicator_port>  

Note:

The Symbolicator hostname is the FQDN of the MAC OSX hostname and must be accessible from your
system. The default Symbolicator port is 8070 and is available in the $CA_EMM_HOME/conf/axa-crash-
symbolicator_instance.properties file.

• Frontend (EMM Proxy) Changes

https://casupport.broadcom.com/
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• Ensure that the entry for the Crash Handler proxy forward is correct on the server where the Frontend is
installed.

cd $CA_EMM_HOME/apache-tomee-plus-1.7.1/webapps/emm-proxy/WEB-INFvi web.xml

Ensure that the entry for <servlet-name>crashhandler</servlet-name> is http://
<crashhandler_hostname>:<crashhandler_port> without any additional paths. In case of a load balancer availability for Crash Handler, ensure that this entry points to the load balancer URL.

• Crash Symbolicator

• Set the maximum open files limit to 400000 (ulimit -n 400000). 

$ sudo launchctl limit maxfiles 400000 unlimited

• Ensure that the following Hardware and Software Requirements are met:

• MAC with a minimum of 16GB RAM, 500GB SSD/Flash, 8 Core CPU
• Latest version of Xcode is installed.
• Xcode Command Line Tools are installed. If not, trigger the installation:

$xcode-select --install

• The latest MAC OS symbol files and caches for all the versions that your application supports are present
for complete symbolication of crashes. 

Ensure to extract the developer symbol images to the following directory of the user:

cd ~/Library/Developer/Xcode/iOS DeviceSupport ( ~ = HOME of the user)

For a specific version of iOS, download the corresponding symbol files as follows:

cd ~/Library/Developer/Xcode/iOS DeviceSupport/11.2.2 (15C202)

You can get the example images from the Apple Developer Site.

• • Turn on the spotlight preferences for the ~/Library/Developer directory.
• Perform the following tasks on the MAC where Symbolicator is being installed:

• Turn off Auto Updates.
• Turn off the Sleep Settings so that the hard disk does not sleep.

Install Symbolicator Manually
To install the Symbolicator manually, complete the following tasks.  

Follow these steps: 

1. Install JAVA JDK 
2. Set the JAVA_HOME and CA_EMM_HOME variables 
3. Install Kafka 
4. Create the Directory Structure 
5. Run the Symbolicator 
6. Verify the Connectivity 

https://github.com/Zuikyo/iOS-System-Symbols/blob/master/collected-symbol-files.md
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Install Java JDK 1.8

Perform the following steps if Homebrew and Java are not installed on the MAC OS. 

Follow these steps: 

1. Run the following command to install.

ruby -e "$(curl -fsSL https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Homebrew/install/master/install)"

2. Run the following command:

brew install caskroom/cask/brew-cask

3. Run the following command:

brew tap caskroom/versions

4. Run the following command to display the available Java version:

brew cask search java

5. Run the following command to install Java JDK 1.8.

brew cask install java8

6. Run the following command to display the Java version:

java -version

The java version should be 1.8 or above.

Set the JAVA_HOME and CA_EMM_HOME Variables
 

Follow these steps: 

1.  

Navigate to the installation directory.

cd <CA_EMM_HOME>

2. Open the bash_profile and set the JAVA_HOME and CA_EMM_HOME variables.

export CA_EMM_HOME=/opt/ca/axa
export JAVA_HOME=/Library/Java/JavaVirtualMachines/jdk1.8.0_131.jdk/Contents/Home
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export DEVELOPER_DIR=/Applications/Xcode.app/Contents/Developer/

Install Kafka

Perform the following steps to install Kafka. 

Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the installation directory.

cd <CA_EMM_HOME>

2. Download Kafka.

curl -OL https://archive.apache.org/dist/kafka/0.10.1.0/kafka_2.11-0.10.1.0.tgz

3. Extract the downloaded file.

tar -zxvf kafka_2.11-0.10.1.0.tgz

4. Navigate to the conf directory.

cd kafka_2.11-0.10.1.0/conf

5. Open the server.properties file and add the following settings to start Kafka.

listeners=PLAINTEXT://localhost:9092
zookeeper.connect=localhost:2181

6. Navigate to the bin directory.

cd kafka_2.11-0.10.1.0/bin

7. Run the following commands to start the Kafka server.

nohup ./zookeeper-server-start.sh ../config/zookeeper.properties &
nohup ./kafka-server-start.sh ../config/server.properties &
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8. Create the following topics:

./bin/kafka-topics.sh --create --zookeeper <ZK_HOST>:<ZK_PORT> --replication-factor 1 --
partitions 1 --config retention.ms=3600000 --topic mdoSymbolicatorCrashQueueName Where
 ZK_HOST: localhostZK_PORT: 2181

./bin/kafka-topics.sh --create --zookeeper <ZK_HOST>:<ZK_PORT> --replication-factor 1 --
partitions 1 --config retention.ms=3600000 --topic mdoSymbolicatorProcessedQueueCrashName 
            
      Where ZK_HOST: localhost
            ZK_PORT: 2181

Note:

 Run the following command to check if the topics are created:  ./kafka-topics.sh --list --zookeeper
<ZK_HOST>:<ZK_PORT>  

Create the Directory Structure

Perform the following steps to create the directory structure  in $CA_EMM_HOME. 

Follow these steps: 

1. Create a directory named symbol-files.

mkdir <CA_EMM_HOME>/symbol-files

2. Set the execute permissions to this folder.

chmod 755 symbol-files

3. Create a directory named logs.

mkdir <CA_EMM_HOME>/logs

4. Set the permissions to this folder.

chmod 755 logs

5. Create a directory named data.

mkdir <CA_EMM_HOME>/data
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6. Set the permissions to this folder.

chmod 755 data

7. Create a directory named bin.

mkdir <CA_EMM_HOME>/bin

8. Set the permissions to this folder.

chmod 755 bin

9. Create a directory named conf.

mkdir <CA_EMM_HOME>/conf

10. Set the permissions to this folder.

chmod 755 conf

11. Download the AXA_Sybolicator_MacOS_installer.zip file from the Support site to a directory. For example, a
directory named Symbolicator

12. Extract this zip file.
13. Copy the axa-crash-symbolicator folder from the <Symbolicator> directory to the $CA_EMM_HOME folder

on the MAC. 
14. Copy the following files from the <Symbolicator>/server/conf/* folder to the $CA_EMM_HOME/conf folder

on the MAC.

• axa-crash-symbolicator_instance.properties 
• log4j-axa-crash-symbolicator.xml

15. Move the following files from $CA_EMM_HOME/axa-crash-symbolicator/bin to $CA_EMM_HOME/bin.

• axasymbolicator.sh   symbolicator   jq
16. Update the following properties in the $CA_EMM_HOME/ conf/axa-crash-

symbolicator_instance.properties file. Update
the axa.crash.handler.username and axa.crash.handler.password with the Global Admin credentials.

server.port=8070
            axa.crash.handler.username= Username of the Global Administrator provided during the
 installation.
            axa.crash.handler.password= Password for the Global Administrator provided during the
 installation.
            axa.crash.handler.ess.url=<ESSSERVER:PORT>/ess/security/v1/token (Admin UI Host and
 Port)
            axa.crash.handler.base.url=<ESSSERVER_SERVER:PORT>/crashhandler (Admin UI Host
 and Port)
            axa.symbolicator.base.dsym.dir=$CA_EMM_HOME/symbol-files/ (/ at the end is important) 
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            Notes: Always provide the Read Server hostname and port for these properties. If you
 have multiple Crash Handlers, then the Crash Handler should be load balanced for ESS PROXY
 FORWARD of Crash Handler API to work.

Start the Symbolicator Server
 

Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the bin folder.

cd $CA_EMM_HOME/axa-crash-symbolicator/bin

2. Run the following script:

./axa-crash-symbolicator.sh start

Verify the Connectivity Between Crash Handler and Symbolicator

Use the following commands to verify that the Crash Handler and Symbolicator can connect to each other at the
designated ports:

• From the Crash Handler: telnet <symbolicator_hostname> <symbolicator_port>  

• From Symbolicator: telnet <crash_handler_hostname> <crash_handler_port>  

Note:

If telnet does not work, restart the Crash Handler (./startServices.sh -CH).

Curl from Crash Handler to Symbolicator.

Verify the Symbolicator Installation
Perform the following steps to verify if the Symbolicator was installed successfully. 

Prerequisite: 

• dsym file is available. Ensure that the dsym file is zipped.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Register an app with CA App Experience Analytics.
2. Start some sessions to ensure that the analytics data is being recorded by the iOS device.
3. Upload the dsym file to the CA App Experience Analytics Admin UI.

1.1 Go to Manage Apps > Select your app. 
2.1 Select the iOS version and upload the dsym file.
3.1 Crash the app on the mobile device and push the metrics to the CA App Experience Analytics Admin

Console.
If the Symbolicator is installed successfully, the desymbolicated crashes are displayed in the App Crashes
section.

 Deployed Services Reference
This section provides the list of all the services that are deployed.
This section provides the list of services that are deployed:

  

DX Application Performance Management (DX APM) Services
The following table lists all the services that are deployed for DX APM. 
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Name of the Service Description

ACC APM Command Center provides tools for administering,
configuring, and managing the life cycle of agents.

API Gateway Functions as a load balancer and gateway for API calls.

Cloud Gateway Functions as the entry point for agents and workstation
communication with the Enterprise Manager.

Assisted Triage Gathers evidence which is based on traces and metrics
to detect possible or starting issues in the environment.

Cluster Management Includes the cluster management UI, provisioning of
capabilities, and tenant-specific capabilities.

Metadata Provides the metric identifiers of a metric hierarchy.

Tenants Stores data relative to tenants, tokens, and capability-
specific settings.

States (Status Events) Stores the vertex status data.

NASS (Metric Services) Stores time series data.

TAS (Topology Services) Stores vertices and edges data and also functions as a
query engine.

CARD Performs the pre-computation and data caching for
the experience and agent views. The data is stored
in multiple levels and you can configure the retention
policy of the levels using the Cluster Settings page.

ATC Serving requests from user interface and orchestrating
data collection from multiple back-end services.

Tracestore Process transaction traces to collect topology
information.

DX Operational Intelligence (DX OI) Services
The following table lists all the services that are deployed for DX OI.

Name of the Service Description

Analytics Job Container for onboarding Situations and Predictive
Insights Spark jobs.

Capacity Analytics (CPA) Provide capacity predictions which are based on the
infrastructure metrics data.

Correlation Engine Performs inventory de-duplication for inventory data that
is ingested from multiple source products.

DSP CASA Data Science platform component that calculates
anomalies on metrics.

DSP Integrator Sends metrics to DSP-CASA for Anomaly Detection
and generates anomaly alarms.

Log Collector Works as syslog listener (TCP and UDP) and provides
Ingestion APIs (HTTP) for third-party data.

Log Parser Parses raw log lines to extract the required fields and
transforms into json format.

Normalized Alarm Alarm normalization service to normalize alarms from
different source products into a common format.

OI Read Server Back-end web server hosting OI APIs.

OI Admin UI Frontend web server hosting OI UI components.
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Name of the Service Description

Open Connect (Generic Connector) Collects metrics, alarms, and so on, from third-party
products through REST APIs.

Service Alarm Correlates alarms based on the service context and
performs root cause analysis.

Service Management Provides Service level metrics.

Service Template Provides Service Creation APIs.

Service Alarm Correlates alarms based on the service context and
performs root cause analysis.

Tenant Management Supports storing and retrieving tenant-based
configurations in RDBMS.

Jarvis Services
The following table lists all the services that are deployed for Jarvis. 

Name of the Service Description

apis Microservices that contain the Jarvis RESTful
onboarding and ingestion APIs.

Couch DB Third-party service.

Elasticsearch Elasticsearch is a real-time, distributed storage, search,
and analytics engine, which has been built on top of
Apache Lucene. Jarvis uses Elasticsearch to store
metadata and transaction data and to query recent
data. 

ESUtils Jarvis Elasticsearch Utilities (jarvis_es_utils) contains
the following services:

• Purge 

• For Elasticsearch data
• For HDFS data

• Index Rollover
• Force Merge
• Snapshot and Restore

Indexer This microservice is responsible for performing the
following operations against Elasticsearch for the Jarvis
Service Layer:

• Creating and updating of the index definitions
• Re-indexing of indexes

Kafka Kafka is an open source distributed message broker.
Microservices can send messages to and can receive
messages from Kafka. Kafka translates a message
from the formal messaging protocol of the sender
(producer) to the formal messaging protocol of the
receiver (consumer).

Kron Kron scheduler is a centralized scheduling system
that handles all the schedule processing for the
Jarvis platform. The scheduled jobs are stored in
Elasticsearch.

LDDS Jarvis dashboards help you visualize real-time analytics
by creating comprehensive business reports.
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Name of the Service Description

Prepare  

Verifier Verifier reads messages from Kafka, verifies the format,
and pushes the encoded messages to Indexer and
Hadoop.

Zookeeper Zookeeper is the Topic Registry System that Jarvis
uses to store the configuration files and metadata that
are associated with Jarvis. For example, Zookeeper
stores the data (product definition, tenant definition,
document-mapping definitions, Avro Schema Mappings,
and so on) submitted through the Onboarding API
microservice. Nodes in the Zookeeper are called
znodes, which can store small amount of data.
Microservices talk directly to znodes through the Kafka
message bus to pass messages. znodes provide
the ability for microservices to subscribe to topics so
that when that topic gets updated, the corresponding
microservice gets notified.

Client Data Node Third-party service-Hadoop

Client Node Manager Third-party service

Hadoop Connector Third-party service

Job Manager Third-party service

Name Node Third-party service

Resource Manager Third-party service-YARN.

DX Platform Services
The following table lists all the services that are deployed.

Category Service Description

Docker Registry A docker registry is a storage and
distribution system for named docker
images.

Read Server (back-end Services) UDS User Data Service provides user
and tenant management feature
and is a single point of access to the
customer AD/LDAP.

ANA Authentication and Authorization
service provides login, role
definition, access control, and
session management.

Notify Notification service for emailing or
Webhooks.

SPPSVC Façade services for user
provisioning and deprovisioning. 

Other Libraries corejsvr: Common logger, caching,
error handling 

MxM Server Common: Shared
functions for ESS and other EMM
web applications
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Category Service Description

Frontend /DMZ Services (Admin UI) ESS The EMM Security Server provides
the REST APIs for Notify, UDS, and
AnA services.

ESF. The EMM Security Filter filters
requests to ESS and other EMM
web applications to perform
authorization that is backed by AnA

EMM-Proxy Reverse proxy web app to route
application requests to the server-
side/backend. For example, /mam, /
mcm, /mem.

SppClient The front end for the user
authentication and for forgot or reset
password flow.

CloudManagement UI layer for User management,
Notification-related configuration
such as channel creation, policy
creation.

Notify-filter Policy Manager Module responsible for policy
verification and tagging it to a
channel for notification

Notifier Send the alarm notification to the
tagged channel using the Notify
services.

ITSM NIM API to communicate with third-party
such as Snow, Remedy, Service
Desk.

Incident Management Polls Jarvis, data lake and calls NIM
to create a ticket in Snow.

Integration Gateway Updates products such as UIM,
Spectrum with information about
incidents.

AMQ Messaging Queue Handles all the messaging needs
between the Readserver and DMZ
services.

DX App Experience Analytics Services
The following table lists the services that are deployed for DX App Experience Analytics.

 

Name of the Service Description

AXA Admin UI Provides the UI services for DX App Experience
Analytics.

AXA Crash Handler Handles crash-related data from the AXA Transformer.

AXA Decryptor Decrypts the encrypted messages that DX App
Experience Analytics receives.

AXA DXC Handles all the incoming requests for a web app or a
mobile application.

AXA Read Server Handles all the REST API calls in DX App Experience
Analytics and provides the application analytics data.
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Name of the Service Description

AXA Scheduler Handles the job scheduling.

AXA Transformer Provides transformation functionality for the Browser
Agent and SDK-related payloads.

AXA User Processor Transforms user activity data and then inserts the
transformed data into Jarvis or Elasticsearch.

Elasticsearch Node Requirements and Distribution
The DX Platform installation requires the following number of nodes depending on the deployment:

• Small deployment requires one node (1)
• Medium deployment requires three nodes (3)

Choose one Elasticsearch node for POC installation and three nodes for standard installation. The following table
illustrates the components distribution on the nodes:

Deployment Component Distribution

Small deployment In this deployment, components are installed in the
following way:

• Elasticsearch is installed on one node.
• Kafka is installed on one node.
• Zookeeper is installed on one node.

Medium deployment In this deployment, components are installed in the
following way:

• Elasticsearch is installed on three nodes.
• Kafka is installed on three nodes.
• Zookeeper is installed on three nodes.
• NameNode is installed on one node.
• ClientDataManager is installed on one node.
• DataNodeManager is installed on two nodes.
• ResourceManager is installed on two nodes.
• JobManager is installed on one node.

 

 Verify if the NGINX Ingress Controller is Running
This section describes the steps to verify if the Ingress Controller is running.
The NGINX Ingress Controller for Kubernetes enables Kubernetes to configure NGINX and for load balancing the
Kubernetes services.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify if the ngress-nginx-controller pod is running on Master:

kubectl get po -n ingress-nginx  -o wide

2. If the default-backend node is one and if the ingress-nginx-controller pod is not running, run:

kubectl edit daemonset.apps/ingress-nginx-controller -n ingress-nginx
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3. Add the following after terminationGracePeriodSeconds: 30.

tolerations:
   - effect: NoSchedule
   key: node-role.kubernetes.io/master

4. Verify if the ingress-nginx-controller pod is running:

kubectl get po -n ingress-nginx -o wide

The sample code is as follows:

NAME                                    READY     STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE       IP               NODE
default-backend-v1.4-7795cd847d-6pl4c   1/1       Running   0          19m       10.233.97.129    node5
ingress-nginx-controller-6k6sq          0/1       Running   0          6s        10.233.102.132   node1

 Configuring the DX Platform
This section provides information about how to configure the DX Platfrom.
This section provides the following configuration information:     

Set Master Sender and Reply-To E-mail Addresses
Upon installation, the emails sent by the DX Platform have dxi@ca.com as the default value for sender and replyTo
fields. You can change these values using the update_mcc_notify_msg_template.sh script that is provided in the
installation directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the install directory.

cd <install dir>

2. Run the following command to set the master sender and receiver email addresses to send the notification
emails. 

./update_mcc_notify_msg_template.sh -n=<namespace> -s=<sender email address> -r=<replyTo email
 address>

Set the SMTP Server Details
Perform the following steps to set or reset the SMTP server details after the installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the install folder.
2. Run the following command to update the details:

./update-smtp-details.sh --url=<smtp_service_url> --account=<smtp_account> --
credential=<password> --namespace=<namespace>
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For example,
./update-smtp-details.sh --url=<smtp://mail.ca.com:25 --account=test_account --
credential=Password@123 --namespace=dxi

3. Run the following command if the SMTP authentication is not required. This command sets empty values for the
account and credential.

./update-smtp-details.sh --url=<smtp_service_url> -n=<namespace>

Add Elasticsearch Warm Nodes
You can use the add-eswarm-nodes.sh script that is available in the <install_folder/tools> directory to add the
warm nodes. This script supports adding only two warm nodes to the cluster.

Note:  Important!  Do not modify this script.

Prerequisites:

Before you deploy the Elasticsearch Warm nodes, ensure that:

• All the nodes requirements for Elasticsearch are met. For more information, see the Hardware and Software
Requirements section.

• The HOTWARM_ROLLOVER_PERIOD environment variable (retention period) is configured as per the sizing
guidelines section. Run the following command to update this variable:

kubectl set env deployment jarvis-esutils HOTWARM_ROLLOVER_PERIOD=<value> -n
 <namespace>

Follow these steps: 

1. Get the list of node names.

Kubectl get nodes –show-labels

2. Identify the nodes without labels where Elasticsearch Warm nodes need to be deployed.
3. Navigate to the <installation_folder/tools> directory.
4. Run the following script:

Sh add-eswarm-nodes.sh

5. Provide the following information at the prompts:

• Enter the namespace
• Enter the ES Warm Node1 Name
• Enter the ES Warm Node2 Name

Once the script runs, the nodes are labeled and the ES warm nodes are deployed.
6. Check the status of the warm nodes:

Kubectl get deploy -n dxi | grep warm

7. Check if the nodes are added to the cluster:
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curl -v http://es_URL>.nip.io/_cat/nodes?v

Enable DX Operational Intelligence (DX OI)
If you have not enabled DX OI during the installation, use the dxi-component-scale.sh script to enable DX OI any
time after the installation:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <install dir> directory

cd install dir>

2. Run the following commands to start the services:

DX OI ./dxi-component-scale.sh <namespace> oi core up

Self Monitoring ./dxi-component-scale.sh <namespace>
selfmonitoring self-monitoring up

JAF ./dxi-component-scale.sh <namespace> jaf core up

Enable DX App Experience Analytics
To enable DX App Experience Analytics, you must start the services and you must also onboard the jobs.

Start the Services
After the installation, only the core DX App Experience Analytics services (axa-readserver, axa-scheduler, and axa-
adminui) are enabled by default. To enable DX App Experience Analytics, you must enable the rest of the services.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the installation directory.

cd install dir>

2. Run the following command to start the services.

./dxi-component-scale.sh namespace> axa core up

All the DX App Experience Analytics services are now enabled

Note:  Alternatively, you can run the axa-scale.sh script to enable the services. You can also check the status
of the services in the Cluster Management UI.

Onboard the Jobs
After you have started the services, the next step is to onboard the jobs using the Jarvis APIs Swagger endpoint.
The APIs are categorized into the following types:

• Speed Jobs (/onboarding/speedjob): This API helps you onboard a speed job into Jarvis and schedule it to
run either immediately. A speed job runs continuously.

• Batch Jobs (/onboarding/batchjob): This API helps you onboard a batch job into Jarvis and schedule it to
run at a specified time. A batch job runs at the scheduled time. A batch job has a final state after every run (for
example, FINISHED / FAILED).
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In the Jarvis Swagger, use POST to onboard a job for the first time. Use PATCH to update the configuration for an
existing job. For more information about how to run these jobs, see the Onboarding section.

Enable Capacity Analytics
To enable Capacity Analytics, you must start the service. Perform the following steps to enable the CPA
deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the following command for CPA:

kubectl edit deployments/doi-cpa

2. Change the value from replicas: 0 to replicas: 1.

 Troubleshooting the Installation
This section provides the steps to troubleshoot the DX Platform installation:
dxp10
This section provides the steps to troubleshoot the DX Platform installation:

System Pods in Crashloopback State
Symptom:

The status for the kube-system pods displays crashloopback.

Solution:

Restart the docker. To restart, run the following command:

systemctl restart docker 

Pods are Not in Running State

Symptom:

Pods are not in the running state.

Solution:

Run the following commands to flush the pods:

iptables -P FORWARD ACCEPT
iptables-save

Unable to Push the Image and Installation Fails 

Symptom:

The installation fails because I am unable to push the image due to limited memory as shown:

[oerth-scx.ca.com:4443/analytics/jarvis-ldds:2.6.4] Tagging image: localhost:5000/jarvis/
ldds:2.6.4. Error during callback com.github.dockerjava.api.exception.NotFoundException:
 {"message":"no such id: oerth-scx.ca.com:4443/dxi/platform/dxi-postgres:aop_v19.1.0.6_1.0.14"} at
 com.github.dockerjava.netty.handler.HttpResponseHandler.channelRead0(HttpResponseHandler.java:103)
 at
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 com.github.dockerjava.netty.handler.HttpResponseHandler.channelRead0(HttpResponseHandler.java:33)
 at
 io.netty.channel.SimpleChannelInboundHandler.channelRead(SimpleChannelInboundHandler.java:105)
 at
 io.netty.channel.AbstractChannelHandlerContext.invokeChannelRead(AbstractChannelHandlerContext.java:362)
 at
 io.netty.channel.AbstractChannelHandlerContext.invokeChannelRead(AbstractChannelHandlerContext.java:348)
 at
 io.netty.channel.AbstractChannelHandlerContext.fireChannelRead(AbstractChannelHandlerContext.java:340

Solution:

Follow these steps:

1. Run the following command to stop the docker.

systemctl stop docker 

2. Run the following command to remove the docker-storage directory:

run rm -rf /mnt/docker-storage

3. Run the following command to start the docker.

systemctl start docker 

Pods are Not in Running State

Symptom:

Pods are not in the running state.

Solution:

 Follow these steps:

1. Run the following command to get the namespace:

kubectl get ns

2. Run the following command to get the list of pods:

kubectl get pods -n <namespace>

3. Run the following command to check the logs of the pod:

kubectl logs <podname> -n <namespace>

Installation Fails with Error
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Symptom:
During the installation, when I select option 2 (Medium Installation) at the prompt, the installation fails with an error:

Specify the size of the Elasticsearch.
1. Small Installation: One Elasticsearch Hot node is installed.
   2. Medium Installation: Three Elasticsearch Hot nodes are installedEnter your choice:  2Do you want
 to enable OI? (Y/N) [N]: y[es-validate] [ FAILED ] Expected to find 3 nodes with labels master-data-1,
 master-data-2, master-data-3. Need exactly one node tagged for each label.Sun Jul 21 19:36:39 PDT
 2019 Installation failed.

Solution:

Perform the following steps:

• Delete the config file from the install directory install directory> and run the installer again.
• Ensure that there is only one node with each of the following label:

• dxi-es-node=master-data-1
• dx-es-node=master-data-2
• dxi-es-node=master-data-3

User Access Logs Are Not in EM

Symptom:

After several unsuccessful logins I want to see the user access in log. EM log does not show any authorization
message.

Solution:

You need to check apmservices-manager logs for login failures because authentication is done in apmservices-
manager and not EM. Simple way to do it is logging into Cluster Management console and getting logs from Cluster
Management on Service screen. Other option is using kubectl to query logs from running pod. 

kubectl logs ${POD_NAME}
 
Resulting log entry:
 
2019-08-01 15:11:43.240 ERROR [manager,3064d4205d623f77,35211da6bb868168,false] 1 --- [http-
nio-8008-exec-4] com.ca.apm.ess.services.EssManagerImpl   : {
  "code" : 1351129,
  "msg" : "Authentication Failed: Invalid Username, Password, or Tenant ID",
  "desc" : "Authentication Failed: Invalid Username, Password, or Tenant ID"
}        

Verify the Installation

After the installation is successful, run the following commands to verify the status:

Verification Steps
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Verify if the containers are deployed successfully. Run the following command to check the deployment
status of the pods:

kubectl get pods -n <namespace>

The status must be Running.

If some of the pods report an error, run the following
command to view the details:

kubectl get events -n <namespace>
 |fgrep<service name> | more

Get Ingresses for components Run the following command to get all the ingresses:

kubectl get ingress -n <namespace>

Log into the Admin UI Console Run the following command to display the Admin
Console URL:

echo http://$(kubectl get
 ingress -n <namespace> |fgrep
 apmservices-gateway|awk '{print
 $2}')"/dxiportal

Open the URL that was displayed after the installation.
Log in as masteradmin with the password provided
during the installation. 

Verify the Elasticsearch Data Run the following command:

echo "http://$(kubectl get ingress
 -n <namespace> |fgrep jarvis-es|
awk '{print $2}')"

Open the following URL:

 <URL printed above>_cat/indices 

Verify that you can see multiple rows of data.
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Check the Jarvis Health Run the following command:

echo "http://$(kubectl get ingress
 -n <namespace> |fgrep jarvis-
apis|awk '{print $2}')"

Run the following command to check the health of
Jarvis. Replace the URL with the APIs Ingress URL.
The status of all the components should report green.

curl -X GET "<URL printed above>/
health" -H "accept: application/
json;charset=UTF-8"

 Troubleshoot Email Notification Channels
Symptom:
dxp10
Symptom:

Email notifications are not received.

Solution:

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the SMTP Server details are configured in the environment.

1.1 Check the database for the SMTP server configuration. Ensure that the KeyValue, Name, URL
(hostname:port), and  Account (only when authentication is required) details are correctly updated in the
database.

select * from mcc_notify_service_provider where name like '%SystemProvider%';

2.1 If the SMTP configuration is not found, then update the database with the SMTP configuration using the DB
Util.

1. 1.1 Edit the ServiceProviderEncryptReq.json file with the provider details in your deployment.
2. 1.1 Ensure that cryptojce-6.1.jar, cryptojcommon-6.1.jar, and jcmFIPS-6.1.jar are available in the

same directory as DBPopulator.jar.
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3. 1.1 If running in Linux, add the following option to the following command: -Djava.security.egd=file:/
dev/./urandom

java -jar DBPopulator.jar -d postgresql -u <dbuser> -p <dbpwd> -n
 <PostgreSQLDatabaseName> -T E -e S -i ServiceProviderEncryptReq.json --host <db
 host> --port <db port>

The following code is an example. Use your SMTP server details and credentials:

{
   "encrypted": {
      "credential":"<SMTPAccount_Password>"
         },
      "plain": {
         "keylevel":"-1",
         "keyvalue":"--GLOBALORGANIZATION--",
         "name":"SystemProvider",
         "protocol":"SMTP",
         "url":"smtps://<SMTPURL>",
         "account":"<SMTPAccount>",
         "options":"\"mail.smtp.dsn.notify\":\"SUCCESS,FAILURE,DELAY\",
\"mail.smtp.dsn.ret\":\"FULL\""}
}
]

4. 1.1 Ensure that the specified SMTP server is reachable from the axa-readserver pod.
2. Verify if the alarms are being populated in the following indices:

• http://<ElasticSearch url>/*channel*/_search?pretty&size=100
• http://<ElasticSearch url>/*apm*/_search?pretty&size=100
• http://<ElasticSearch URL>/*all_alarms*/_search?pretty&size=100

If you do not see the data, then check if the pods are up and running. If all the pods are running and still no data
in the indices, verify if the DX APM is generating the alerts. Also verify if the OI integration is working fine.

3. In Kubernetes, validate if the Policy Manager and notify filter processes are up and running.

1.1 Run ps -ef in the notify-filter deployment and look for the processes as shown in the following image:

If
the processes are not up and running, restart the notify-filter pod and verify.

http://file/dev/urandom
http://file/dev/urandom
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2.1 Check the message templates sender address that should be accepted by the configured Email server. If
not, update according to the email server.

select sender,replyto from mcc_notify_msg_template

 Uninstall DX Platform
Any user who has the permissions to install or uninstall the DX Platform can perform the
following steps:
dxp10
Any user who has the permissions to install or uninstall the DX Platform can perform the following steps:

Follow these steps:

1. Run the following command on the master node to remove the namespace.

kubectl delete ns <namespace> --force --grace-period=0

# Replace <namespace> with the actual name to be deleted

2. Run the following command on the master node to remove the Persistent Volume:

kubectl delete persistentvolume/dxi
kubectl delete persistentvolume/dxi-backup
kubectl delete persistentvolume/pv.dxi-axaservices-amq-data
kubectl delete persistentvolume/pv.dxi-axaservices-pg-data
kubectl delete persistentvolume/pv.dxi-jaf-clientnodemanager-0
kubectl delete persistentvolume/pv.dxi-jaf-clientnodemanager-1
kubectl delete persistentvolume/pv.dxi-jaf-clientnodemanager-2
kubectl delete persistentvolume/pv.dxi-jaf-clientnodemanager-3

3. Run the following command on all the nodes (including the master folder) to clean up the NFS folders:

rm -rf /dxi            
rm -rf /nfs/ca/dxi/*

 Configure DX Platform As a SAML 2.0 Service Provider
You can configure  to authenticate user accounts that are stored in a third-party Identity Provider
(IdP).
dxp10
You can configure DX Platform to authenticate user accounts that are stored in a third-party Identity Provider (IdP).

  2  

Collect the Required Information
Collect the following information, which is required during authentication. 
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Information Description Your Value

Service Provider (SP) Entity ID Uniquely identifies a tenant to the
IdP.

Provide this value to the IdP:

DXI_<TenantIDInUppercase> 

___________________________________________

Assertion Consumer Service (ACS)
URL

Processes the assertion response
from the IdP. Provide this value to
the IdP:

 https://cloud.ca.com/ess/authn/
<TenantIDInUppercase> 

_____________________________________________

IdP-Initiated Authentication URL Redirects users who log into the IdP
to DX Platform.

Provide this value in the
UpsertSamlConfiguration.sh script
that redirects login requests.

_____________________________________________

IdP Entity ID Uniquely identifies the IdP that a
tenant environment should use
to authenticate users. Collect
this information from the IdP
administrator.

_____________________________________________

SAML Protocol URL Specifies the IdP URL where
authentication requests are sent
when an IdP user logs into DX
Platform.

Collect this information from the IdP
administrator.

_____________________________________________

Signature Verification Certificate The certificate used to authenticate
requests between the IdP and DX
Platform.

Collect this information from the IdP
administrator.

_____________________________________________

Global Admin User Name The tenant Global Administrator user
name. _____________________________________________

Global Admin Password The password for the Global
Administrator user account. _____________________________________________

Cohort ID See Find the Cohort ID.
_____________________________________________

Group membership or Role SAML
Response Attribute (Required)

The attribute that the IdP uses to
store group or role information.

You map group or role membership
attributes in the IdP to role attributes
in Application Performance
Management.

____________________________________________

Email SAML Response Attribute
(optional) Note: Some functionality
may not work if email is not
provided.

The attribute that the IdP uses to
store email addresses.

You map the email attribute in the
IdP to role attributes in Application
Performance Management. 

____________________________________________
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Firstname SAML Response Attribute
(optional)

The attribute that the IdP uses to
store user first names. 

You map the first name attribute
in the IdP to role attributes
in Application Performance
Management. 

___________________________________________

Lastname SAML Response Attribute
(optional)

The attribute that the IdP uses to
store user last names.You map the
last name attribute in the IdP to role
attributes in Application Performance
Management. 

___________________________________________

Find the Cohort ID
To configure a federated partnership, you specify a cohort id. To find the cohort ID, follow these steps: 

1. Open the Chrome browser. 
2. Turn on Developer Tools as follows:

1.1 On the Chrome tab, click the setting menu in the header (three vertical dots in the upper right corner of the
screen).

2.1 Select More Tools..., Developer Tools.
The Developer Tools open on the right side of the Chrome tab.

3.1 Select Network. Then, click the tenant name.
4.1 Select the Response tab.
5.1 Copy the Cohort ID.

 
3. Save the Cohort ID for use when you configure authentication in DX Platform.

Configure a SAML Trust Relationship on the IdP
Provide the following information to the IdP administrator: 

• Service Provider (SP) Entity ID
Format: DXI_<TenantIDInUppercase> 

• Assertion Consumer Service (ACS) URL
Format: https://cloud.ca.com/ess/authn/<TenantIDInUppercase> 

The IdP administrator uses this information to configure the federated partnership on the IdP. The instructions for
configuring a partnership differ based on the type if IdP. See the IdP documentation for more information. 

Configure Authentication in DX Platform 
In this release, you create the following scripts to configure the federated partnership and authentication in DX
Platform: 

•  UpsertSamlConfig.sh: Configures the product to redirect login requests to the Identity Provider URL.  
•  rawurlencode.sh: Encodes the bearer token provided by upSertSamlConfig.sh.

Configuring authentication in DX Platform involves the following high-level steps: 

1. Create and run the UpsertSamlConfig.sh script.
2. Create and run the rawurlencoding.sh script.
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3. Map attributes and roles. 
4. Configure cache settings. 

Create and Run the UpsertSamlConfig.sh Script
Create a script that resembles the following example. Then, run the script.

#!/bin/bash -xSERVER=$1;AUTHTENANT=$2;AUTHUSER=$3;AUTHPASS=
$4;CERTFILE=$5;COHORT1=$6;if [ -z "$CERTFILE" ]; then    echo
 " missing arguments";   echo " usage: upsertSamlConfig.sh
 <serverhost:port> <ga_user_tenant> <ga_user_id> <ga_user_pwd>
 <certToUpload> <cohort>";   exit 1;fi;if [ ! -f "$CERTFILE" ];
 then   echo "cert file $CERTFILE does not exit";   exit 1;fi;
  if [ -z "$COHORT1" ]; then   COHORT1=SAMLCOHORT;fi;. ./
rawurlencode.shURL_COHORT=$( rawurlencode "${COHORT1}" )#
 perform logincohort=`echo $AUTHTENANT| openssl enc -base64 -
A`TOKEN=`curl -k -s -X POST -H "Authorization: Basic $cohort" -d
 "grant_type=PASSWORD&username=$AUTHUSER&password=$AUTHPASS" $SERVER/
ess/security/v1/token | jq .tkn|sed -e 's/"//g'`if [ -z "$TOKEN" ];
 thenecho login failedexit 1fiENC_AUTHZ=`echo \{\"tkn\":\"$TOKEN
\",\"all\":\"true\"\} | openssl enc -base64 -A`IMGB64=`base64 -i
 "$CERTFILE"`;ENC_AUTHZ=`echo \{\"tkn\":\"$TOKEN\",\"all\":\"true
\"\} | openssl enc -base64 -A`echo " Updating ${COHORT1} auth
 config to use SAML based authentication.";#JTXT='{ "cohort" :
 "'${COHORT1}'","moduleName" : "SAML_AUTH","url" : "https://
dxing.auth0.com/samlp/B-EBZbAxiwsMl2aF8oVtWnRPX9gAOakn","params" :
 "{\"issuer\":\"urn:dxing.auth0.com\",\"entityId\":\"dxing.ca.com
\",\"skewTime\":500,\"autoCreateUser\":true,\"attrMap\":{\"e\":
\"email\",\"f\":\"givenName\",\"l\":\"surname\",\"r\":\"roles
\"},\"cookieDomains\":[\".ca.com\"],\"sloUrl\":\"http://patab02-
i123564.ca.com:8080/affwebservices/public/saml2slo\",\"sloResponseUrl
\":\"http://patab02-i123564.ca.com:8080/affwebservices/
public/saml2slo\"}","paramBlob" : "'$IMGB64'"}';# CA GIS NON
 PROD#JTXT='{"cohort":"'${COHORT1}'","moduleName":"SAML_AUTH","url":"https://
samlgwsm-qa.ca.com/affwebservices/public/saml2sso?
SPID=urn:cagis.np.dxi.com","params":"{\"issuer\":\"samlgwsm-
qa.ca.com\",\"entityId\":\"urn:cagis.np.dxi.com\",\"skewTime
\":500,\"autoCreateUser\":true,\"attrMap\":{\"e\":\"email
\",\"f\":\"FirstName\",\"l\":\"LastName\",\"r\":\"groups
\"}}","paramBlob":"'$IMGB64'"}';#BASIC_AUTH#JTXT='{"cohort":"'${COHORT1}'","moduleName":"BASIC_AUTH"}';#
 CAGIS#
 JTXT='{"cohort":"'${COHORT1}'","moduleName":"SAML_AUTH","url":"https://
samlgwsm.ca.com/affwebservices/public/saml2sso?
SPID=DXI_CAGIS","params":"{\"issuer\":\"samlgwsm.ca.com\",
\"entityId\":\"DXI_CAGIS\",\"skewTime\":500,\"autoCreateUser
\":true,\"attrMap\":{\"e\":\"email\",\"f\":\"FirstName\",\"l\":
\"LastName\",\"r\":\"groups\"}}","paramBlob":"'$IMGB64'"}';# CAGIS-
rndtools#JTXT='{"cohort":"'${COHORT1}'","moduleName":"SAML_AUTH","url":"https://
samlgwsm.ca.com/affwebservices/public/saml2sso?SPID=DXI_CAGIS-
RNDTOOLS","params":"{\"issuer\":\"samlgwsm.ca.com\",\"entityId\":
\"DXI_CAGIS-RNDTOOLS\",\"skewTime\":500,\"autoCreateUser\":true,
\"attrMap\":{\"e\":\"email\",\"f\":\"FirstName\",\"l\":\"LastName\",
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\"r\":\"groups\"}}","paramBlob":"'$IMGB64'"}';#JTXT='{ "cohort" :
 "'${COHORT1}'","moduleName" : "SAML_AUTH","url" : "https://
dxing.auth0.com/samlp/B-EBZbAxiwsMl2aF8oVtWnRPX9gAOakn","params" :
 "{\"issuer\":\"urn:dxing.auth0.com\",\"entityId\":\"dxing.ca.com
\",\"skewTime\":500,\"autoCreateUser\":true,\"attrMap\":{\"e\":
\"email\",\"f\":\"givenName\",\"l\":\"surname\",\"r\":\"roles
\"},\"cookieDomains\":[\".ca.com\"],\"sloUrl\":\"http://patab02-
i123564.ca.com:8080/affwebservices/public/saml2slo\",\"sloResponseUrl
\":\"http://patab02-i123564.ca.com:8080/affwebservices/public/
saml2slo\"}","paramBlob" : "'$IMGB64'"}';# Auth0#JTXT='{ "cohort" :
 "'${COHORT1}'","moduleName" : "SAML_AUTH","url" : "https://
demo-0307.auth0.com/samlp/PCBOpqb0ij4XNHBNghFl6JqiL6Tt1z3O","params" :
 "{\"issuer\":\"urn:demo-0307.auth0.com\",\"entityId\":\"DXI\",
\"skewTime\":500,\"autoCreateUser\":true,\"attrMap\":{\"e\":\"email\",
\"f\":\"givenName\",\"l\":\"surname\",\"r\":\"roles\"},\"cookieDomains
\":[\".ca.com\"],\"sloUrl\":\"http://patab02-i123564.ca.com:8080/
affwebservices/public/saml2slo\",\"sloResponseUrl\":\"http://patab02-
i123564.ca.com:8080/affwebservices/public/saml2slo\"}","paramBlob" :
 "'$IMGB64'"}';JTXT='{"cohort":"'${COHORT1}'","moduleName":"SAML_AUTH","url":"https://
demo-0307.auth0.com/samlp/
zWci75apH6n4S4zLNj1OH52ce79gaIvQ","params":"{\"issuer\":
\"urn:demo-0307.auth0.com\",\"entityId\":\"DXI_NEWYORK\",\"skewTime
\":500,\"autoCreateUser\":true,\"attrMap\":{\"e\":\"email\",\"f\":
\"givenName\",\"l\":\"surname\",\"r\":\"role\"},\"cookieDomains\":
[\".ca.com\"]}","paramBlob":"'$IMGB64'"}';curl -k -s -w "HTTPStatus=
%{http_code}\n" --header "Authorization: Bearer $ENC_AUTHZ" --header
 "Content-Type: application/json" -H "Accept: application/json"
 -X PUT -i --data "${JTXT}" "$SERVER/ess/basicauth/v1/pafconfig/
${URL_COHORT}";

In the script, specify the following parameters: 

• cohort_id
• SAML_Protocol_URL
• Issuer
• DXI_TENANT_ID
• Attributes

See the table in Collect Required Information for parameter descriptions and values. 

Use the following code in the script to configure these parameters:

JTXT='{"cohort":"'<cohert_id>'","moduleName":"SAML_AUTH","url":"<SAML_Protocol_URL>","params":"{\"issuer
\":\"<xxxxx>\",\"entityId\":\"<DXI_tenant_ID>\",\"skewTime\":500,
\"autoCreateUser\":true,\"attrMap\":{\"e\":\"email\",\"f\":\"givenName
\",\"l\":\"surname\",\"r\":\"role\"},\"cookieDomains\":[\".ca.com
\"]}","paramBlob":"'$IMGB64'"}';

The following example shows a completed entry: 

JTXT='{"cohort":"'${COHORT1}'","moduleName":"SAML_AUTH","url":"https://
demo-0307.auth0.com/samlp/
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zWci75apH6n4S4zLNj1OH52ce79gaIvQ","params":"{\"issuer\":
\"urn:demo-0307.auth0.com\",\"entityId\":\"DXI_NEWYORK\",\"skewTime
\":500,\"autoCreateUser\":true,\"attrMap\":{\"e\":\"email\",\"f\":
\"givenName\",\"l\":\"surname\",\"r\":\"role\"},\"cookieDomains\":
[\".ca.com\"]}","paramBlob":"'$IMGB64'"}';

Create and Run the rawurlencode.sh Script
Create a script called rawurlencode.sh using the following example. Once you create the script, run it to encode the
bearer token.

rawurlencode() {  local string="${1}"  local strlen=${#string}  local
 encoded=""  for (( pos=0 ; pos<strlen ; pos++ )); do     c=${string:
$pos:1}     case "$c" in        [-_.~a-zA-Z0-9] ) o="${c}" ;;     
   * ) printf -v o '%%%02x' "'$c"     esac     encoded+="${o}" done
 echo "${encoded}" # You can either set a return variable (FASTER)  #
 REPLY="${encoded}" #+or echo the result (EASIER)... or both... :p}

Map Attributes and Roles
You can map the following attributes and roles from an IdP to DX Platform:

• Group or Role Membership
You can map groups or roles in the IdP to the following Application Performance Management roles: 

Role Description

Tenant Administrator A tenant administrator can perform administrative
tasks only in the scope of the tenant account to which
they belong.

Power User A power user can view and update alerts and
application settings.

Note:

If you do not map roles to IdP roles or groups, all IdP users have the Power User role by default.
• Email
• First Name 
• Last Name

To map attributes and roles, use the Upsert Role Mappings API. 

1.  Method: PUT
2.  URI: <FQDN>/ess/roles/v1/group/mappings \
3.  Authorization: Bearer <BearerToken>

Specify the bearer token that you generated in the script. 
4. Parameters: 

Parameter Description

cohort

rolename The name of the Application Performance
Management role. Specify TA for the tenant
administrator role. Specify PU for the power user role.

anyGroups Specify the role or group at the IdP. Use the name and
distinguishedName attributes to specify the role and
group. See the following code for an example.
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The curl command for this call resembles the following example: 

curl -X PUT \  https://cloud.ca.com/ess/roles/
v1/group/mappings \  -H 'authorization: Bearer
 eyJ0a24iOiJkY2FmNDc2OC1mNjQ4LTRhMTEtYTEwOC0yZjQ2ZmEyMDNlMjkiLCJhbGwiOnRydWUsInQiOiJkZWZhdWx0b3JnIn0='
 \  -H 'cache-control: no-cache' \  -H 'content-type: application/
json' \  -d '{  "cohort": "CAGIS-NONPROD-USERSTORE",  "roleMappings":
 [    {      "rolename": "TA",      "anyGroups": [       
 {          "name": "Team - GIS - GISLA-Admins",         
 "distinguishedName": "CN=Team - GIS - GISLA-Admins,OU=Self Service
 Groups,OU=Groups,DC=ca,DC=com"        },        {          "name":
 "Team-GIS-AXAAdmins",          "distinguishedName": "CN=Team-GIS-
AXAAdmins,OU=Groups,OU=ITC Hyderabad,DC=ca,DC=com"        }      ]   
 },    {      "rolename": "PU",      "anyGroups": [        {         
 "name": "Team-GIS-AXAPUser",          "distinguishedName": "CN=Team-
GIS-AXAPUser,OU=Self Service Groups,OU=Groups,DC=ca,DC=com"        }  
    ]    }  ]}'

Configure Cache Settings
Use the Global Refresh Cache API to apply the role mappings that you configured in Map Attributes and Roles. 

Note:

You can also restart the server to apply the role mappings.

The following commands illustrate how to refresh the cache to apply role mappings.

Specify the Global Admin token as the Bearer token. 

curl -X PUT \  http://localhost:8080/ess/tenants/v1/cache \  -H
 'authorization: Bearer
 eyJ0a24iOiJhMjIyZjY2OC0xZWNjLTRiMGQtYWY3Ni1kZjQ1ZGZiYTE3MzIiLCJhbGwiOnRydWUsInQiOiJkZWZhdWx0b3JnIn0'
 \  -H 'cache-control: no-cache' \  -H 'content-type: application/
json' \  -d '{}'

 Configure SAML Authentication with an Auth0 IdP
dxp10

Follow these steps: 

1. In Auth0, Create an account with Auth0 with any domain name.
2. Create a new application. Specify the following values: 

• application type: web application.
• Allowed web origin: https://<hostname>.ca.com
• Allowed call back URL: http://adminui-route-8080-apmvw.10.237.23.125.xip.io/ess/authn/sephora

3. In the tenant's application click on "Show advanced setting" and "Endpoints" and note down SAML protocol
URL (Value 1)

4. collect the domain value for the application created - DOMAIN
5. Download the certificate from Application - Advanced setting - certificates.
6. Click on Add on for the application and enable SAML.

http://ca.com
http://adminui-route-8080-apmvw.10.237.23.125.xip.io/ess/authn/sephora
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7. Add the following JSON in the setting box

{"audience": "DXI_<tenantname>","nameIdentifierFormat":
 "urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.1:nameid-
format:unspecified","nameIdentifierProbes": ["http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/05/identity/claims/
emailaddress","http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/05/identity/
claims/name"],"mappings": {"user_id": "userid","roles":
 "roles" # should match (1},"passthroughClaimsWithNoMapping":
 false,"mapIdentities": false,"createUpnClaim": false}

8. Download the attached script to storm-ws02 and make the following changes at line 63. Attached is an
example with parameter

JTXT='{"cohort":"'${COHORT1}'","moduleName":"SAML_AUTH","url":"<Value
 1>","params":"{\"issuer\":\"urn:<DOMAIN>\",\"entityId\":
\"DXI_<tenantname>\",\"skewTime\":500,\"autoCreateUser\":true,
\"attrMap\":{\"e\":\"email\",\"f\":\"givenName\",\"l\":
\"surname\",\"r\":\"role\"},\"cookieDomains\":[\".ca.com
\"]}","paramBlob":"'$IMGB64'"}';

The value role in this line should match the role in the Json in 3a
9. Collect the COHORT id needed for the script by logging into the UI and checking the ID in developer tools.
10. Run the script.
11. Navigate to the tenants URL to login to DXI, user is redirected to auth0 URL.

 Integrate with CA Service Operations Insight (CA SOI)
The CA APM SaaS - CA SOI Connector is a unidirectional connector. This connector gathers
relevant Configuration Items (CIs), services and alerts from CA APM SaaS to CA SOI. This
information is used in end-to-end service-focused triage by the Business Operations Center
within the organization. The interaction between the connector and CA APM SaaS is done
through the REST-based APIs.
dxp10
The CA APM SaaS - CA SOI Connector is a unidirectional connector. This connector gathers relevant
Configuration Items (CIs), services and alerts from CA APM SaaS to CA SOI. This information is used in end-to-
end service-focused triage by the Business Operations Center within the organization. The interaction between the
connector and CA APM SaaS is done through the REST-based APIs.

For information on integrating with CA SOI, see CA APM SaaS - CA SOI Connector.

4 Using
Information and procedures for end users.
dxp10
DX Platform provides common platform features that integrate common functionality across all thecapabilities. You
can view the common platform features on the left navigation panel of DX Platform UI.

The common platform features include:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 Cluster Management
As a master administrator, you use Cluster Management to configure and manage the
infrastructure of your environment, according to the needs of your organization.
dxp10
As a master administrator, you can use the Cluster Management console to configure and manage
the infrastructure of your environment, according to the needs of your organization. The Cluster
Management homepage displays general metrics about your cluster environment, such as details about the
hardware performance. You can view the following hardware performance metrics:

CPU Utilization:

• Total available CPU in the cluster
• CPU used by the app services (reserved, current)
• Long term CPU usage trend (reserved, current)

RAM Utilization:

• Total available RAM in the cluster
• RAM used by the app services (reserved, current)
• Long term RAM usage trend (reserved, current)

 

You can perform the following tasks using the Cluster Management:

• Create, Modify, and Delete Tenants 
• Configure Tenants 
• Manage Tenant Activity 
• Monitor and Scale Tenant Services 
• Monitor and Scale Multitenant Services 

Note:  On successful installation of the DX Platform, a URL to access the Cluster Management console is
displayed. For more information about the Cluster Management access, see the Install DX Platform section.

 Services - Monitor and Stabilize Your Environment
Use multitenant services to monitor and stabilize the resources that your environment utilizes.
From Services, you can view the resource consumption of individual services and service
instances. Debug actions and scaling options are also available for select services.
dxp10
Use the multi-tenant services to monitor and stabilize the resources that your environment utilizes. Using
the Services option in the left-navigation pane, you can view the resource consumption of individual services and
service instances. Debug actions and scaling options are also available for selected services.

 2 
Overview of the Services
The Services page displays the list of all the services that are deployed. However, services that begin
with AXA are not available for use if you did not enable the DX App Experience Analytics capability during the
installation of DX Platform.

The following image displays the Services page:
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For more information about the deployed services, see the Deployed Services Reference page. 

View Metrics for the Services
The Services page also provides the following information for each of the services as shown:

• Service name
• Utilization: Indicates the utilization of the system. If the utilization is around 80-90%, we recommend scaling

up. 
• Utilization of the Resources: Displays the CPU Core and RAM utilized by the service in the last eight

minutes. 
• Cluster: Displays the number of cluster instances.
• Actions: You can perform the following actions:

• ADD: For more information, see the Scale the Services section in this page.
• Ellipses: For more information, see the Vertical Scaling of the Application section in this page. 

View Metrics for the Service Instances
Expand a service to view metrics for the service instances. The following image displays the metrics for the ACC
Service:

• CPU Core Utilization
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• Resources: CPU Core (%) and RAM used: The graphs displays the CPU Core and RAM usage for a time
range of eight minutes.

• Version
• Actions: For more information, see the Use Debug Actions to Monitor Service Instances section in this

page.

Vertical Scaling of the Application
The option to configure the deployment is available only for a few services. For example, TAS and Card. The
vertical scaling allows higher performance of all the service instances.

Follow these steps: 

1. In the Services page, navigate to the service that has the Ellipses icon.
2. Select Configure Deployment as shown.

3. Select the Deployment Type:

• Default siz (4G)
• Middle sixe (8GB)
• Large size (16GB)

Scale the Services
The ADD button under Actions is displayed only for services that can be scaled up. If a service exhausts its
resources, scale the service by increasing the number of instances.

Follow these steps: 

1. In the Services page, identify the service that you want to scale, and then select Add.
2. In the Schedule window, select one of the following options:

• now: To add the instance right away.
• at specified UTC time: Provide the date and time to add the instance later. The following image displays the

section to scale the service.

3. Select Schedule to add an instance to the service.

Use Debug Actions to Monitor Service Instances
You can use the debug options to monitor service instances and investigate potential service-related issues.

Note:  The Debug functionality is not available for all services.

Follow these steps: 

1. In the Services page, identify the service that you want debug.
2. Expand the service to view the service instances.
3. Identify the service instance that you want to debug.
4. Under Actions, select the Ellipses icon to display the debug menu.

The following image displays the debug actions for the ATC service:
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5. Select a debug action from the menu.

• Download Logs: Allows you to download the logs. You can enable the Debug Log feature to set the log
level to debug.

Note:

You can select Download at any time while debug logging is enabled. Debug logging stops after five minutes
by default.

• Download Thread Dump: Downloads a Java thread dump.
• Download Heap Dump: Downloads a Java heap.
• Download Service Dump: Downloads service-specific data in JSON format.

Note:  This action is only available for selected services.
• Register into Partitioning 

Note:

More Information: 

• Install DX Platform 
• Configure and Manage Tenants 

 Tenant Services - Configure and Manage Tenants
Configure tenants to establish an environment that reflects the setup of your organization. For
example, you can denote tenants as company brands, departments, or locations where you
operate. You can then monitor and manage all tenants with Cluster Management.
dxp10
Configure tenants to establish an environment that reflects the setup of your organization. For example, you can
denote tenants as company brands, departments, or locations where you operate. You can then monitor and
manage all the tenants using the Cluster Management console.

You can perform the following tasks in the Tenant Services page using the Cluster Management console:

 2 
Note:  The Activity Log (in the left navigation pane) displays all of the tasks that you perform in the Cluster
Management. Hover over the job under the Status column to view specific Job Progress details.

Create a Tenant
You can create a tenant and deploy the DX APM capability for that tenant simultaneously.

(Optional) Prerequisite for Custom DX APM Configuration

To use a custom configuration for DX APM, you must first create the customized profile. Create a directory
named configs in the NFS base directory that you provided during the DX Platform installation. Create a
Customization Name, then copy the configuration files to the directory as shown:

<base_dir>/configs/<Customization Name>/config/modules/*
<base_dir>/configs/<Customization Name>/config/agentclusters.xml
<base_dir>/configs/<Customization Name>/config/domains.xml
<base_dir>/configs/<Customization Name>/scripts/**/*.js
<base_dir>/configs/<Customization Name>/ext/**
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• The Customization Name appears in the Customization drop-down list.
• You can use a single custom configuration for multiple tenants.

The following image displays the Create Tenant page:

Follow these steps: 

1. Login to the Cluster Management console (http://apmservices-gateway.<domain>/dxiportal) as a Master
Administrator.

2. In the left navigation pane, select Tenant Services.
3. In the Tenant Services page, select + Add Tenant in the top-right corner.
4. Specify the Tenant ID.

Warning:

Only alphanumeric characters, underscore, and hyphen are allowed.

You cannot change the Tenant ID after you create a tenant.
5. (Optional) Add a description.
6. Select the Authentication type and complete the required fields:

• Basic authentication: Enter the following information to create the first tenant administrator user:

• User ID
• First Name
• Last Name. The First Name and Last Name fields are optional and are used to address the Tenant

Administrator in password reset emails.
• Tenant Administrator Email
• Tenant Password
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• Confirm Password

Note:

This authentication type creates a Tenant Administrator profile, where the Tenant ID is also used as
the User ID.

• LDAP: Enter the following information to create the first tenant administrator user:

• LDAP Configuration: Create a new configuration or copy an existing configuration. New
configurations are saved automatically and later are available as existing configurations in the LDAP
Configuration drop-down list by Tenant ID. 

• LDAP Host URL: Specify the URL or IP address of the LDAP server. The default port is 389. For
example: 130.0.0.1, ldap.domain.com

• LDAP Port: Specify the LDAP Server port.
• LDAP Schema Name: Specify the LDAP schema name.
• LDAP Connection Login Name: Specify the login name of the LDAP administrator who is managing

the Base DN.
• LDAP Connection Password: Specify the password for that user managing the Base DN
• LDAP Base DN: Specify the base DN for the LDAP directory in the form of domain components. The

base DN is the starting node in the LDAP hierarchy. For example: DC=Broadcom, DC=com
• LDAP Groups DN: If user groups exist in a different location than the base DN, use this field to specify

the group DN. For example: DC=Broadcom_groups, DC=com 
• LDAP Admin Group DN: Specify the LDAP group that you want to have Tenant Administrator rights.

The group that you specify must contain at least one LDAP user. 

Note:

You must include the full path when you specify a Distinguished Name (DN).

LDAP users and groups are stored in internal cache that refreshes upon login to DX Platform Therefore,
if you modify a user or group in the LDAP repository, the changes are not visible in DX Platform until the
associated user logs in again. 

• SAML: Before you configure SAML in the Cluster Management console, you must configure the
SAML IdP. After the SAML IdP is configured, then provide the requested information in the Cluster
Management console. For more information about SAML authentication, see the SAML Authentication for
Tenants section.

7. Under APM Specific Options, select one of the following options:

• Do not provision: Select this option if you do not want DX APM services provisioned for this tenant. 
• Select any one of the following options to provision depending on the quantity of the metrics that you want

to receive:

• Standalone (up to 1M metrics)
• Small cluster (up to 2M metrics)
• Regular cluster (up to 4M metrics)
• Large cluster (up to 6M metrics)
• Max tenant (up to 10M metrics)

Note:  When you select the options to provision, the Cluster Management issues tenant services for that
tenant depending on the size of the DX APM deployment. For example, if the deployment size is Small
cluster, the tenant service includes one EM MOM and two EM Collectors.

8. Under Customization, select the customized profile that you created earlier or select No customization.

Note:  If you later modify the deployment size of the DX APM, the custom configuration files will be restored
to the state in which they were deployed. Therefore any changes, such as alerts created for Management
Modules, will be removed. We recommend to leave the custom configuration files in their original state and
create additional, new configurations.

9. (Optional) To include WebView in your DX APM deployment, select deploy with WebView. For more
information about WebView, see the DX Application Performance Management documentation.

10. Select Create.

A new tenant is created and is displayed in the Tenant Services page. When you deploy the DX APM for a
tenant, the Cluster Management issues a tenant service for that tenant. The setup for this tenant service is
determined by the size of the DX APM deployment. For example, if the deployment size is Small cluster, the
tenant service includes one MOM and two collectors. 

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/11-1.html
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A tenant token is generated when a tenant is created. This token is displayed in the Tokens page. You can
use tokens to manage tenant activity. For more information, see Use Tokens to Manage Tenant Activity. 

View the Tenant Details
The Tenant Services page displays a list of all the tenants that are created and the following details for each of
tenants as shown. For a new user, this page will be blank.

• Tenant ID
• Description
• Status: If the tenant is active.
• CPU Core Utilization
• Actions: You can perform the following actions using these options:

• Configure: Select this option to edit the tenant configuration.
• Ellipses: Select this icon to:

• View ATC: Select this option to navigate to the DX APM.
• Go to metrics: Select this option to view tenant-specific service metrics using the Metric Browser.

Note:  The Metric Browser in the Cluster Management uses the same functionality as the Metric Browser
in the DX APM Team Center. For more information about the Metric Browser, see the DX Application
Performance Management documentation.

• Delete tenant: Select this option to delete the tenant.

View the Tenant Services Metrics
Expand the tenant ID to view the services that the Cluster Management issues for that tenant and metrics for the
tenant services as shown:

The following information is displayed for each of the services:

• Service name
• CPU Core Utilization
• Resources: CPU Core (%) and RAM used: The graphs displays the CPU Core and RAM usage for a time

range of eight minutes.
• Metric limit
• Actions: Select the Ellipses icon to download the logs. 

Access DX APM
After the tenant is created, you can access DX APM in one of the following ways:

• As a Master Administrator: In the Tenant Services page, under Actions, select the Ellipses icon for the
tenant. Then select View ATC from the list. The DX APM opens in a new tab. However, you will not be able to
access the other DX Platform capabilities from here.

You can also navigate to the DX APM Metric Browser from the Cluster Management console in one of the
following ways: 
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• In the Tenant Services page, under Actions, select the Ellipses icon for the tenant. Then select Go to
Metrics from the list.

• Use the Metric Browser option in the left navigation pane.

The following image displays the options to access DX APM:

• As a Tenant Administrator: You must first log out as a Master Administrator. Then login to the portal (http://
apmservices-gateway.<domain>/dxiportal) as a Tenant Administrator.

Modify or Configure a Tenant
You can modify or change a tenant by:

• Changing the authentication type and values
• Changing the current deployment of DX APM

Note:  For tenants using custom configurations, modifying the deployment size of DX APM restores the custom
configuration files to the state in which they were deployed. Therefore any changes, such as alerts created for
Management Modules, will be removed. We recommend to leave the custom configuration files in their original
state and create additional, new configurations.

Follow these steps: 

1. In the Tenant Services page, identify the tenant that you want to modify and select Configure.

The Configure Tenant page is displayed.
2. Implement the tenant modifications, then select Save.

Scale the Tenant
If a tenant exhausts the resources, you can scale the tenant by adjusting the tenant configuration. 

Follow these steps: 

1. In the Tenant Services page, identify the tenant that you want to scale and select Configure.

The Configure Tenant page is displayed.
2. Select the deployment Size.

Note:  For tenants using custom configurations, modifying the deployment size of DX APM restores the custom
configuration files to the state in which they were deployed. Therefore any changes, such as alerts created for
Management Modules, will be removed. We recommend to leave the custom configuration files in their original
state and create additional, new configurations.

3. (Optional) Select an alternative profile under Customization.
4. Select Save. You scaled a tenant service. You can now view the new tenant service setup.

Access Logs for Tenant Service Instances
You can download the tenant service logs to monitor the tenant service instances. You can also enable the Debug
Log feature to set the log level to debug. 

Follow these steps: 

1. In the Tenant Services page, expand a tenant to view the tenant service instances.
2. Identify a tenant service instance that you want log for.
3. Under Actions, select the Ellipses icon, and then select Logs as shown:
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4. (Optional) To set the log level to debug, switch on Debug Log.

Note:

You can select Download at any time while debug logging is enabled. Debug logging stops after five minutes by
default.

5. Select Download to download a tenant service log.
6. Open the .log file. 

Generate a Tenant Token
You can generate tenant tokens for the TAS API's to connect to the external connectors and ingest the required
data.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Tenant Services page.
2. Under the Actions column, select the Ellipses icon, and then select Create Tenant Token.
3. Select OK on the confirmation pop-up.

The pop-up displays the generated token.
4. Click Copy to save the token in the clipboard, or Close to exit the pop-up.

Delete a Tenant
You can delete a tenant that you no longer need.

Follow these steps: 

1. In the Tenant Services page, identify the tenant that you want to delete.
2. Select the Ellipses icon under Actions and select Delete tenant. 
3. Confirm the deletion. The tenant is deactivated and removed from the list of tenants. You can now view this

activity in the Activity Log.

 SAML Authentication for Tenants
You can select SAML as the Authentication type when creating a tenant in Cluster Management.
SAML authentication requires that you first configure the SAML IdP before completing the
SAML configuration in Cluster Management.
dxp10
You can select SAML as the Authentication type when creating a tenant in Cluster Management. SAML
authentication requires that you first configure the SAML IdP before completing the SAML configuration in the
Cluster Management.

 3 
Configure the SAML IdP
The following configuration inputs are required for the SAML IdP. 

Note:

The naming of configuration inputs can vary with different providers.

• audience: Specify who the SAML Assertion is intended for. For example: "DX_TENANT01"

Note:

The value of the audience property must match the value of the entityId property. You specify the entityId
property in the SAML Params field of the SAML configuration in the Cluster Management.

• mappings: Map the user metadata to the DX Platform. Include the following attributes and specify the
corresponding values:
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• email 
• firstname (Optional)
• lastname (Optional)
• roles 

Note:

The values that you specify for the mappings input must match the values that you specify for the attrMap
property. You specify the attrMap property in the SAML Params field of the SAML configuration in the Cluster
Management.

Example of audience and mapping inputs for a specific SAML identity provider:

{
  "audience": "DX_TENANT01",
  "nameIdentifierFormat": "urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.1:nameid-format:unspecified",
  "nameIdentifierProbes": [
    "http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/05/identity/claims/emailaddress",
    "http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/05/identity/claims/name"
  ],
  "mappings": {
     "email": "email",
     "firstname": "firstname",
     "lastname": "lastname",
     "roles": "roles"
  },
  "passthroughClaimsWithNoMapping": false,
  "mapIdentities": false,
  "createUpnClaim": false
}

• SAML Assertion callback URL: Define the SAML Assertion callback URL as follows:

http://apmservices-gateway.<domain.name>/dxiportal/login

• where <domain.name> is the host name of the DX Platform.

Note:

The DX Platform references the value of the NameID field within the SAML Assertion when you login in to the DX
Platform.

Complete the SAML Configuration in the Cluster Management
Use the following guidelines for completing the required SAML authentication fields in the Cluster Management:

• SAML URL: Input the SAML IdP login form URL. For example:

https://<SAML idp domain>/pHp4A46Kq5OlEUv3fUlkkTLF3zRKjVDG

• SAML Params: Specify the following properties and values:

• issuer: Define the identity provider (IdP) certificate issuer.
• entityId: Input the audience string constant that is defined in the SAML IdP.
• skewTime: Define an allowed time frame for SAML Assertion creation.
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Note:  We recommend providing a minimum value of 500 (ms).
• autoCreateUser: Set the value to true. This value allows all users that are stored in the LDAP directory to

be created in the DX internal user store, then authenticated.
• attrMap: Define the following attributes for the user details and specify the corresponding values:

• "e" : "email" 
• "f" : "firstname" 
• "l" : "lastname"  
• "r" : "roles" 

Note:

• The above keys are defined by the DX Platform. All keys must be included and must follow the naming
format that is shown above. Specifying values for keys "f" and "l" is optional.

• The attrMap property values must match the values of the attributes that you specified in the SAML IdP
mappings input.

• cookieDomains: Define the domain that the SAML IdP will validate when receiving a new cookie
authentication request.

Example of SAML Params:

{    
   "issuer":"urn:dxsaml.provider.com",
   "entityId":"DX_TENANT01",
   "skewTime":500,
   "autoCreateUser":true,
   "attrMap":{
      "e":"email",
      "f":"firstname",
      "l":"lastname",
      "r":"roles"
   },
   "cookieDomains":[
      ".ca.com"
   ]
}

• Role Mappings: Map one of the following roles to the user group membership that is stored in the user
database:

• Tenant Administrator "TA" 
• Power User "PU" 
• User "UZ" 

Example of Role Mappings:

{
  "roleMappings": [
  {
    "rolename": "TA",
    "anyGroups": [
      {
        "name": "saml01_admin01",
        "distinguishedName": "saml01_admin01"
      }
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    ]
  }
  ]
}

• Security Certificate: Define the SAML identity provider (IdP) certificate.

Note:  More Information:

• Configure and Manage Tenants 

 Tokens - Use Tokens to Manage Tenant Activity
Cluster Management generates a tenant token when a tenant is created. You can use tenant
tokens to identify which tenant is causing unwanted or suspicious activity that is displayed in
a service log. You can then revoke a token if necessary, which suspends the tenant and shuts
down the corresponding Enterprise Manager.
dxp10
Cluster Management generates a tenant token when a tenant is created. You can use the tenant tokens to identify
tenants in the service logs that are causing unwanted or suspicious activities. You can then revoke a token if
necessary, which suspends the tenant and shuts down the corresponding Enterprise Manager.

For example, a multi-tenant service log shows that a tenant, represented by a token, is making excessive API calls.

Follow these steps: 

1. Access a service log.
2. Identify the hash code of the token.
3. In the Tokens page, use the tokens table to cross-identify the hash code.
4. (Optional) Suspend the tenant by selecting the red revoke token bin.

 Activity Log
This page displays all the tasks that you perform.
The Activity Log displays all of the tasks that you perform in the Cluster Management console. The Activity Log
page also displays the following information for all the jobs:

• Job Name
• Start
• Duration
• Status: Click the status to view specific Job Progress details.

 Metric Browser
This page explains about the Metric Browser option in the Cluster Management console.
The Metric Browser option navigates to the Metric Browser tab in DX APM. The metric browser tab lists metrics
and other information in a tree format. The high-level nodes immediately under domain nodes represent
agents installed on individual application server hosts or the equivalent.

For more information, see the DX APM documentation. 

 Configure Cluster Settings
You can customize configurations for select product features and components using Cluster
Settings screen. This screen lists all the values that you can customize. It uses a concept of
key or value listed in the table. Each line includes a description with details on what the current
value means. You can change default values to adjust the service or feature configuration.
  3  

Customize a Service Configuration
You can customize configurations for selected product features and components.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/11-1/using/webview-and-workstation/apm-workstation/triage-with-the-workstation/the-metric-browser-tab.html
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Follow these steps:

1. In Cluster Settings, under the Key column, identify the service or feature that you want to customize.
2. Click on the corresponding Value column to change the preservation time.

Note: Every default value has a type and range.

3. Select Save to save the customized service configuration.

Restore default configuration
You can delete a custom configuration for a service to restore the default configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. In Cluster Settings, under the Key column, identify the service or feature that you want to customize.
2. Click on the corresponding Value column and remove the value.
3. Select Delete to delete the service configuration.

Note: The default configuration can take up to 5 minutes to re-appear.

Card Service Configuration
The data for the configurable services are stored across one or multiple levels. Each level has a default resolution
and a default data preservation time.

The following chart shows the default configuration settings for the Card service:

Level Resolution Default Time
apm.card.retention.L1 1 Minute 2 Days

apm.card.retention.L2 5 Minutes 7 Days

apm.card.retention.L3 1 Hour 45 Days

apm.card.retention.L4 12 Hours 45 Days

For example, under the default settings, when viewing data in the Experience View, for a time range of 3 months,
the smallest resolution unit available is 12 hours.

Important! If you reduce the preservation time, it deletes any data prior to the configured preservation time, and,
reconfiguring the value back to default does not recover the data.

Metric Retention Configuration
You can change number of days metrics are stored. This is a global setting and applies for all tenants in given
cluster. There are four different tiers.

Configuration key Resolution Default Time Size footprint
apm.nass.data.retention.L11 Minute 2 Days 2044 MB/day

apm.nass.data.retention.L25 Minutes 7 Days 573 MB/day

apm.nass.data.retention.L31 Hour 45 Days 128 MB/day

apm.nass.data.retention.L412 Hours 365 Days 42 MB/day

Transaction Trace Filtering Configuration
When the Enterprise Manager ingests a high volume of Transaction Traces, certain microservices fail, causing
APM Team Center to not function properly. To avoid this, the administrator can provide a custom configuration to
filter out unwanted Transaction Traces.

Follow these steps:
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1. In Cluster Management, access Configure Settings from the left pane.
2. (Optional) From the drop down, choose one of the following options:

1.1 Global Settings, to view the settings applicable to all the tenants.
2.1 A tenant from the drop down, to view tenant specific settings. The list of tenant also includes the tenants

that are deleted.
3. Configure Transaction Trace Filtering Rules:

• Click Add New Configuration Entry to define each property. For each property, use
the Key column to provide the properties and the Value column to define the values of the
properties. To filter out the unwanted transaction traces define the regular expressions in
the AgentName and ErrorMessage parameters. Provide filtering rules for the AgentName
(AgentMatcher) and ErrorMessage (TraceMatcher) fields into groups that you define.

Sample configuration

introscope.traces.errorsnapshots.groups.0=EngineAndPortal

introscope.traces.errorsnapshots.groups.1=Mediator

introscope.traces.errorsnapshots.EngineAndPortal.agentMatcher.0=.*Engine.*

introscope.traces.errorsnapshots.EngineAndPortal.agentMatcher.1=.*Portal

introscope.traces.errorsnapshots.EngineAndPortal.ignoreTraceMatcher.0=.*IOException.*

introscope.traces.errorsnapshots.EngineAndPortal.ignoreTraceMatcher.1=.*SQLException.*

introscope.traces.errorsnapshots.Mediator.agentMatcher.0=.*Mediator.*

introscope.traces.errorsnapshots.Mediator.ignoreTraceMatcher.0=.*Stall.*

Notes:

• Group names that you provide must not contain “|” and “:” characters.
• Each group can contain multiple AgentMatchers and TraceMatchers.
• Agent and Trace matchers can contain any valid regular expression.

For creating regular expressions, see regular expression.

4. Verify the configuration:

In Cluster Management, access Metrics Browser and then navigate to apmservices, cloudgw,
<gatweay_instance>, Gateway, Traces, Filtering, to view the supportability metrics for the filter groups.

The filter groups are applied based on the group settings that define the global or tenant scope. Typically, the
activation of rules takes a few minutes after configuration is complete. For multiple instances of cloud gateway,
the metrics are collected for each instance.

Configure DX APM Load Balancer
You can configure the load balance settings for DX APM.

Follow these steps:

1. In Cluster Management, access Configure Settings from the left pane.
2. (Optional) From the drop down, choose one of the following options:

1.1 Global Settings, to view the settings applicable to all the tenants.
2.1 A tenant from the drop down, to view tenant specific settings. The list of tenant also includes the tenants

that are deleted.
3. Configure load balancer properties:

Property Default Value Description

apm.loadbalancer.collector.limits.serverAllowedAgentsCountLimit1000 Max number of allowed
agent connections per
server or 0 for no limit

https://www.rexegg.com/regex-quickstart.html
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Property Default Value Description

apm.loadbalancer.collector.limits.serverLiveMetricCountLimit1500000 Max number of live
metrics per server or 0 for
no limit

apm.loadbalancer.collector.limits.serverAgentMetricCountLimit50000 Max number of allowed
metrics per agent.

apm.loadbalancer.collector.limits.serverDisallowedAgentsCountLimit0 Max number of disallowed
agent connections per
server or 0 for no limit

apm.loadbalancer.collector.limits.serverDeadAgentsCountLimit1400 Max number of
disconnected agents per
server for unmounting or 0
for no limit

apm.loadbalancer.collector.limits.maxUsersClw500 Max number of command
line workstation user

apm.loadbalancer.collector.limits.maxUsersWorkstation40 Max number of
workstation users

4. Verify the configuration:

In Cluster Management, access Metrics Browser and then navigate to the required folder, to view
the supportability metrics.

 Monitoring Load Balancer

The DX APM load balancer service provides detailed supportability metrics to monitor global and per-tenant load of
the system.

Contents:

3

Load Balancer Supportability Metrics

Metrics Path Description Metric Name Metric Description

apmservices|
tenants|
singleton|
Loadbalancer|
Limits

The global load balancing clamping
limits. Per-tenant specific clamping
limits are not considered in these
metrics.

Max Number of Connected
Agents per Server

Maximum number of
allowed agents per server.

Max Number of Disallowed
Agents per Server

Maximum number of
agents connected in
disallowed mode.

Max Number of Metrics per
Agent

Maximum number of
metrics per agents
enforced by server.

Max Number of Metrics per
Server

Maximum number of
metrics per server.
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Metrics Path Description Metric Name Metric Description

apmservices|
tenants|
singleton|
Loadbalancer|
Load

Load of system aggregated for all
tenants.

Note: Server in this context is Collector
or MOM. Registration of an agent on
server takes time. To ensure agents
are load balanced, each agents makes
a reservation of expected resources
in load balancer. This reservation is
cleared once the agent is registered.

Number of Agents Total number of allowed
agents in all tenants
reported by server(s).

Number of Disallowed
Agents

Total number of disallowed
agents in all tenants
reported by server(s).

Number of Disallowed
Agents

Total number of disallowed
agents in all tenants
reported by server(s).

Number of Metrics Total number of metrics
in all tenants reported by
server(s).

Number of Resolved
Connections Per Interval

Total number of
connections resolved to a
server for all tenants per
interval.

Number of Unresolved
Connections Per Interval

Total number of unresolved
connections to a server
for all tenants per interval.
The connection can be
unresolved due to invalid
or missing token or no
server from a tenant
registered in load balancer
service.

Number of Accepted
Connections Per Interval

Total number of allowed
connections (agent
registered in allowed
mode) for all tenants per
interval.

Number of Disallowed
Connections Per Interval

Total number of disallowed
connections (agent
registered in disallowed
mode due to reaching a
clamp limit) for all tenants
per interval.

Number of Disallowed
Connections Per Interval

Total number of disallowed
connections (agent
disallowed to connect) for
all tenants per interval.

Number of Closed
Connections Per Interval

Total number of closed
connections for all tenants
per interval reported by
servers.

Number of Connection
Retries Per Interval

Total number of connection
retries (after agent being
disallowed or denied) for
all tenants per interval.
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Metrics Path Description Metric Name Metric Description

Number of Load Updates
Per Interval

Total number of load
updates from servers for
all tenants per interval.

Number of Reserved
Connections

Total number of
connections in reserved
state (between resolved
and connected).

Number of Reserved
Metrics

Total number of agent
metrics bound to
connections in reserved
state (between resolved
and connected).

Number of Target Servers Number of servers
registered in load balancer.

Load Balancer Supportability Metrics
The DX APM EM Cluster supportability metrics provide per-tenant monitoring overview.

Metrics Path  Description Metric Name Metric Description

APM|tenant-id|server-
instance-id|Load

Metrics for each tenant Number of Agents Number of agents
registered in allowed
mode.

Number of Disallowed
Agents

Number of agents
registered in disallowed
mode.

Number of Disallowed
Agents

Number of agents
registered in disallowed
mode.

Number of Metrics Number of metrics
reported by agents.

Number of Reserved
Connections

Number of connections in
registration process.

Number of Reserved
Metrics

Number of metrics
bound to connections in
registration process.

APM|tenant-id|server-
instance-id|cluster|Load

Metrics aggregated for all
servers in the cluster for
the tenant

Number of Agents Number of agents
registered in allowed mode
aggregated for cluster.

Number of Disallowed
Agents

Number of agents
registered in disallowed
mode aggregated for
cluster.

Number of Disallowed
Agents

Number of agents
registered in disallowed
mode aggregated for
cluster.

Number of Metrics Number of metrics
reported by agents
aggregated for cluster.

Number of Reserved
Connections

Number of connections
in registration process
aggregated for cluster.
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Metrics Path  Description Metric Name Metric Description

Number of Reserved
Metrics

Number of metrics
bound to connections
in registration process
aggregated for cluster.

 Channels
Channels allow you to configure communication between  and third-party integrations. 
dxp10
HID_Configure_Notifications
Channels allow you to configure communication between DX Platform and third-party integrations. 

 Channels Configuration Benefits 

When you configure channels, your enterprise gains the following benefits:

• Seamlessly triggers email notification using Policies.
• Manually trigger email notification through Alarm Analytics.
• Able to customize the information to be sent using Message Templates.
• Alarm management and alarm tracking using Ticket Management.
• Route data from the monitoring solution to any other webhook receiver.

 DX Platform supports the following categories of channels:

•  Ticket Management: Use ticket management to integrate an ITSM product, to track, and manage alarms that
are raised in DX Platform.

•  Notifications: Notifications keep users informed of DX Platform alarms. The system notifies users by email, or
by creating and updating tickets in ITSM.

•  Webhook: Webhook is a fire and forget integration which allows you to route data from the monitoring solution
to any other webhook receiver. The generic webhook framework can be used to connect to any compatible
webhook receiver, using a quick and easy-to-use webhook channel setup interface. 

•  Automic: Automic lets you create Webhook Event objects, that enable you to integrate your external system
webhooks with the Event Engine. The Webhook Event object can listen and retrieve webhook event payloads
from external systems in real time.

To create a channel, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to DX Platform.
2. Select Settings, Channels. 
3. Click Add Channel and select the required channel type to configure.
4. (Optional) You can also configure custom policies by selecting Policies and configure message template by

selecting Message templates.

Note:

You can configure any DX Platform capabilities alert with a channel. 

For configuring DXI APM alert notification using channels, see Create Notifications for Alerts.

After you create a channel, you can perform the following actions:

1.  Trigger the Channels Manually: You can trigger the channels using alarm actions through the Alarm
Analytics. 

2.  Trigger the Channels Automatically: You can trigger the channels automatically using?Policies. The channels
are triggered when the rule met in the policy

3.  Customize the Channel Information: Use Message Templates to customize the information to be sent
through a channel using configurable templates. Using this template, you can define the content of the message
that is sent when an alert occurs.

The channel is configured. Use the following links to configure different channels types.

  

User Scenario

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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I want to create a policy trigger email notification for all critical severity alerts being generated by CDM probe.

 Follow these steps: 

1.   Configure Policies 

1.1 Click Policies from the SETTINGS panel.
A list of created policies and the default policy appear.

2.1 Select Add Policy.
3.1 Provide the following details:

1. 1.1 Policy Name: cmd probe 
2. 1.1 Policy filter: Select probe as cdm, and Severity as Critical.

4.1 Click Save.

A policy cdm probe is created with the filters cdm probe and critical severity.

 
2.  (Optional) Configure Message Template 

1.1 From the SETTINGS page, select Message templates.
A list of created templates and a default template appears.

2.1 Provide the following details:

1. 1.1  Message template name: NotifyAlarmTemplate
2. 1.1  Message template subject: Alarm from Digital Experience Insights from CA
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3. 1.1 Custom message:

CA Technologies
NEW ALARM
CA Digital Experience Insights | ${timestamp}
${message}
Metric Name: ${metric_name}
Severity: ${severity}
Alarm type: ${alarm_type}
Host: ${host}
IP: ${ip}
Alarm ID: ${alarm_unique_id}
Probe: ${product}
Probe version: ${product_version}

3.1 Click Save. 

A NotifyAlarm template is created with a custom message.
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3.  Configure Email Notification

1.1 From the SETTINGS page, select Channels.
A list of created channels and a default channel appears.

2.1 Select Add Channel, Email.
3.1 Provide the following details:

1. 1.1  Channel name: cdm probe
2. 1.1  Recipient: teamcdm@gmail.com 
3. 1.1  Message template: NotifyAlarmTemplate

4.1  Link Policies: Select cdm Probe.
4. Click Save.

The cdm probe channel is created with NotifyAlarmTemplate and cdm probe policy.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
mailto:teamcdm@gmail.com
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When a cdm probe generates alarms which are in the critical state, a policy trigger email notification for all the
critical alerts and is sent to the recipient.

 Ticket Management
The ticket management integration allows you to integrate an ITSM product, such as
ServiceNow, to track and manage alarms raised in . When an alarm occurs in , a ticket is
created in the ITSM system. Issue updates can be synchronized in both systems. The following
information can be synchronized: 
dxp10
HID_ITSM
The ticket management integration allows you to integrate an ITSM product, such as ServiceNow, to track and
manage alarms raised in DX Platform. When an alarm occurs in DX Platform, a ticket is created in the ITSM
system. Issue updates can be synchronized in both systems. The following information can be synchronized: 

• Status of alarms and associated incidents
• The current assignee (troubleshooter) assigned to incidents
• Severity of the incidents

 Integrate ServiceNow
Integration with ServiceNow.
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HID_Configure_ServiceNow_Notification
Integration of DX Platform with ServiceNow integration provides the following features:

• Associates the alarms in DX Platform with ServiceNow tickets in the following ways:

• Creating tickets manually
• Automatically generating tickets for alarms when ServiceNow channel is associated with a policy

• Maintains the following alarm information between DX Platform and its associated ServiceNow ticket:

• Status of alarms and associated tickets
• The current assignee (troubleshooter) assigned to tickets
• The severity of alarms. Currently, severity can be mapped from DX Platform to ServiceNow.

• Provides a link to launch the ServiceNow of a particular ticket directly from DX Platform.

The following steps explain how to configure and use this integration.

 
outputclass="bc-h2" id="ConfiguretheIntegration">Configure the Integration

To configure DX Platform with ServiceNow, complete the following procedures:

• Create a user in ServiceNow
• Configure the ServiceNow as a channel

Create User in ServiceNow

You must create a user in ServiceNow for connecting the ServiceNow instance. The user must have privileges for
the following roles in the ServiceNow, Roles list. 

Note:

 For more information about creating a user in ServiceNow, see ServiceNow documentation.

• soap
• soap_create
• soap_delete
• soap_ecc
• soap_query
• soap_query_update
• soap_script
• soap_update 

The user must also have the privileges for the following tables:

• sys_db_object
• sys_dictionary
• incident
• task

Configure ServiceNow as a Channel

When you configure ServiceNow as a channel, DX Platform creates a ticket in ServiceNow when an alarm is
identified. ServiceNow integration is bi-directional. Changes to DX Platform alarm or corresponding ServiceNow
ticket can be synchronized in both systems. For more information, see Integration Gateway.

 Prerequisites: 

• Configured ServiceNow instance with user created
• Configured Southbound Gateway for bi-directional

The ServiceNow channel allows you to perform the following actions:

• Configure the ServiceNow channel
• Validate the configuration
• Enable or Disable integration by enabling the Enable icon.
• Associate a policy to the channel
• Delete the channel
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Note:

• You can add only one ServiceNow notification channel.
• Tenant administrator can only configure ServiceNow channel.
• By default, a default policy is associated with the channel.

 Follow these steps: 

1.

From DX Platform navigation panel, click SETTINGS ( ). 
2. Select Channels

A list of created channels and the default channel appears.
3. Select Add Channel and select ServiceNow as a channel type.
4. Complete the following fields:

•  Integration Status
Slide the button to the right to enable the integration with the ITSM system.

•  Channel NameSpecify a channel name.
•  Ticket Management type

Select ServiceNow as ticket management type.
•  Protocol

Specify HTTP or HTTPS
•  Host

Specify the hostname for the system where ServiceNow is hosted. 
•  Port

Specify the port for the host system.
•  UsernameSpecify the ServiceNow user name.  uses the user account and password to create and update

ServiceNow tickets. The user must have the required roles that are specified in the Prerequisites section.
•  Password

Specify the password for the user account. 
•  Client URL

This field populates a URL using the specified host and port.  
•  Tenant

This field populates the logged in tenant id. 
•  Message Template

Specify the template that is used to send messages when an alarm is sent.
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5. Specify what is synchronized between the alarms in DX Platform  and ServiceNow tickets by selecting the

following options:

1.1 The following options are applicable when an alarm changes in DX Platform and updates the tickets in the
ServiceNow System:

•  Alarm Updates
Select this option to update a ticket when an alarm update occurs in DX Platform . Select this option to
enable Alarm Owner Update and Alarm Severity Update.

•  Alarm Owner Updates
Select this option to update the ticket owner when the alarm assignee changes.

•  Alarm Severity updates
Select this option to update the ticket severity when the alarm severity changes.

•  Alarm is Reopened
Select this option to create a ticket when an alarm is reopened.
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•  Alarm is Cleared
Select this option to close a ticket when the corresponding alarm is cleared. 

2.1 The following options are applicable when the ticket in ServiceNow System changes and updates the
associated alarms in DX Platform :

•  Ticket Management polling
Select this option to poll ServiceNow for the updates.

•  Ticket Updates
Select this option to update the tickets from ServiceNow to DX Platform .

•  Ticket Owner Updates
Select this option to update the owner of a ticket when the alarm assignee changes. “Assigned to”
and “status as updates” is supported in ServiceNow.

•  When a ticket is closed in Ticket Management, clear the alarm
Select this option to clear the alarm in DX Platform when the corresponding ticket is closed/resolved in
the ServiceNow.

•  Trigger Polling interval (Polling interval(mins))
Specify the polling interval for the ServiceNow updates.
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Validate the Configuration

To validate the configuration information that is provided in the ServiceNow channel, click the Test button on the
channel page. The test not only validates the ServiceNow configuration but also validates the intermediate services
that are involved in the integration. ITSM test is successful message appears upon successful configuration.

Associate a Policy to the Channel
By default, the default policy is associated with the channel. You can associate the policy or can remove the policy
from Link a Policy section under the Policies tab.
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Delete Channel
You can delete the ServiceNow Channel by clicking the Delete button.

Note:

The Delete button is enabled only when the channel is not associated with any policy.

Using the Integration
After you have configured the ServiceNow channel, you can submit a ticket manually and can create tickets
automatically using policies.

Submit Tickets from DX Platform  Manually
You can manually create a ticket from DX Platform .

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Alarm Analytics page or Predictive Insights page, click Open ticket.
A ticket id is associated with an alarm on the successful creation of a ticket.

2. Select the ticket id which redirects you to ServiceNow incident page.

Note:

 You must provide ServiceNow user name and password to log in to ServiceNow.
3. To create a ticket for multiple alarms, select the required alarms, and click Ticket Management icon, Open

ticket.
A ticket id is generated for the multiple alarms.

Automatic Ticket Creation Using Policies

When an alarm occurs in DX Platform , a ticket for the alarm is created in ServiceNow. A ticket is created when one
of the policies that are associated with the channel is matched.

Note:

 For more information about how to configure policies, see Configure Policies 

Note the following points about ticket creation:

• ServiceNow tickets are created for all the alarms except for the situation alarms.
• The ticket is created for a root cause alarm of the service alarm.
• For a created ticket: Severity, Assignee, and Description are updated in ServiceNow.
• A ticket id is associated with an alarm on the successful creation of a ticket
• If the root cause alarm changes, a new ticket is created. The ticket that was associated with the original alarm

remains open until the alarm is cleared.
• A ticket is created in ServiceNow when a similar alarm occurs in DX Platform  and the associated ticket is

closed in ServiceNow.

Reopening Tickets

The tickets are reopened in ServiceNow when a similar alarm occurred in DX Platform and the alarms matches the
following criteria:

• The alarm must be in the cleared state in DX Platform 
• The associated ticket must be in the Resolved state in ServiceNow

Note:

 The ticket remains open for the alarms that do not have closed state.

Automatic Synchronization of an Alarm Update from DX Platform in ServiceNow

When there are updates to Assignee and Severity in DX Platform, the associated tickets in ServiceNow are
updated. The following table describes the severity mapping in DX Platform and ServiceNow:

Alarm Severity in Severity Mapping in ServiceNow

• Major
• 2
• Caution

Medium
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• Critical
• 1
• Danger

High

• Minor
• 3
• Unknown
• Default
• Warning

Low

Clear Status Updates

When an alarm is cleared in DX Platform, the state of the associated ticket in ServiceNow is set to Resolved or
Closed.
You can enable or disable the automatic clear status synchronization from DX Platform in ServiceNow. To enable or
disable this synchronization, use Alarm is Cleared  option in the ServiceNow Channel Configuration page.

Automatic Synchronization of Ticket Update from ServiceNow in DX Platform 

The ServiceNow bi-directional integration allows you to send alarm updates to the source products through
Southbound Gateway. Currently, alarm updates for Spectrum and UIM alarm types are supported.

 Prerequisite: 

Ensure that you configure Southbound Gateway for sending alarms updates to the source products. Enabling this
integration completes the following actions when an update in ServiceNow takes place:

• When you configured Southbound Gateway, and there are updates to Status and Assignee in ServiceNow, the
same updates gets reflected in the source product (Spectrum and UIM) and also in DX Platform.

• When you configured Southbound Gateway, and there are updates to Status in ServiceNow. However, if the
updates do not appear in the source products (Spectrum and UIM), the same updates do not appear in DX
Platform too.

• If you have not configured Southbound Gateway, and there are updates to Status and Assignee in ServiceNow,
the same get reflected only in DX Platform.

Assignee Updates

Any update to the ticket assignee in ServiceNow can be synchronized in DX Platform. To enable or disable this
synchronization, use Ticket Updates option in the ServiceNow Channel Configuration page.

Closure of Tickets

When tickets are Resolved/Closed in ServiceNow, the associated alarm is cleared in DX Platform. To enable or
disable the synchronization, use When a ticket is closed in Ticketing Management, clear the alarm option in the
ServiceNow Channel Configuration page.

The following table describes the types of alarms that are updated from ServiceNow in DX Platform:

Alarm Types / Source
Products

Ticket ID Status Assignee

Anomaly Yes Yes Yes

Predictions Yes Yes Yes

Service (Root Cause) Yes Yes Yes

Custom Yes Yes Yes

Situation No No No

APM Yes Yes Yes

Spectrum Yes Yes Yes

UIM Yes Yes Yes

ADA Yes Yes Yes
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 Integrate Webhooks
A webhook (also called a web callback or HTTPs push API) is a way for an app to provide
other applications with real-time information, by piggybacking on the fundamental decentralized
nature of the web. This capability, along with their composable nature, can help build real-time
complex pipelines of data to ensure information gathered, is not limited by the boundaries of any
single product.
dxp10
Integrate_Webhooks
A webhook (also called a web callback or HTTPs push API) is a way for an app to provide other applications with
real-time information, by piggybacking on the fundamental decentralized nature of the web. This capability, along
with their composable nature, can help build real-time complex pipelines of data to ensure information gathered, is
not limited by the boundaries of any single product.

CA Digital Experience Insights provides out-of-the box, yet customizable capability for administrators to use
webhooks as a channel, to route data from the monitoring solution to any other webhook receiver. The generic
webhook framework provided can be used to connect to any compatible webhook receiver, using a quick and easy-
to-use webhook channel setup interface.

CA Digital Experience Insights combined with Automic Service Orchestration offers predictive analytics to help
solve complex IT problems like performance, capacity, configuration issues to be detected proactively (before they
impact users) and remediated automatically. 

When an administrator is configuring the Webhook based integration, they can map the payload to the fields of the
receiving product. 

For out of the box certified webhook integrations, the mappings are provided out of the box, but the administrator
can provide custom mappings as well. 

To manage webhook notifications, follow these steps:

1.

From DX Platform navigation panel, click SETTINGS ( ). 
2. Select Channels

A list of created channels and the default channel appears.
3. Select Add Channel and select one of the following, from the Channel Type list: 

• Automic
Integrate automic before using automic as a channel. For more information, see Integrate Automic.

• Slack

Note:

Ensure that you configure the incoming webhook URL. For more information about how to configure
incoming webhook URL, see Slack documentation.

Provide this webhook URL in the  Webhook URL field.
• Generic Webhook

4. Complete the following fields: 

• Integration Status
Toggle the button to enable/disable the selected Webhook integration.

• Channel name
Specify a unique channel name. This is a mandatory field.

• Webhook URL 
Specify a unique URL to which you intend to send the JSON payload. This is a mandatory field.

Note:

Both HTTP and HTTPS are supported for the Webhook URL.
• Authentication type

Select one of the following supported authentication types:

• Basic Auth 
Specify the username and password for Basic Authentication Type. These are mandatory fields if you
select Basic authentication type.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://api.slack.com/incoming-webhooks
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• Token Auth
Specify the security token that you are using for authentication with the endpoint, in the Token field. This
is a mandatory field if you select Token authentication type.

• Certificate Auth 
Specify the authentication certificate that you are using for authentication. This is a mandatory field if you
select Certificate authentication type.

• Webhook Headers
In the Webhook headers field, specify the key value pair for the headers that are part of the payload, that is
sent to the webhook's configured URL endpoint.

Click the button after you have specified the key-value pair.

Note:

Click the  button to delete a Webhook Header key-value pair you have already specified.

• Advanced: Select this field to specify the valid JSON webhook payload.

Note:

You cannot toggle between Webhook Headers and Advanced option.
• Webhook payload

Specify a valid webhook payload to be sent to the specified webhook endpoint.
Click the Add button to add new key-value pairs to the payload.

Click the button after you have specified the key-value pair.

Note:

Click the  button to delete a payload key-value pair you have already specified.
5. Click Save.

The webhook you have configured is saved successfully. 

 Configure Message Templates
A message template defines the content of the message that is sent when an alert occurs.
dxp10
HID_Configure_Message_Template
A message template defines the content of the message that is sent when an alert occurs.

1.

From DX Platform navigation panel, click SETTINGS ( ).
2. Select Message templates.

A list of created templates and the default message template appears.

Note:

You see the following default templates:

-  NotifyAlarmTemplate for email notification

- DefaultTicketingManagementTemplate for ticket management
3. Select Add template
4. Complete the following fields:

• Default
Click the Default switch to apply this message template to new channels by default.

Note:
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- If the user-defined template is deleted, the system automatically switches to the Default templates.

- For the default template, you can edit only the custom message field and message template subject filed.
• Message template nameSpecify the message template name.
• Message template subject

Specify the text that appears in the subject line of the email.
• Custom message

Type the message content in the text box. To provide specific information about the alarm in the notification,
use message template variables.

• Preview: In app-alarm message: A preview for the custom message that you have entered appears.
5. Select the notification channels that use the message template in the Linked Notification Channels section.
6. Save the message template.

Message Template Variables
To provide specific information about an alarm in the message, use variables. DX Platform replaces the variable
with alarm details when the message is sent.

For example, to include the alarm severity and error message, create a custom message as follows:

When an alarm occurs, the message appears as follows:

Warning! A Critical alarm has been triggered.

Alarm message: Server tre025-ab is down.

You can use the following predefined variables in a custom message.

Alarm Information Variable Description

Alarm status $status Displays the state of the alarm.

Alarm severity $severity Indicates the severity of an alarm.
The following severity levels are
supported:

• Critical
• Major
• Minor
• Informational
• Warning

Alarm message $message Displays the description for an
alarm.

Troubleshooter $troubleShooterName Displays the person to whom the
alarm is assigned.

Alarm unique ID $alarm_unique_id Displays the unique id of an alarm.

Alarm URL $alarmURL Displays the URL of an alarm.
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Alarm Information Variable Description

Device/Host $host Displays the device or hostname for
which the alarm is generated. If the
hostname is not available, the IP
address is shown.

Device/Host IP $ip Displays the device or host IP
address for which the alarm is
generated.

Hub $hub Information about the hub of UIM.

Robot $robot Information about Robots (Robots
manage the probes that collect
monitoring data) of UIM.

Device Type $deviceType Displays the device type.

Component type $configuration_item_type Displays the CI type.

Component name $configuration_item Display the CI name.

Impacted service name $services_impacted Displays the service which is
impacted by an alarm.

Landscape name/ Spectroserver $spectroSERVER Displays the Spectroserver
information.

Group name/ Global Collection
name

$group Displays information about the
group or groups to which the device
belongs.

Last update timestamp $timestamp Displays the time and date when the
alarm was last updated.

Ticket ID $troubleTicket Displays the ID generated by the
ticketing system.

custom_n

where n represents numbers 1-10.

$custom_n

where n represents numbers 1-10.

You can specify up to 10 custom
attributes.

Origin $origin Displays the source from where the
UIM alarm is generated.

User Tag 1

User Tag 2

$user_tag1

$user_tag2

User tags help you to filter two user-
defined criteria of UIM.

 Configure Policies
A policy determines when notifications are sent for alarms. A policy includes one or more filters
that define the conditions that trigger notifications. 
dxp10
HID_Configure_Policies
A policy determines when notifications are sent for alarms. A policy includes one or more filters that define the
conditions that trigger notifications. 

Required Role: Tenant administrators

Note the following guidelines for policies and notification channels: 

• A notification channel can be associated with multiple policies. A policy can also be associated with multiple
notification channels. 

• You can create policies before or after you create notification channels.
• The default policy triggers notifications for all alarms with major or critical severity. You can edit the default

policy. You can also remove it from a notification channel.
• A notification policy can exist without a policy.
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Policy Filters
Policy filters are conditions that determine when notifications are sent. You can specify one or more filters in a
policy. 

Filters are attribute:value pairs. If the value in the filter matches the attribute value in the alarm, the filter condition is
met.

If an alarm meets all filter conditions, then DX Platform triggers the notification. For example, if a policy contains the
filter acknowledged:false, and an alarm has not been acknowledged, DX Platform sends a notification or updates
an ITSM system.

Create a Policy
1.

From DX Platform navigation panel, click SETTINGS ( ). 
2. Click Policies. You can also edit the existing policy.

A list of created policies and a default policy appears.
3. Select Add Policy. 
4. Specify a name for the policy. 
5. Create filters that determine when the notification is sent:

1.1 Select the plus icon to add a filter. 
2.1 Select the filter from the list.

Depending on the filter you select, a list of options or operators appears. Complete one of the following
steps:

• Select an option, then select Add.
To see additional options, such as operators for the filter, select More.  

• Select an operator, then enter a value.
For example, to create an alarm severity filter, select Equals, then specify Critical. Click Add. 

Note:

Note: For more information about policy filters, see Supported Filters.

6. (Optional) Select a notification channel to associate with the policy.
You can also associate the policy with a notification channel in the Channels. 

Supported Filters
The following filters are supported: 

Filter Description

Acknowledged Indicates whether an alarm has been acknowledged.

Alarm ID Displays the unique identification number of the alarm

Alarm State Displays the state of the alarm.

Alarm Type Displays the alarm type. 

Alarm URL Displays the unique url for the alarm

CI Name Displays the CI (Configuration Item) Name.
A configuration item (CI) represents the component
being monitored. 

CI Type Displays the CI (Configuration Item) Type.
A configuration item (CI) represents the component
being monitored. 

CS ID Displays the CS (Computer System) ID.

Custom_n 

 where n represents numbers 1-10. 

You can specify up to 10 custom attributes.

Device ID Displays the unique identifier of the device involved in
the alarm.
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Filter Description

Device Name Displays the device or host name for which the alarm is
generated. If host name is not available, the IP address
is shown.

Device Type Displays the type of the device involved in the alarm.

Domain Displays the domain from which the alarm is generated.

Group Displays information about the group or groups to which
the device belongs.

Hub Displays the UIM hub from which the alarm is
generated.

Robot Displays the UIM robot from which the alarm is
generated.

Landscape ID Displays the Spectrum landscape ID from which the
alarm is generated.

Location Displays the location from which the alarm is generated.

Message Displays the time and date when the alarm was last
updated.

Metric Name Displays the name of the metric involved in the alarm.

Metric Type Displays the type of metric involved in the alarm.

Model Name Displays the name of the modeled device.

Monitoring Host Displays the host name of the Monitoring host from
which the alarm is generated.

Origin Displays the UIM origin of the alarm.

Probe Displays the probe name which is generating the alarm/
notification.

Service Displays the service which is impacted by an alarm.

Severity Indicates the severity of an alarm. The following severity
levels are supported:

• Critical
• Major
• Minor
• Informational
• Warning

Source Product Displays the product from which the alarm is generated.

Spectro Server Displays the Spectrum SpectroSERVER name.

Status Displays the status of the alarm/ notification.

Subsystem Displays the subsystem ID, identifying which part of the
system the alarm relates to.

Tags Displays the tag associated with the alarm/ notification.

Ticket ID Displays the ID generated by ticketing system. 

Troubleshooter Displays the Spectrum Troubleshooter ID, associated
with the alarm/ notification.

User Tag 1 Displays the custom user tag (specified in Spectrum)
associated with the alarm.

User Tag 2 Displays the custom user tag (specified in Spectrum)
associated with the alarm.
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 Self-Service Dashboards
The Self-Service Dashboard is a lightweight cross-tier dashboard. The Self-Service
Dashboard with CA Jarvis allows you to create, search, view, and interact with the data. 
dxp10
The Self-Service Dashboard is a lightweight cross-tier dashboard. The Self-Service Dashboard with CA Jarvis
allows you to create, search, view, and interact with the data. 

 

Note:  Self Service Dashboard does not support Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML). 

When you log in to Self-Service Dashboard, the left navigation bar of the main page has the following links to help
you navigate to Dashboards or Viewlets:

• Viewlets: Viewlet visualizes the data that is queried from Self-Service Dashboard in the form of charts and
graphs. For more information about Viewlets, see Create and Manage Viewlets. 

• Dashboards: Dashboards are containers of one or more Viewlets. For more information about Dashboards,
see Create and Manage Dashboards. 

• Masthead (Visible only for admin users): The title that appears on the top-left of the main screen of Self-
Service Dashboard. 

Note:

Only the options that you have permission to use are visible to you in Self-Service Dashboard.

Home Screen
The home screen of Self-Service Dashboard can be viewed in the following modes:

• Default Mode: Appears only if the Canned dashboards are not imported by the admin users. An admin user
creates canned dashboards and publishes the dashboards. For example, an admin can design a sales-trend
dashboard to make it available to the rest of the staff. 

• Custom Mode: Appears only if the Canned dashboards are imported by the admin users.  

 Default Mode 
The default mode of dashboard consists of the following options: 

• All: Displays the dashboards that the user has access to.
• Private: Displays the dashboards that are created by the user.
• Default: Displays the dashboards that are published by administrative users.
• Favorite: Displays the dashboards that the user has set as favorite. 
• Viewlets: Displays the viewlets that the user has access to.
• Masthead: Displays the option to set new value for the Masthead (heading element).
• Schedules: Displays the list of schedules that you have created.
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Custom Mode 
The custom mode of dashboard consists of the following options: 

• Imported Dashboards: Displays the dashboards that an admin user has created and shared with other users. 
• Manage Dashboards: Displays the option to manage dashboards and viewlets. 
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Viewlets
Following categories are part of Viewlets:
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• All: Displays the viewlets that the user has access to.
• Private: Displays the viewlets that are created by the user.
• Shared with me: Displays the viewlets that are shared with the user by other users.
• Favorite: Displays the dashboards that the user has set as favorite. 

Schedules
You create schedules to instruct Self-Service Dashboard to send a PDF version of the dashboard to the email
address at a specified time. Select Schedules to view the list of schedules that you have created and to delete the
schedules. To delete a schedule, select the schedule, select Delete, and follow the prompts.

The DX Platform helps you visualize real-time analytics by creating comprehensive business reports. DX
Platform is a visualization platform that is designed to search, view, and interact with the data that is stored.  

User Roles

The following table summarizes the user roles and privileges:

User Role Privileges 

Product Admin (PA) • Access to all the dashboards and viewlets that are
defined under the product that the PA owns.

• Able to create and share normal and canned
dashboards.

• Able to export (using the EXPORT option in the
user interface) and import (using the APIs) canned
dashboards.

• Able to set product-level and tenant-level
Mastheads.

Tenant Admin (TA) • Access to all the dashboards and viewlets that are
defined under the tenant that the TA owns.

• Able to create and share normal dashboards.
• Able to set tenant-level Mastheads.
• Able to import (using the APIs)  canned dashboards.

 

Default user (OA) • Access to self-created dashboards and viewlets.
• Access to shared dashboards and viewlets.
• Able to create and share normal dashboards.
• Able to import (using the APIs) canned dashboards.

 

 Create and Manage Dashboards
Dashboards are containers of one or more Viewlets. Viewlets are added and viewed through
dashboards.  A Viewlet can be associated with multiple dashboards, and a user can create
many dashboards. Dashboards are private to the creators of the dashboard.
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Dashboards are containers of one or more Viewlets. Viewlets are added and viewed through dashboards.  A
Viewlet can be associated with multiple dashboards, and a user can create many dashboards. Dashboards are
private to the creators of the dashboard.

Layout Templates
The layout templates allow you to customize the dashboard to tell a data-driven story. For example, if you want to
get insights into the high-level key performance indicators (KPIs) you can select High-Level Reporting Dashboard
as the template. In a dashboard, you must associate Viewlets with panels to populate the dashboard with charts
and data grids. You can either create a Viewlet, or drag-and-drop existing Viewlets to the panels in the dashboard.
Creators can add many rows to a dashboard. Adding rows to the dashboards does not change the structure of
the original layout template. The system provides five predefined layout templates. The system also has a fully
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customizable template, which contains no panels. The user can create any panel arrangement (permissible within
the design of the system) for a given dashboard.

 Create Dashboards
The Dashboard Creation wizard helps you create your own Dashboards.  
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The Dashboard Creation wizard helps you create your own Dashboards.  

The following procedure helps you create a Dashboard. You can create of the following types of dashboards:

• Regular Dashboards for general use that does not require timeline comparison. Skip step 6 in the following
procedure to continue with regular dashboards. 

• Timeline comparison dashboards for time-based comparison. For example, you can compare data from
previous day against today's data. Do not skip step 6 in the following procedure to create Timeline comparison
dashboards. 

Follow these steps:

1. Click Dashboards from the left navigation panel of  Self Service Dashboard.
2. Click Create a new dashboard. 
3. Enter Dashboard Name. The Dashboard name is unique. You cannot create multiple Dashboards with the

same name.  Name of the Dashboard can contain any of the following values:

• Alphabets (A to Z and a to z)
• Numbers
• (  
• ) 
•  _  
• -   
• :  

4. (Optional) Enter Dashboard Description. This field is searchable with the name of the Dashboard.
5. Enter the Default Days for Time Filter. This value is used by the time filter as the default number of days

used by Automatic Time-Filter in the dashboard view screen of the system.  At the time, of the installation,
each tenant can be prescribed a numeric value, which is then copied in this field by the system. You can
overwrite the value in this screen.

6. (Optional) Enable TimeLine Comparison. If you enable this option, caption of the previous field changes
to Default Period, and you can specify how the comparison should happen. For example, you can compare
data from previous day against today's data. There is no way of reversing a timeline dashboard to a regular
dashboard and vice-versa once created. Skip this step, if you want to continue with regular dashboard.

 
7. Click Next.
8. Select a template for the Dashboard, and click Create. The system creates an empty Dashboard. 
9. Drag-and-drop the Viewlets that are displayed in the left navigation panel to the blank panels of the

Dashboard. Viewlets can be dragged from panel to panel too. You can add the same Viewlet to more than one
panel.

Note:

Only those Viewlets that satisfy one of the following conditions can be used in a timeline comparison
dashboard:

• Datetime field is used in the principal axis of the Viewlet.
• Groupby time interval clause is used in the JQL with the following values (‘day’, ‘hour’, ‘30m’).
• Pivot tables are not used. 

10. Click Save. 

 Manage Dashboards
This section explains how to manage dashboards.
dxp10
To view all the Dashboards that you have the permission to view, click Dashboards from the left navigation bar of
the main page of DX Platform. The icon that is shown in the following image provides the options to manage your
Dashboards. The options may vary based on your permissions over the Dashboard:
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 The following points summarize how you can manage Viewlets:

Viewing
View: You can view a Dashboard using the View option or by directly clicking the Dashboard. In View mode, you
can do the following tasks:

• Apply filters to refine the data that is displayed in the Viewlets. For example, Date Filters, Geo-map filters, and
so on.

• Schedule a dashboard so that it can be sent as a PDF file to the email address of the recipients at specified
time. For more information on how to schedule a dashboard, see Scheduling.

• Print the Dashboard.
• Edit the Dashboard. Appears only if you have the permission to edit the Dashboard. 
• Share:

• Copy the link of the Dashboard for sharing with others. Click Select a dashboard share option drop-down
list, select Share as Link, and click Copy Link.

• Email the PDF version of a dashboard. The following procedure explains how you can email PDF version of
a Dashboard:

1. Click Select a dashboard share option drop-down list.
2. Select Share as PDF in mail.

The Send Dashboard as PDF in e-mail window appears.
3. Enter email addresses in the Email address field. Hit enter key after entering an email address. You can

enter multiple email addresses. 
4. Enter Subject of the email. 
5. Type a Message.
6. Click Send. This process may take two to three minutes to complete based on your network latency. You

can close  the Send Dashboard as PDF in e-mail window and navigate to other screens. The process
keeps running in the background. Success or failure will be notified in the Send Dashboard as PDF in e-
mail window and at the top-right corner of the CA Jarvis Dashboard screen.
The email that you receive contains both the PDF and a direct link to view the dashboard. 

• Schedule a dashboard so that it can be sent as a PDF file to the email address of the recipients at specified
time. For more information on how to schedule a dashboard, see Scheduling.

• Export the Dashboard to Tab Separated Values (TSV) format by clicking the TSV icon. The downloaded TSV file
is available in the download directory on your computer. 

Note:

We do not export Viewlets that contains split dimension to TSV format.

Note:

We support drill-down option for Viewlets in the following modes:

• View mode of Viewlets.
• View mode of Dashboards.

The term "drill-down" denotes the option to select an area in a chart to drill down by holding the left-button of your
mouse. This option helps you further analyze the data and take better business decisions.

Drill down option is available only for the Viewlets that satisfy all of the following conditions:

• Aggregation is groupby_timeinterval.
• Principal-Axis is selected with Date field on which groupby_timeinterval is applied.
• Chart type is Area, Line, or Bar charts.

If you want to use the drill down option of viewlets through a dashboard, ensure that the Maximize mode is on.

Drill down option is not supported when Viewlets are used in Timeline Comparison dashboards.

Editing 
Edit: You can edit a Dashboard using the Edit option. In Edit mode, you can do the following tasks depending upon
your permissions:

• Duplicate the Dashboard. 
• Delete the Dashboard.
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• Change name and description of the Dashboard. 
• Edit Viewlets from the Dashboard. Do the following steps to edit a Viewlet from the Dashboard:

1. Hover over a Viewlet.
2. Click the icon that appears on the lower-left corner of the Viewlet. After the changes are saved, you can

return to the Dashboard Edit screen by clicking the Dashboard link on the top left of the screen.

Note:

You can also edit a Viewlet from the left-side pane where the Viewlets are listed. 
• Delete a Viewlet from the Dashboard. A Viewlet can be removed from a dashboard in the edit mode only. To

remove a Viewlet from the dashboard, follow these steps in edit mode:

1. Hover over a Viewlet.
2. Click the icon that appears on the lower-right corner of the Viewlet. This step only removes the Viewlet from

the Dashboard. The original Viewlet does not get deleted. 

Note:

You can also delete a Viewlet using the delete icon from the left-side pane where the Viewlets are listed. This
option permanently deletes the Viewlet.

• Drag-and-drop the Viewlets that are displayed in the left navigation panel to the blank panels of the Dashboard.
• Use one of the following options to populate a blank Dashboard:

Option Description

 

Helps you create a new Viewlet to be added to the
selected Dashboard.

 

Helps you add static text to be displayed in the
selected Dashboard.

 

Helps you add hyperlink to be displayed in the
selected Dashboard. Link Text indicates the label to
be displayed in the Dashboard.

Note:

Ensure that you add the protocol (http:// or https://)
along with the URL.

 

Helps you add images from your local storage or from
the internet to the Dashboard.

You can populate the Dashboard only with one of these options. Use the clear icon ( ) to clear the content
displayed in the Dashboard. 

Duplicating 
Duplicate: You can duplicate a Dashboard using the Duplicate option. The system produces a duplicate object and
stores it with an alternative name. If the object being duplicated was received by a user through sharing, then the
freshly created Dashboard is no longer a shared Dashboard. So using duplication, you can change the ownership
of a Dashboard object.

Sharing Single Dashboard
Share:  You can copy the link of the Dashboard for sharing with others.

Deleting
Delete: You can permanently delete a Dashboard using the Delete option.

Scheduling

http://www.google.com/
http://www.google.com/
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Schedule: Consider this scenario. You are a Jarvis Dashboard admin and you want to schedule a job to email
the sales dashboard to your manager on every Friday at 5 PM. The Schedule option helps you instruct CA Jarvis
Dashboard to send a PDF version of the dashboard to the email address at specified time.

Note:

The Schedule option is available also in the View mode of a Dashboard.

The following instructions help you schedule a Dashboard:

1. Click Schedule. The Create a Schedule wizard appears.
2. Provide a name for your schedule in the Schedule Name field. 
3. (Optional) Select Include Timestamp, if you want a unique identifier to be added to the name of the

schedule. 
4. (Optional) Provide Schedule Description.
5. Click Next. The Select Schedule Frequency screen appears.
6. Set the following values to define the  frequency of the schedule:

Note:  All the fields in this screen are optional. If you do not specify values, the default values will be
considered.

1.1 TimeZone. Set the time zone.
2.1 Recurrence: The repetition factor varies based on the value that is select for Recurrence:

1. 1.1 Minutes: Specify the repetition factor for minutes. For example, Every 30 Minutes.
2. 1.1 Hours: Specify the repetition factor for hours. For example, Every 12 Hours.

Tips for using the clock to set the time:

 
3. 1.1 Daily:  Specify the daily repetition time. For example, At: 12 pm. 
4. 1.1 Weekly: Specify the weekly repetition day and time. For example, On:Friday At: 12 pm. 
5. 1.1 Monthly: Specify the monthly repetition date and time. For example, On:2018-06-20 At: 6 pm. 
6. 1.1 Yearly: Specify the yearly repetition date and time. For example, On:2018-06-20 At: 6 pm.

3.1 Start Date: Provide the date from which the scheduling should start.  Default: Current Date
4.1 End Date: Provide the date after which the scheduling should end. Default: forever.

7. Click Next. The Schedule Notification screen appears.
8. Enter the email address of the recipients in the Recipient(s) field. Separate multiple email address using

semicolon. 
9. Enter the subject of the email in the Subject field.
10. Enter the message (email body) in the Message field. 
11. Click Schedule.

Note:  You can view and delete the list of schedules that you have created by clicking Schedules in the left
navigation bar of the main page of DX Platform. 

Viewing Timeline Comparison Dashboard
In timeline comparison mode, every visualization is of timeline type. The timeline graphs from two separate time
windows are superimposed on the principal axis of same canvas. Here is an example:

  

As seen in the example, the principal axis has two time windows superimposed on each other.

 The automatic time filter is different for this type of dashboard. The timeline uses a pre-specified (Default) set of
time windows. There is also an option for defining customized time (Custom) windows for period comparison.

  

In Default Mode the following period templates are available:

• Today v yesterday
• This week v last week
• This month v Last Month
• This Quarter v Last Quarter

In the Custom Mode, do the following:

1. Choose one of the following period units:
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1.1 Period

1. 1.1 Week
2. 1.1 Month

2. Customize the following independent parameters:

1.1 First Point
2.1 Compare Point

After selecting the filters, the system automatically performs the timeline comparison on all Viewlets in the
dashboard.

Sharing Multiple Dashboards
You can share one or more Dashboards (the URL of a Dashboard) to other users of the same tenant. The following
procedure explains how you can share Dashboards:

1. Click the Share link on the main page of dashboard to share one or more dashboards. A screen similar to the
following
appears:  

2. Select the Dashboards to be shared. 
3. Click Get Links to create unique URLs for your selections. The generated links appear on the list box. 
4. Click Copy Links to copy the links to your clipboard. You are ready to share the links electronically (through

email, messaging apps, and so on) with the users. 

 Create and Manage Viewlets

The Viewlets operate on data that is persisted in the underlying Self Service Dashboard platform. You can select
the Jstream (doc_types defined under your product) while defining the Viewlets. The Jarvis Query Language (JQL)
is the query language that is provided by Self Service Dashboard to access data from it.

You can use the Viewlet wizard to create your own Viewlet. Using the Viewlet wizard, you can:

•  Build a valid JQL query
• Manage the design aspects of a Viewlet that are not controlled by JQL. For example, type of the chart, what

should be the principal axis, and so on.

You can create the following viewlet types:

• Standard
• Geo Map

Standard Viewlet
Use the Standard option to create visualisations into real-time analytics using common charting components. Use
Standard to build your own JQL using the Query Builder. The Query Builder needs your inputs to build a valid JQL.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Viewlets from the left navigation pane of Self Service Dashboard.
2. Select Create a new viewlet. 
3. (Optional) Enter Viewlet Name. If left blank, the system automatically provides a name for the Viewlet. The

Viewlet name is not unique. You can create multiple Viewlets of the same name.
4. (Optional) Enter Viewlet Description.
5. Select Next.

The Create a Viewlet Type window appears.
6. Select Create under Standard.

The Select a JStream - Query Builder window appears. This screen lets you select a Jstream from a list of
Jstreams present in Self Service Dashboard platform. The rest of the wizard deals with the Jstream selected in
this panel. A Jstream is the Jarvis equivalent of a table in RDBMS. 

7. Select a Jstream from the list.

A preview of the selected Jstream appears in the right pane.

Note:

The JQL query string keeps evolving as you interact with the wizard.
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8. Select Next.

The Choose an Aggregate - Query Builder window displays. An Aggregate is the Jarvis equivalent of a group-
by clause in SQL. JQL supports several group-by clauses and this screen lets you select the group-by clauses.
JQL honors only the first four group-by clauses. The Viewlet wizard does not let you create more than four
group-by clauses.

9. Select an aggregate from the list. JQL support the following group-by clauses:

• groupby_value: This is the most generic of the group-by clauses in JQL because it can be applied to all
data types. No further parameters are required for this clause.

• groupby_filter: This aggregation allows you to create different filter clauses (analogous to a where clause
in SQL), which are then used as criteria for grouping by . The system prompts you to create filters using the
provided UI.

• groupby_interval: This clause is only applicable to numeric fields. You can provide a numeric value to
create groups differentiated by the interval.

• groupby_timeinterval: This clause is only applicable to date fields. You can provide an interval (Year,
Month, Day, Hour) and time zone to create groups differentiated by the interval. Time Series drill-down option
is supported only for the groupby_timeinterval aggregation.

Note:

DX Platform stores the ingested data in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) format. If you change the time
zone here, data is retrieved from the backend based on the new time zone. However, data is displayed in the
charts based on the time zone settings of your browser. 

• groupby_range: This clause is only applicable to numeric fields. You can create numerous numerical ranges
(optionally with their own names; tuples of from and to values), which can be used as criteria for grouping by
the system.

• groupby_georange: This clause is only applicable to geo_point fields. The system expects you to provide
the following parameters:

• Latitude
• Longitude
• Unit (selected from a list of values)
• Numerous Named ranges, containing the following information
• Name (optional)
• From
• To

 Create Viewlets
The Viewlet wizard helps you create your own Viewlets. The Viewlets operate on data that
is persisted in the underlying Self Service Dashboard platform. You can select the Jstream
(doc_types defined under your product) while defining the Viewlets. The Jarvis Query Language
(JQL) is the query language that is provided by Self Service Dashboard to access data from it. 
dxp10
The Viewlet wizard helps you create your own Viewlets. The Viewlets operate on data that is persisted in the
underlying Self Service Dashboard platform. You can select the Jstream (doc_types defined under your product)
while defining the Viewlets. The Jarvis Query Language (JQL) is the query language that is provided by Self
Service Dashboard to access data from it. 

You can do the following tasks using the Viewlet wizard:

• Use the wizard to build a valid JQL query.
• Manage aspects of the design of a Viewlet that are not controlled by JQL. For example, type of the chart, what

should be the principal axis, and so on.

The following procedure helps you create a Viewlet.

Note:

We support Time Series drill-down option for Viewlets in the following modes:

• View mode of Viewlets.
• View mode of Dashboards.
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The term "Time Series drill-down" denotes the option to select an area in a chart to drill down by holding the left-
button of your mouse. This option helps you further analyze the data and take better business decisions. 

Note the following points while creating a Viewlet to benefit from the Time Series drill-down option:

• Time Series drill-down option is supported only for the groupby_timeinterval aggregation.
• Time Series drill-down in a Viewlet is enabled only if Principal-axis is selected with Date field on

which groupby_timeinterval is applied.
• Time Series drill-down option is applicable only for the Area, Line, and Bar charts.

Note:  To navigate to different pages and to select the number of rows per page, use the navigation controls at the
bottom of the tables.

 You can sort all the columns in a table except the columns that contains calculated (custom) fields.

1. Select Viewlets from the left navigation panel of Self Service Dashboard platform.
2. Select Create a new viewlet. 
3. (Optional) Enter Viewlet Name. If left blank, the system automatically provides a name for a Viewlet. The

Viewlet name is not unique. You can create multiple Viewlets of the same name.
4. (Optional) Enter Viewlet Description. This field is searchable, with the name of the Viewlet.
5. Select Next to build your own JQL using the Query Builder.

The Query Builder needs input from you to build a valid JQL.
6. Select a Jstream from the left pane, and select Next. 

Preview of the selected Jstream appears in the right pane.

A Jstream is the Jarvis equivalent of a table in RDBMS. This screen lets you select a Jstream from a list of
Jstreams present in Self Service Dashboard platform. The rest of the wizard deals with the Jstream selected in
this panel.

Note:

: The JQL query string keeps evolving as you interact with the wizard.
7. Select an Aggregate, and select Next. An Aggregate is the Jarvis equivalent of a group-by clause in SQL. In

JQL, there are several group-by clauses. This screen lets you create group-by clauses visually.

JQL honors only the first four group-by clauses. The Viewlet wizard does not let you create more than four
group-by clauses. The order of the clauses is also important. In this panel of the wizard, you can reorder the
group-by clauses by dragging the drag icon. The drag icon becomes visible once a group-by clause is applied.

The following group-by clauses are supported:

1.1 groupby_value: This is the most generic of group-by clauses in JQL because it can be applied to all data
types. No further parameters are required for this clause.

2.1 groupby_filter: This aggregation allows you to create different filter clauses (analogous to a where clause
in SQL), which are then used as criteria for grouping by DX Platform. The system prompts you to create
filters using the provided UI.

3.1 groupby_interval: This clause is only applicable to numeric fields. You can provide a numeric value to
create groups differentiated by the interval.

4.1 groupby_timeinterval: This clause is only applicable to date fields. You can provide an interval (Year,
Month, Day, Hour) and time zone to create groups differentiated by the interval. Time Series drill-
down option is supported only for the groupby_timeinterval aggregation.

Note:

 DX Platform stores the ingested data in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) format. If you change the time
zone here, data is retrieved from the backend based on the new time zone. However, data is displayed in
the charts based on the time zone settings of your browser. 

5.1 groupby_range: This clause is only applicable to numeric fields. You can create numerous numerical
ranges (optionally with their own names; tuples of from and to values), which can be used as criteria for
grouping by the system.

6.1 groupby_georange: This clause is only applicable to geo_point fields. The system expects you to provide
the following parameters:

1. 1.1 Latitude
2. 1.1 Longitude
3. 1.1 Unit (selected from a list of values)
4. 1.1 Numerous Named ranges, containing the following information
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5. 1.1 Name (optional)
6. 1.1 From 
7. 1.1 To

These values permit you to create concentric circles of ranges around the latitude and longitude
that is supplied to the group-by clause. 

For example: In the following image, the top three records are grouped by the Query Builder:  
8. Select a Metric function, and select Next. 

Note:

You must select a Metric function against at least a field to use the Gauge chart.

JQL permits computation of certain statistical metrics on data using a construct called metric functions. A
metric function can be applied in the following ways:

1.1 On a filed where group-by is applied. Syntactically, if the metric function is applied on a query where
group-by clauses exist, the metric is applied to the last group-by function in the query URL. Therefore, the
wizard provides a re-ordering feature for the group-by fields in the previous panel.

2.1 Directly to a jStream.

The system permits the following metric functions:

1.1 1. 1.1 min: Finds the minimum value in a record set.
2. 1.1 max: Finds the maximum value in a record set.
3. 1.1 avg: Sums up all values and then calculates the average.
4. 1.1 sum: Sums up all values 
5. 1.1 count: Returns the number of rows that matches a specified criteria. Count is the only metric that

can be applied to non-numeric fields.
6. 1.1 stats
7. 1.1 ext_stats
8. 1.1 percentile: Percentile rank indicates the percentage of observed values that are below certain

value. If you provide 80 percent as the Custom value, the function finds all the values that are
at the 80th percentile rank. That is, the values that are greater than or equal to 80 percent of
the observed values. If you enter multiple values in the Custom value field, separate the values
using commas.

9. 1.1 distinct_count: Returns unique count of the number of rows that matches a specified
criteria. Duplicate entries are counted only once. 

9. Create a Filter, and select Next.

A Filter is the Jarvis equivalent of a where clause in SQL. JQL queries, whether they use aggregations or
simple select, permits a logical filtration of the result.
A filter is a logical concatenation of basic filter expressions. The Viewlet wizard uses the following definition for
a filter expression:

filter_expression = <fieldname> binary_operation <value>

Multiple filter expressions can be concatenated using parentheses and logical operands of AND and OR. For
example,

(fieldname1 > 4).AND.(fieldname2 < 10) The filter mechanism of the Viewlet wizard does not permit an
arbitrary expression concatenation. The filter mechanism allows you to create many expression types as
follows:

• All filter expressions that are associated with disparate fields are always ANDed with each other.
• All filter expressions that are associated with a given field can either be ANDed or ORed among each other.

10. Select Other JQL parameters, and select Next. This panel renders different values when reached through
different routes:

1.1 If a user creates a simple select-type query, the system asks for the following values:

1. 1.1 Top: this number tells Self Service Dashboard platform to send the first “top” number of records
only.
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2. 1.1 Skip: this number tells Self Service Dashboard platform to skip the first “skip” number of records
and then send the next “top” number of records.

2.1 If you make an aggregate or metric query, the system only asks for the value of the Top variable. 
11. Select the Column Name, sort order, and select Next.

After querying Self Service Dashboard platform, the system renders the following bits of functionality: 

1.1 List of fields that are returned from the query: User gets to see a list of fields with checkboxes in a grid. By
selecting and clearing the checkboxes, you are selecting a subset of the original list to be rendered in a
chart.

2.1 Change field order: You can drag and change the order of fields.
3.1 Change field name: You can edit the display name of the field by simply overwriting the text in the second

column.
4.1 Add another field: This button lets you add a custom “calculated field” to the grid. For more information

about calculated fields, see Calculated Fields.
12. Select a Chart Type of your choice, and select Next. You can change the chart type that is selected here later

by using the Viewlet edit screen. You can select values like Principal Axis, Auto-refresh in, Split Dimension,
and so on, if you want:

Principal Axis: In Line, Area, and Bar chart types, you want to plot one field on the X axis and the rest of the
fields on the Y axis. So, we call X axis as the Principal axis.

The selection of the principal axis informs the system to use a particular column as the preferred axis as
against all other columns, which would be plotted on the other axis.

If you cannot select a principal axis, the system provides an integral series (1, 2, 3, …) as the principal axis
and plots the rest of the fields on the other axis.

Note:

Time Series drill-down in a Viewlet is enabled only if Principal-Axis is selected with Date field on
which groupby_timeinterval is applied.

Auto-refresh in: The system permits a configurable value to be associated to a viewlet whereby the viewlet
refreshes itself after every n seconds when rendered in a dashboard view. This field has a drop-down list of
values (including never) that can be applied to a viewlet. This value cannot be changed at runtime.

Split Dimension: If you want to create a pivot table view for a given dimension, then select a dimension to
split in this field.

Viewlet X-axis Label and Viewlet X-axis Label: The labels to be used for X axis and Y axis while plotting the
chart.

13. Select Value Fields and select Create. Select these fields, only if you have provided value in the Split
Dimension field to create a pivot table view. Here is the sequence of events that happen when you select the
Create button:

1.1 Saves the Viewlet in the persistence layer.
2.1 Navigates you to the viewlet editing screen.
3.1 Renders the Viewlet in the chart-type that you selected in the Viewlet creation wizard. 

Note:

Time Series drill-down option is applicable only for the Area, Line, and Bar charts.
4.1 (Applies only for Advanced Charts) Lets you select the chart type, input required values, and

select Apply:

Name of the Chart Input
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Geographical Heatmaps HeatMap charts help you identify where the biggest
concentrations of an item are, or where there are voids.
HeatMap charts require you to input the following
parameters:

• One data field of GeoPoint type to plot the base
map. Fields of type GeoPoint accept latitude-
longitude pairs to represent a physical location.

• One data field of numeric type to produce the heat
map overlay.

Note:

:Numeric field is used only for
generating HeatMap charts.

If there are multiple GeoPoint fields, then Self Service
Dashboard platform uses the first of those fields for
painting the heat bubbles. The numeric field is used to
generate the temperature for the heat bubble. We use
Google Maps internal algorithms for generating heat
map overlays.

Here is a sample HeatMap chart that is generated by
Self Service Dashboard platform:

 

Key Metric Chart Key Metric chart renders only one value from the results
retrieved from the query response from Self Service
Dashboard platform. The result itself may have multiple
records. DX Platform picks up the top line from the
query and renders the selected field as its value.

Key Metric Chart requires you to input the following
parameters:

One data field of numeric type to render the key metric
in the chart. This field is selected from a selection of
numeric fields available in the result. Provide values for
the following fields:

1. Title: A string value to be rendered as title in the
chart.

2. Subtitle: A string value to be rendered as subtitle in
the chart.

3. Units: A string value to be rendered as units in the
chart.

4. Select a field to create the chart.

Here is a sample Key Metric chart generated by Self
Service Dashboard platform:
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Bubble Chart A Bubble Chart type is a variation on the scatter chart.
The bubble chart contains a third numeric value which
is used as the radius parameter for a circle that is
rendered with the center at the point that is plotted on
a scatter chart. Bubble Chart requires you to select the
following parameters:

• X-Axis: One data field of numeric type to render as
the X axis for the scatter chart.

• Y-Axis: One data field of numeric type to render as
the Y axis for the scatter chart.

• Bubble radius: One data field of numeric type to
render as the radius of the bubble that is rendered at
the (x,y) position.

Here is a sample Bubble chart generated by DX
Platform:

 

Scatter Chart Scatter chart renders data points on a Cartesian
coordinate system where each axis has only one
numeric field that is ascribed to it. Scatter chart requires
you to input the following parameters:

• X-Axis: One data field of numeric type to render as
the X axis for the scatter chart.

• Y-Axis: One data field of numeric type to render as
the Y axis for the scatter chart.

Outlier Chart • Outlier Charts help you identify where the outliers
(extreme deviation from the mean) exist in a data
set. Outlier chart requires you to input the following
parameters:

• Data Field: The field that is rendered on the Y axis of
the outlier chart.

• Outlier Indicator: The field where the outlier criterion
is defined.

• Outlier Criterion: Rules that depict the outlier points
on the chart. Use the following steps to define the
criterion:

1. Select a binary operator from the dropdown {=, !=, <,
>,<=, >=} 

2. Insert a numerical value in the edit box

The system applies a different color and an icon to the
data points that befit the rule. Both the data field and the
outlier indicator are rendered in the tooltip.

Here is a sample Outlier chart generated by Self
Service Dashboard platform:
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Cluster Charts Cluster Charts help you understand the internal
grouping structure in a data set. Provide values for the
following fields:

1. Data Field: The field that is rendered on the Y axis of
the cluster chart.

2. Cluster Indicator: The field where the cluster criterion
is defined.

3. Cluster Criteria: Rules that depict the cluster points
on the chart. Use the following steps to define the
rule:

1. 1.1 Select a binary operator from the dropdown {=, !
=, <, >,<=, >=} 

2.1 Insert a numerical value in the edit box
3.1 Select a color.
4.1 Select an icon for the depiction of the cluster

selected by the rule.

Note:

Use the + icon to add additional rules.

The system applies the rules one at a time. The rules
are applied from top to bottom as they appear in the
Edit screen. Latter rules override the colors applied by
the former rules.

Here is a sample Cluster chart generated by Self
Service Dashboard platform:

Progress Bar Charts Progress Bar Charts help you understand the progress
that is made in a process. Provide values for the
following fields:

1. Value field: The numeric fields to be displayed in the
chart.

2. Text color: The font color to be used in the chart.
3. Background: The background color of the chart.
4. Progress Bar Coloring rules: Rules to select and

apply colors to the data points that befit the rule. Use
the following steps to define the rule:

1.1 Insert a numerical value in the edit box
2.1 Select a binary operator from the dropdown {=, !

=, <, >,<=, >=} 
3.1 Select a color.

Note:

Use the + icon to add additional rules.

The system applies the rules one at a time. The rules
are applied from top to bottom as they appear in the
Edit screen. Latter rules override the colors applied by
the former rules.

Here is a sample Progress Bar chart generated by Self
Service Dashboard platform:
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Heat Table Heat Tables help you understand the distribution among
the data set. The look-and-feel of a Heat Table is similar
to a pivot table. But, Heat Tables use colors to represent
the data points instead of plotting traditional values.
Provide values for the following fields:

1. X Axis: Field to be plotted in the X axis of the heat
table.

2. Y Axis: Field to be plotted in the Y axis of the heat
table.

3. Z Axis: Field to be plotted in the Z axis of the heat
table.

4. Start Color and End Color: Threshold values for the
color scheme that is used in the heat table.

Here is a sample Heat Table generated by Self Service
Dashboard platform:
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Box and Whiskers Chart Box and Whiskers Charts help you understand the
median, first or third percentile, and outlier in the data
set. Provide values for the following fields:

1. X Axis: Field to be plotted in the X axis of the Box
and Whiskers chart.

2. Y Axis: Field to be plotted in the Y axis of the Box
and Whiskers chart.

The following diagram shows how a box-and-whisker
chart (boxplot) visualizes a data distribution on discrete
data:

 

• Q2: This value is the median (middle number in an
ordered list) of the numbers. Q2 indicates the middle
of the dataset. This value indicates that 50 percent of
the data is greater than Q2.

• Q1: Consider the values to the left of the median
(Q2), and find the median of those numbers. This
value is Q1 (lower quartile or 25th percentile). This
value indicates that 25 percent of the data is less
than the value of Q1.

• Q3: Consider the values to the right of the median
(Q2), and find the median of those numbers. This
value is Q3 (upper quartile or 75th percentile). This
value indicates that 25 percent of the data is greater
than the value of Q3.

• IQR: The difference between the upper quartile (Q3)
and the lower quartile (Q1) is the interquartile range
(IQR). IQR is the width of the box in the Box and
Whisker chart. IQR helps us find the lower and
higher values and makes it easy to do an initial
assessment of the outliers.

• Lowest value: Find the lowest value using the
formula, Q1-1.5 * IQR.

• Highest value: Find the highest value using the
formula, Q3 + 1.5 * IQR.

• Outliers: The outliers (observation points that are
distant from other observations) are the values
below the lowest value or the values above the
highest value. 

Here is a sample Box and Whiskers chart generated by
Self Service Dashboard platform:
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Status Indicator Status Indicator displays one of the following statuses
for a metric based on the thresholds that are set:

•  

•   
•   

Consider the following example. You are monitoring the
processor consumption for your server. You want to do
the following:

• Select processor-usage as the metric. 
• Set the thresholds as follows:

• Critical: More Than: 90
• Warning: Less Than:90 (this value is considered

based on the threshold set for Critical)
• Normal: Less than: 70

Whenever the selected metric touches one of these
thresholds, the Viewlet displays corresponding status. 

Do the following steps: 

1. Select the preferred metric from the drop-down list
named Select Metrics. 

2. Set thresholds based on your requirements.

Note:

Select or clear Invert Scale to invert the threshold
values.

3. Select Apply.

Slide the pointer on Indicator Width to adjust the size
of the status indicator that appears on the Viewlet.
Select Reset to change the values to the default.
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Gauge Chart Gauge Chart displays one or more of the following
statuses for a metric based on the thresholds that are
set:

• Green: Normal
• Yellow: Warning
• Red: Critical

Consider the following example. You are monitoring the
health of your application based on the number issues
raised by your customers. You want to set thresholds so
that the graph visualizes normal, warning, and critical
stages.

  

Do the following steps: 

1. Select the preferred metric from the drop-down list
named Select Metrics.

2. Set Minimum and Maximum values. These are the
start and end points in the graphs. Threshold values
should be within the Minimum and Maximum values.

Note:

Select Auto Scale to plot the graph with start
point and end point selected based on the given
thresholds and the actual value of metric selected.

3. Set thresholds based on your requirements.

Note:

Select or clear Invert Scale to invert the threshold
values.

4. Select Apply. The graph appears and the needle of
the Gauge chart lies on the area where the threshold
has been crossed.

Note:

When the Create a New Viewlet wizard ends, the following things happen:

The Viewlet is saved.

The Viewlet opens in the edit mode. If you want to make further changes to the Viewlet, make those changes and
select Save. For more information about edit mode, see Manage Viewlets.

 Manage Viewlets
You can navigate to the Viewlet editing screen using one of the following ways:
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dxp10
You can navigate to the Viewlet editing screen using one of the following ways:

• At the end of the Viewlet creation wizard.
• From the Viewlet Browse Screen by clicking the Edit menu from the Viewlet Icon.
• From Viewlet list in the dashboard editing screen.
• By directly editing from the Viewlet panel in the dashboard.

The icon that is highlighted in the following image provides the options to manage your Viewlets. The options may
vary based on your permissions over the Viewlet: 

  

The following points summarize how you can manage Viewlets:

• View: You can view a Viewlet using the View option or by directly clicking the Viewlet. In View mode, you can do
the following task:

Note:

In view mode, you can rearrange the columns in a table by doing drag-and-drop.

• Edit the Viewlet. Appears only if you have the permission to edit the Viewlet. 
• Share the Viewlet. 
• Filter Viewlet using the Date Filter option. 
• Export the Viewlet to Tab Separated Values (TSV) format by clicking the TSV icon. The downloaded TSV file

is available in the download directory on your computer.

Note:

We do not export Viewlets that contains split dimension to TSV format.
• Drill down further analyze the data and to take better business decisions. This option is available only for

the Area, Line and Bar charts. To enable drill down, ensure that you have done the following selections while
creating the Viewlet:

• groupby_timeinterval aggregation is selected in the Choose an Aggregate screen.
• Principal-Axis is selected with Date field on which groupby_timeinterval is applied in the Select a Chart

Type screen.
To drill down to a Viewlet, do the following steps:

1. Select an area in chart to drill down by holding the left-button of your mouse. The selected area will be
highlighted as shown in the following example:

The chart will be drilled down to next level with filter applied based on selected area.

You can drill down up to one second.
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• Edit: You can edit a Viewlet using the Edit option. In Edit mode, you can do the following task depending upon
your permissions:

• Duplicate the Viewlet. 
• Share the Viewlet.
• Delete the Viewlet.
• Change name and description of the Viewlet.
• Modify the type of chart that is used in the Viewlet.  Select the required type of chart under the Chart/

Advanced Chart label and click Save. Certain constraints exist on which a chart type can be created from the
given data type combination of the fields in the resultset. For example, for creating a Geolocation type chart,
one of the fields must be a  geo_point, a CA Jarvis data-type that only accepts lat/long tuple values. 

• Use the custom coloring option to change the color patterns in the Viewlet. 
• Brush and Zoom (Brush-bar). This feature helps you perform scale and shift operations to the data being

viewed.

Shifting is the process of changing the location of the graph without changing the size or shape of the graph.
 Scaling is the process of changing the size and shape of the graph.  

The feature is available to the following viewlet types:

• Bar Chart 
• Stacked Bar Chart 
• Line Chart 
• Area Chart 
• Stacked area chart

The following screenshot shows the Brush and Zoom feature available in the Viewlet edit screen:

When the Use Brush-Bar option is toggled on, a bar similar to the following screenshot appears below the
Viewlet:

You can zoom into the data by moving either end of the bar. You can shift the bar in either direction to shift
the data shown in the visualization. Scale and shift operations respect the natural boundary conditions of the
dataset. Both operations are performed on the data fetched and retained in the browser. These operations
do not re-query data from CA Jarvis.

toggled toggled
• If a proper X-Axis is defined for your Viewlet, use the custom coloring option to change the color patterns in

the Viewlet. You can use this option while the Viewlet is in the edit mode. This option is available only for the
Viewlets that use the basic charts.

1. Click the legend where you want to change the color
2. Select the new color from the color palette
3. Click the legend again to apply the change.
4. Click Save to save the changes.

 

Use the Undo option to cancel the changes and to restore the previous color.

Note:

For Pie or donut charts, the values in X-Axis appear as legends when the X-Axis is time series. So, if the
formatting of the values is again changed while editing the Viewlet, the colors will not persist because the
legend values would have changed. So, you must reassign colors for the legends. 

• Duplicate: You can duplicate a Viewlet using the Duplicate option. The system produces a duplicate Viewlet
and stores it with an alternative name. If the Viewlet being duplicated was received by a user through sharing,
then the freshly created Viewlet is no longer a shared Viewlet. So using duplication, you can change the
ownership of a Viewlet object.

• Share: You can share Viewlets with other users of DX Platform individually or in a batch mode. After selecting
the Viewlets to be shared, enter Usernames of the users with whom you want to share the Viewlets with, and
click Send. Separate the user names with commas.

 
• Delete: You can permanently delete a Viewlet using the Delete option. You can delete a Viewlet using one of the

following ways:
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• From the drop-down list
• From the viewlet edit screen
• From the dashboard edit screen

 Out of the Box Dashboards
Out of the box dashboards come with standard dashboards that are deployed as part of the
Digital Operational Intelligence.
doi13
Out of the box dashboards come with standard dashboards that are deployed as part of the Digital Operational
Intelligence.

The following list of dashboards are available:

Dashboard Description Index Pattern Used Probe Used

ADA Dashboard:
Performance by
Applications 

CA Application Delivery
Analysis dashboard to
show the performance
of networks by different
application performance
KPIs

itoa_alarms_uim_1 N/A

ADA Dashboard:
Performance by Network 

CA Application Delivery
Analysis dashboard to
show the performance
of networks by different
network performance KPIs.

itoa_metrics_ada_1 N/A

ADA Dashboard:
Performance by Server 

CA Application Delivery
Analysis dashboard to
show the performance of
servers by different server
performance KPIs

itoa_metrics_ada_1 N/A

ADA: Performance
across networks/
servers/ applications 

CA Application Delivery
Analysis dashboard to
show the performance
across network/servers/
applications based on the
user input

itoa_metrics_ada_1 N/A

At a Glance Health
Dashboard 

Displays devices with
maximum critical alarms.
This dashboard helps
users get more details
about the performance of
the top 10 noisy devices
based on the number of
critical alarms.

itoa_metrics_uim_1 N/A

AWS Lambda Health
Report  

Displays high-level health
of each lambda function for
the selected time period.

itoa_metrics_uim_1 aws probe

AWS Lambda Overview Provide an overview of
AWS Lambda for the
selected time period.

itoa_metrics_uim_1 aws probe

AWS Overview Provides an overview of
the health of various AWS
instances within a single
view.

itoa_metrics_uim_1 aws probe
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Azure Overview Provides an overview of
the health of various Azure
instances within a single
view.

itoa_metrics_uim_1 aws probe

CAPM: Network Device
Health 

Provides an overview of
the network devices status.

itoa_metrics_capm_port_1

Docker Overview Provides an overview
of the health of various
docker containers within a
single view.

itoa_metrics_uim_1 docker_monitor probe

Health Metrics Provides an overview of
the Jarvis.

N/A

jMetric: Product Usage Provides an overview of
the SSD Auditing in the
selected time period and
selected jstream.

jmetrics_1.0 N/A

Jmetrics Provides an overview of
the product or service
Jarvis used in the
environment.

jmetrics_1.0 N/A

LA- Apache Logs
Overview 

Provides an overview
of Apache logs related
information in the selected
time period.

itoa_logs_apache_access_1 N/A

LA- AWS Cloudtrail
Overview 

Provides an overview of
the AWS Cloudtrail Logs
related information in the
selected time period.

itoa_logs_aws_cloudtrail_1 N/A

LA- Java Application
Logs Overview 

Provides an overview of
Java Application Logs
(itoa_logs_log4j) related
information in the selected
time period.

itoa_logs_log4j_1 N/A

LA- Log Analytics
Dashboard 

Provides an overview of
all logs (View of all logs)
related information in the
selected time period.

view_itoa_all_logs N/A

LA- MS Exchange Logs
Overview 

Provides an overview of
MS Exchange Logs related
information in the selected
time period.

itoa_logs_eventlog_1 N/A

LA- Nginx Logs
Overview  

Provides an overview
of Nginx Logs related
information in the selected
time period.

itoa_logs_nginx_access_1 N/A

LA- Oracle Logs
Overview 

Provides an overview of
Oracle Alert Logs related
information in the selected
time period.

itoa_logs_oracle_alert_1 N/A

LA- SQL Server Logs
Overview 

Provides an overview of
SQL Server Logs related
information in the selected
time period.

itoa_logs_sqlserver_1 N/A
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LA- Syslog Overview Provides an overview of
Syslog related information
in the selected time period.

itoa_logs_syslog_1 N/A

LA- Tomcat Logs
Overview 

Provides an overview of
Tomcataccess Logs related
information in the selected
time period.

itoa_logs_tomcataccess_1 N/A

LA- Windows Eventlog
Overview 

Provides an overview
of Eventlog logs related
information in the selected
time period.

itoa_logs_eventlog_1 N/A

LA- ZOS Syslogs
Overview 

Provides an overview
of ZOS Syslogs related
information in the selected
time period.

itoa_logs_zos_syslog_1 N/A

MSP Overview MSP (Managed Service
Provider) oriented
dashboard to show
the high-level health of
different tenants that is
based on the alarms.

itoa_alarms_spectrum_1 N/A

Network Flow:
Autonomous Systems 

Provides overview of Top N
Autonomous System(AS)
numbers for Destination,
Source by flow records.
This dashboard also
provides granular data for
Source and Destination AS
numbers with Volume and
Packets.

itoa_metrics_nfa_1 N/A

Network Flow:
Conversation Partners 

Provides information
about the conversation
between Top Destination
and Source, Top Source,
and Destination by volume.
This dashboard also
provides Top protocols
by volume. Conversation
partners table provides the
conversation information
between two hosts.

itoa_metrics_nfa_1 N/A

Network Flow: Flow
Exporters 

Provides information
about Top flow
exporters(Routers).

itoa_metrics_nfa_1 N/A

Network Flow: Overview Provides information about
Destination and Source
Hosts with their ports by
volume. This dashboard
also provides TCP Flags,
Protocols, Flow exporters
(Routers), and Type of
Service (ToS) by volume.

itoa_metrics_nfa_1 N/A

Network Flow: Raw Flow
Records 

Provides the count of all
the Flow records received
until date along with a
graph that shows flow
records per timestamp.

itoa_metrics_nfa_1 N/A
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Network Flow: Top-N Provides Top N information
for Protocols, Flow
exporters(Routers), Source
Hosts, Destination Hosts,
Source Ports, Destination
Ports, Source Autonomous
System(AS) numbers, and
Destination AS numbers. 

itoa_metrics_nfa_1 N/A

 Network Flow: Traffic
Analysis 

Provides the summary
view for Source Hosts and
Destination Hosts with the
count. This dashboard
also provides granular
information for Source
Hosts and Destination
Hosts for Volume and
Packets.
The other charts in
this dashboard provide
the summary view of
the Source Port and
Destination Port with the
count. This dashboard
also provides granular
information for Source Port
and Destination Port for
Volume and Packets.
It also provides a summary
view of volume and counts
for Type of Service (ToS).

itoa_metrics_nfa_1 N/A

Product Wise Overview
Dashboard 

Provides alarms overview
for the selected UIM or
Spectrum products in the
selected time period.

itoa_alarms N/A

 Spectrum, UIM, PM:
Top 10 Devices By
Utilization  

Highlights the top 10
devices with maximum
Cores, Disk, and Memory
utilization sources such
as CA Spectrum, CA
Unified Infrastructure
Management, and CA
Performance Management.

itoa_metrics_uim_1 N/A

Spectrum: Fault
Overview 

Provides an overview
of the faults status that
is based on the alarms
and metrics information
from sources such as CA
Spectrum. CA Spectrum
constantly analyzes
this information to track
conditions within the
computing infrastructure.
If an abnormal condition
is detected, the product
isolates it, alerts you, and
presents the possible
causes and solutions over
the selected time period.

itoa_alarms_spectrum_1 N/A
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Top 10 Devices by Usage
- Input driven  

Highlights the health
of top 10 devices or
component for CA
Unified Infrastructure
Management, CA
Application Delivery
Analysis, and CA Network
Flow Analysis in the
selected time period.

itoa_metrics_uim_1 N/A

UIM: Infrastructure
Overview   

Provides an overview of
the infrastructure status
that is based on the alarms
and metrics information
from sources such as
CA Unified Infrastructure
Management.

itoa_alarms_uim_1 N/A

VMware: Datastore
Dashboard 

Provide an overview of the
compared Read and Write
usage of the following
metrics over the selected
time period:

• Datasource Read
vs Write Average
Operations

• Datasource Read Rate
vs Write Rate

• Datasource Read vs
Write Latency

itoa_metrics_uim_1 vmware probe

VMware: Hypervisor
Dashboard 

Provides an overview of a
Memory, CPU, Net Usage
metrics.

itoa_metrics_uim_1 vmware probe

VMware: Overview
Dashboard 

Provides an overview
of all VMware account
that is configured with
the total number of open
alarms. This dashboard
also provides the AWS
services related metrics
information in the selected
time period. 

itoa_alarms_uim_1 vmware probe

VMware: Virtual Machine
Performance Dashboard 

Provides an overview
of Virtual Machine
performance dashboard in
the selected time period.

itoa_metrics_uim_1 vmware probe

 Supported Indices
To create custom dashboards, use the following indices information.
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To create custom dashboards, use the following indices information.

Note:

 This release supports Kibana dashboards for the Service Analytics indices.

Product Indices Purpose 

ao_itoa_correlated_ci_sa_1_x Stores correlated CIs.Service Analytics 
ao_itoa_correlated_alarm_sa_1_x Stores correlated alerts.
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ao_itoa_services_sa_1_x Stores service graphs.

ao_itoa_service_relation_sa_1_x Stores all the components of
services with its relations.

ao_itoa_k8s_node_sa_1_x Contains all the Kubernetes node
information.

ao_itoa_k8s_pod_sa_1_x Contains all the Kubernetes Pod
information.

ao_itoa_metrics_prediction_sa_1_x Saves prediction data.

ao_itoa_metrics_service_sa_1_x Stores service metrics.

ao_sa_user_1_x Stores user preference.

ao_itoa_selected_service_sa_1_x Stores the selected services from
the Service Initiation UI.

ao_itoa_inventory_servicenow_service_sa_1_xStores the list of services from
ServiceNow for Service Initiation UI.

ao_itoa_inventory_servicenow_ci_sa_1_xStores CI details from ServiceNow.
The details are stored in the
correlation engine.

ao_itoa_wif_result_sa_1_x Stores impact analysis results.

ao_itoa_alarms_service_sa_1_x Stores Service Alarm data.

ao_itoa_logs_* Stores all the Log Analytics indices
data that start with logs.

ao_itoa_logs_apache_* Stores the Apache dashboards
that have combined data for
apache_access and apache_error
logs.

ao_itoa_logs_iis_* Stores the IIS dashboards that have
data for IIS logs.

ao_itoa_logs_tomcat_* Stores the Tomcat dashboards
that have combined data for
tomcat_access and catalina logs.

ao_itoa_logs_oracle_* Stores the Oracle dashboards that
have combined data for Oracle alert
logs and Oracle audit logs.

ao_itoa_logs_sqlserver_* Stores the SQL Server dashboards
that have combined data for SQL
Server and audit logs.

ao_itoa_logs_docker_* Stores the Docker logs.

ao_itoa_logs_log4j_* Stores data of the log4j logs.

ao_itoa_logs_eventlog_* Stores the Microsoft Exchange event
logs data.

ao_itoa_logs_nginx_access_* Stores the NGINX logs data.

ao_itoa_logs_syslog_* Stores the syslog dashboard
(Operating systems message logs
for UNIX and LINUX, physical
servers, and network devices)

ao_itoa_logs_eventlog_* Stores the dashboards that have
Windows event logs data.

Log Analytics 

ao_itoa_logs_zos_syslog_* Stores the dashboards that have
zos_syslog logs data.
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ao_itoa_aws_cloudtrail_* Stores the dashboards that have
aws_cloudtrail logs data.

ao_itoa_alarms_uim_1_1 Stores the alarms (alarm_new,
alarm_update) of UIM with nimid as
the unique key.

ao_itoa_metrics_uim_1_1 Stores the metrics of UIM with
QOS_MESSAGE.

ao_itoa_inventory_uim_ci_1_1 Stores the inventory of UIM CI with
ci_id as the unique key.

CA Unified Infrastructure
Management

ao_itoa_inventory_uim_device_1_1 Stores the device inventory of UIM
with cs_key as the unique key.

ao_itoa_alarms_spectrum_1_1 Stores the alarms of CA Spectrum.

ao_itoa_inventory_spectrum_1_1 Stores the inventory of CA
Spectrum.

ao_itoa_metrics_spectrum_devicecount_devicetype_1_1Stores the count of CA Spectrum
devices per device type and the
count of devices up/down

ao_itoa_metrics_spectrum_availability_1_1Stores the availability of the CA
Spectrum devices. The availability
is based on the Global Collection
or device type. The availability
of device types is stored for the
devices that are not part of any
global collection.

ao_itoa_metrics_spectrum_devicecount_1_1Stores the count of CA Spectrum
devices per Global Collection and
the count of devices that are up or
down

CA Spectrum 

ao_itoa_events_spectrum_1_1 Stores the events from CA
Spectrum. The log_forwarder probe
of UIM collects these events.

ao_itoa_inventory_capm Stores the device inventory of CA
Performance Management.

ao_itoa_events_capm Stores the events inventory of CA
Performance Management.

CA Performance Management  

ao_itoa_metrics_capm_<metricFamilyName>Stores the metrics of CA
Performance Management.
The metrics can be availability,
reachability, port, CPU, and memory.

CA Network Flow Analysis ao_itoa_metrics_nfa Stores metrics of CA Network Flow
Analysis.

CA Application Delivery Analysis ao_itoa_metrics_ada Stores metrics of CA Application
Delivery Analysis.

 Manage Users
Tenant Administrators can perform administrative tasks in the scope of the tenant account to
which they belong.
dxp10
Tenant Administrators can perform administrative tasks in the scope of the tenant account to which they belong.

Note:
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 We assume that the first tenant administrator has a tenant id to manage power users, users, and other tenant
administrators.

This article explains the tasks that a Tenant Administrator can perform:

  

Create Tenant Administrator, Users, and Power Users
A Tenant Administrator can create other Tenant Administrators, Power Users, and Users. As a Tenant
Administrator, you can update the basic information and role of a power user or a user. A Tenant Administrator can
also disable, enable, or delete a user or power user account. You can create a user locally or by configuring the
SAML IdP server.

  

 Create User Locally
As a tenant administrator, you can create, edit, and delete users for the tenant using the Users settings
page. Create a user and select a role for that user to access DX Platform.

1. Log in to DX Platform as a Tenant Administrator.
2. From the Settings page, select  Users.

The User Management page appears. 
3. Select Add User.
4. Enter the details (First name, Last name, Email, Role, and Username).

Tip:

 Points to remember: 

• The email id must be unique and cannot be edited.
• Only Tenant Admin and roles that are derived from the tenant admin can edit email id.
• A role that is derived from 'Tenant Admin' (custom TA) can create or edit and assign any role except its base

roles.
5. Click Save.

A user is created. The created user receives an email to their registered email id. The email contains the
username, tenant id, and a link to set the password. 

Note:

 The created user is enabled by default.
6. Click Set Password link and set your password. Password changed confirmation email is sent to your email id.
7. Log in with your username and password to access DX Platform capabilities.

Manage User
As a tenant administrator, you can view and manage all users in your enterprise. You can also manage the role of
an existing user. You can perform the following actions for a user:

• Reset the password.
• View and update the user details by selecting the required user. You can update details such as first name, last

name, email address, and role.
• Active or Inactive user
• Delete a user.
• Change the password
• Unblock User

To manage a user, follow these steps:

1. Select a user from the User Management page.
2.  Activate or Inactive User:

•
Use the switch to active or inactive a user.

• All the inactive users cannot log in to DX Platform.
• If a user is logged in to DX Platform, and the tenant administrator inactivates the logged-in user, then

immediately the session expires.
3.  Reset Password:
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• Click Reset Password and an email is sent to the registered email address. A reset password confirmation
email is sent after you reset the password successfully.

• You cannot reset the password if the user is inactive.
4.  Change Password:

• You can change the password for yourself. Click Change Password, and an email with a change password
link is sent to the registered email address.
After you change the password, a confirmation email is sent to your registered email address.

Note:

The validity link of reset password and change password link is 24 hours.
5.  Delete a User:

• Click Delete and the user gets deleted. You can delete an active and inactive user.
6.  Unblock User:

1.1 A user gets blocked after five incorrect logins. The tenant administrator sends Reset Password link to the
email address of the user. 

Power User and User Login
After the tenant administrator creates a user or power user, the created user can log in to DX Platform and access
the capabilities.

 Role: User and Power User

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in with your username and password that your tenant administrator has provided.
2. You can access the following:

1.1 Capabilities on the launchpad
2.1 A power user can view channels, policies, and message templates.

3. To view your profile, select Profile from the right side drop-down list.
4. You can also change the password for the logged-in user by selecting Change Password.

Note:

 Change password does not work for a user when the tenant session and user session are active
simultaneously.

After five incorrect logins, you get blocked and cannot log in to DX Platform UI. The tenant administrator sends
a Reset Password link to your email address, through which you can reset the password.

Configure SAML Authentication
 DX Platform supports SAML users. Configure any SAML Identity Provider to connect to DX Platform, add users,
and access DX Platform from your SAML identity provider login dashboard. 

Note:

• SAML tenant admin cannot view the list of users in DX Platform.
• For same DX user, do not assign tenant admin and power user roles. When you create SAML user with the

same DX username and role as tenant admin (TA) and power user (PU), the SAML user is authorized as PU
instead of TA.

SAML authentication requires that you first configure the SAML IdP before completing the SAML configuration
in DX Platform.

 Prerequisites: 

Following are the prerequisites required to configure SAML authentication in DX Platform:

• Create a SAML account using the SAML identity provider.
• Note the values for the following parameters from the SAML identity provider. Use these values to map the

SAML configuration in DX Platform

•  Applications 

• • • IdP urn or IdP issuer name
• IdP authentication or login URL or callback URL
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For example,

 https://<adminui_external_url>/ess/authn/DXI_<tenantid> 

• The adminui external url is visible in the browser address bar where you have DX Platform.
•  DXI_<tenantid> is the value that you specify for the IdP issuer name or IdP urn in the SAML IDP.

• Signature verification certificate (.pem format) or identity provider certificate
• Users

•  Get attribute name: group id, first name, last name, and email id
• IdP credentials
• Group. Create a group while creating a user in SAML, and map that group to the DXI role.

For example, A group TA is created in SAML and this group is mapped to the DXI Tenant Administrator
role.

 

Use these values in the following steps.

 Follow these steps: 

Note:

 You can configure only one SAML per tenant.

1. Log in to DX Platform as a Tenant Administrator.
2. From the Settings page, select  Users.

The User Management page appears. 
3.

Click ellipsis, and Switch to SAML Authentication    .
4. Enter the following details:

1.1  SAML Authentication Details

1. 1.1  Issuer: Specify the issuer name or IdP urn that you have created in your IdP account.
2. 1.1  Identity Provider (IDP) Login URL: Specify the IdP login URL to which DX Platform must send

its SAML authentication requests.
3. 1.1  Identity provider certificate: Enter identity certificate or signature verification certificate (.pem

format).
2.1  Map Attributes between DXI and SAML Account
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1. 1.1  Roles: Specify the value that is configured in the SAML identity provider.
2. 1.1  Email, First name, Last name: Specify the attributes for user details that are configured in the

SAML identity provider.

Note:

 Roles and Email fields are mandatory.
3.1  Add Group from SAML

1. 1.1 Provide the group information from SAML. For group information, see Users.
4.1  Populate your SAML Account (for bi-directional communication)

1. 1.1  callback IDP URL: The URL of DX Platform to which the SAML assertions are sent and the
identity provider has authenticated the user.

2. 1.1  Audience: Specify DX Platform tenant id.
3. 1.1  Logout URL: Specify DX Platform URL.
4. 1.1  SAML Protocol settings: Specify the SAML protocol

5.1 Click Save. 
6.1  Test SAML: Allows you to test the connection between SAML and DX Platform. You can perform the

following actions on this page:

1. 1.1  Close the page when logging in to SAML account is successful.
2. 1.1  SAML Configuration use this option to verify the SAML configuration.
3. 1.1  Download Config and Revert use this option to download the SAML configuration details if the

login fails.
4. 1.1  SAML Login Page: Provide the IdP credentials to verify if the account is created successfully in

SAML.

 

The SAML is configured.
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Log in as a SAML User
After you have configured the SAML authentication, you can log in to DX Platform using SAML credentials.

Note:

 A SAML user cannot change the password using DX Platform UI.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Enter https://<DXI host>/sppclient/#/login?cn=<tenantid>  in the address and you are redirected to the SAML
identity provider login page.

Note:

 The tenant id is a required value for redirecting to the SAML login page.
2. Provide your SAML credentials.
3. From the Settings page, select  Users.

The User Management page appears. 
4.

Click ellipsis, and Switch to SAML Authentication    .
5. You can review the SAML configured details and can manage SAML-defined groups that are mapped to the DXI

role.

Manage SAML-Defined Groups Mapped to DXI Role
For a user to access DX Platform using SAML authentication, map SAML groups to a DXI role. The tenant
administrator creates a SAML user and then map that SAML user to the DXI role.

For example, if the tenant administrator creates a Power User (PU) group while creating the user in SAML, then
you can map that PU to the DXI Power User role.
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 Configure SiteMinder as a SAML Identity Provider
This topic describes how to set up SiteMinder as your identity provider by configuring SAML
integration in both DX Platform and SiteMinder.
DX Platform supports external SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language) identity provider to authenticate and
authorize users. DX Platform SAML integration conforms to the Security Assertion Markup Language 2.0 (SAML
2.0) specification, so you can use any SAML 2.0- compliant identity provider. This document describes how to set
up and administer SiteMinder SAML authentication.

Set Up SAML in DX Platform
Follow these steps:

1. Login to DX Platform as a Tenant Administrator.
2. Navigate to the Settings page, and click Users.
3. Click the Ellipsis icon and select Switch to SAML Authentication.
4. (Identify SAML account) Enter the following SAML Authentication Details and click Next:

1.1 Issuer: Specify the issuer name or IdP urn that you have created in your IdP account. For the SiteMinder
integration, this is the Local IDP ID. The following snapshot highlights the Local IDP ID in SiteMinder.
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2.1 Identity Provider (IDP) Login URL: Specify the IdP login URL to which Set up SAML in DX Platform must
send its SAML authentication requests. For the SiteMinder integration, this is the SSO Service URL. The
following snapshot highlights the SSO Service URL in SiteMinder.
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3.1 Identity provider certificate: Enter the identity certificate or signature verification certificate (.pem format).
The following snapshot illustrates the DX Platform SAML Authentication details page.
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5. (Map attributes) Enter the following values to map attributes between DX Platform and SiteMinder and click
Next. For the SiteMinder integration, specify the LDAP values as the snapshot below illustrates in SiteMinder.
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1.1 Roles: Specify the value that is configured in the SAML identity provider. For example,
SM_USERGROUPS.

Note:  DX Platform SAML Authentication works only with a SAML response containing the group name
instead of the distinguished name. To receive only the group name from SiteMinder, create the following
custom expression response:

ENUMERATE(SM_USERGROUPS, STRING(RDN(STRING(%0), FALSE)))

For more information, see Broadcom Communities, Broadcom Support KB Article, and SiteMinder
Documentation (Review the sections - LocateAttributesinaUserDirectory in the Get Function, and
TestSetElements in the Filter Function).

2.1 Email, First name, Last name: Specify the attributes for user details that are configured in the SAML
identity provider. For example, Email - mail, First name - givenName, Last name - sn.

Note:  Roles and Email fields are mandatory.

https://community.broadcom.com/enterprisesoftware/communities/community-home/digestviewer/viewthread?MessageKey=31d230eb-5eb5-402d-b558-216e145a6382&CommunityKey=f9d65308-ca9b-48b7-915c-7e9cb8fc3295&tab=digestviewer#bm31d230eb-5eb5-402d-b558-216e145a6382
https://ca-broadcom.wolkenservicedesk.com/external/article?articleId=104915
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/single-sign-on/12-7/configuring/policy-server-configuration/attributes-and-expressions-reference/operators.html#Operators-FILTERFunction--TestSetElements
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/single-sign-on/12-7/configuring/policy-server-configuration/attributes-and-expressions-reference/operators.html#Operators-FILTERFunction--TestSetElements
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The following snapshot illustrates the DX Platform Map Attributes page.

6. (Identify user group) Enter the SAML group information which will be associated with the subtenant Admin and
click Next. The following snapshot illustrates adding a group from SAML in DX Platform.
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7. (Populate SAML account) Preview the SAML account information which is used for bi-directional
communication and click Save.

1.1 Callback Idp URL: Specifies the DX Platform URL to which the SAML assertions are sent and the identity
provider has authenticated the user.

2.1 Audience: Specifies the DX Platform tenant ID.
3.1 Logout URL: Specifies the DX Platform URL.
4.1 SAML Protocol settings: Specifies the SAML protocol. The following snapshot illustrates the DX Platform

Populate SAML Account page.
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8. You can now test the SAML configuration between SiteMinder and DX Platform. You can perform one of the
following actions:
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• Close the page when logging in to SAML account is successful.
• SAML Configuration: Use this option to verify the SAML configuration.
• Download Config and Revert: Use this option to download the SAML configuration details if the login fails.
• SAML Login Page: Provide the IdP credentials to verify if the account is created successfully in SAML.

 DX RESTmon Release Notes
You can now monitor any technology or device data with the DX RESTmon. You can use one of
the out-of-the-box schemas like Solarwinds or SCOM (System Center - Operations Manager),
or use the templates that are provided by DX RESTmon to upload the schema, which details
the QoS and the aggregation logic with the HTTP/HTTPS REST endpoints. You can define
the metrics, alarms, inventory, and topology, and can populate dashboards for the monitored
devices.
This section provides the latest updates on DX RESTmon:

  3  

You can now monitor any technology or device data with the DX RESTmon. You can use one of the out-of-the-box
schemas like Solarwinds or SCOM (System Center - Operations Manager), or use the templates that are provided
by DX RESTmon to upload the schema, which details the QoS and the aggregation logic with the HTTP/HTTPS
REST endpoints. You can define the metrics, alarms, inventory, and topology, and can populate dashboards for the
monitored devices.

Revision History
 This section describes the history of the revisions for DX RESTmon.

Version Description Date

1.0 What's New:

• The initial release of DX
RESTmon.

• Out-of-the-box schemas for the
following technologies:

• Solarwinds
• SCOM (System Center -

Operations Manager)
• AppDynamics

Note: The above 3 schemas
are available as a beta.

For more information, see
Configure RESTmon Schema
section in Monitor Using DX
RESTmon.

• Introduced text matching
capabilities. This enables
configuring text matching to
parse and generate alarms
for logs exposed over REST.
For more information, see
Text Matching Capabilities in
RESTmon section in Monitor
Using DX RESTmon.

September 2019

Note:  Related Topics:
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 Ingest Third-Party Data with DX RESTmon
Contents:

3

Overview
You can now monitor any technology or device data with the DX RESTmon. You can use one of the out-of-the-box
schemas, or use the templates that are provided by DX RESTmon to upload the schema, which details the QoS
and the aggregation logic with the HTTP/HTTPS REST endpoints. You can define the metrics, alarms, inventory,
and topology, and can populate dashboards for the monitored devices.

The following diagram illustrates how the RESTmon Connector works with the (Solarwinds and SCOM) data
sources.

RESTmon Features
DX RESTmon enables you to perform these features:

• Text matching capabilities enable configuring text matching to parse and generate alarms for logs exposed over
REST. For more information, see Text Matching Capabilities in RESTmon.

• Customized parsing through RESTmon enables efficient log analysis and visualization. For more information,
see RESTmon Log Parsing.

• RESTmon supports extracting device group information from monitoring applications and ingests into OI for
analysis and visualization. For more information, see RESTmon Groups Support.
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Monitored Technologies
The schema folder contains the out-of-the-box RESTmon schemas. The schemas are available for the following
technologies:

• SolarWinds
• SCOM (System Center - Operations Manager)
• AppDynamics
• Dynatrace (Available only on DX SaaS)
• ElasticSearch
• Nagios
• ThousandEyes
• Datadog

The following table lists the technologies and monitoring supported for the schemas.

Technology Inventory Metrics Alarms Topology Groups

SolarWinds Yes Yes Yes Yes No

SCOM Yes Yes Yes Yes No

AppDynamics Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Dynatrace Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

ElasticSearch Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Nagios Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

ThousandEyes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Datadog Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Performance Metrics
Review the following performance benchmarks to understand a typical deployment of DX RESTmon. The
recommendations and specifications that are listed below are based on the scale of deployment.

vCPU RAM Number Profiles Number of URLs per
Profile

Number of Metrics
per URL

Polling Interval (min) Total Metrics Avg Time Per Run

4 8 20 300 20 5 120000 58 seconds

Attention:

More information:

• DX Gateway
• Using DX RESTmon
• DX RESTmon Features
• DX RESTmon API Reference

 Prerequisites

 

• DX Operational Intelligence (DX OI) is installed and configured.
• Access to DX SaaS. The RESTmon package can be downloaded only from DX SaaS, Settings page.
• Verify that OpenJDK (8u212) is installed on the machine where you want to deploy DX RESTmon. You can

verify your Java version by executing the command:

java -version

• DX RESTmon only supports JSON-formatted payloads.
• Raise a support ticket at casupport.broadcom to gather the following information:

• TAS hostname (endpoint)
• Token (endpoint)
• OI hostname (endpoint) 

https://casupport.broadcom.com/
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• Tenant ID (OI tenant's corresponding ID)
• Review the DX RESTmon Performance Metrics before deploying the RESTmon connector.

Note:  Related Topics:

• Download and Deploy the RESTmonPackage
• Advanced RESTmon Configuration
• DX RESTmon Performance Metrics
• RESTmon API Reference 

 Download and Deploy the RESTmon Package

Download and deploy the WAR file which includes the restmon.json and the <schema-name>_schema.json file.

This section contains the following topics:

2

Download the RESTmon Package
The RESTmon package can be downloaded from the Setting page in your DX Platform account.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in with Administrator privileges to DX Platform.
2. Click Settings.

The following snapshot shows the Settings page.

3. Click Downloads, DX RESTmon to download the RESTmon package.
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The following snapshot shows the Downloads page.

Contents of the RESTmon Package
The RESTmon package contains the following files:

• config - This folder contains the application.properties file which is required to configure the port and (optional)
secure communication parameters.

• profile - This folder contains reference profile information which is used to add in the RESTmon.json file for the
respective schema.

• restmon.war - This is the RESTmon deployable.
• run.bat - Use this file to run RESTmon on a Windows machine.
• run.sh - Use this file to run RESTmon on a Linux machine.
• sample_restmon_json - This folder contains reference information which is used to create the restmon.json file

during the initial deployment.
• schema - This folder contains out-of-the-box RESTmon schemas.
• stop.bat - Use this file to stop RESTmon on a Windows machine.
• stop.sh - Use this file to stop RESTmon on a Linux machine.

Initial RESTmon Deployment
Use the following steps to configure and deploy RESTmon for the first time.

1. Modify your hosts file to enable DNS IP translation for your OI Connection.

• On Windows, run as administrator and modify the file at c:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts
• On Linux, open a terminal window and enter the command to open and edit using the text editor.

Sudo nano /etc/hosts

The following is a sample of IP addresses and domain names to be entered in the hosts file.

192.0.2.0 jarvis.is031586-osevm01.dhcp.broadcom.net
192.0.2.0 apmservices-gateway-ngtas.is031586-osevm01.dhcp.broadcom.net

The following table shows how the sample IP and DNS are mapped to the services in DX OI.
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IP and DNS Services in DX OI

192.0.2.0 jarvis.is031586-
osevm01.dhcp.broadcom.net

OI Data Ingestion Service

192.0.2.0 apmservices-gateway-ngtas.is031586-
osevm01.dhcp.broadcom.net

TAS Service

2. Run the executable file, run.bat on Windows or run.sh on Linux.
3. Provide the following endpoint information when you run the executable for the first time. This information is

used to create the restmon.json file.

1.1 Enter OI HTTP type - Specify the data transfer type with OI. The supported values are wither https or
https. For example, http

2.1 Enter OI TAS hostname - (Optional - required only when adding topology data) Specify the hostname
where TAS is deployed. For example, apmservices-gateway-ngtas.is031586-osevm01.dhcp.broadcom.net

3.1 Enter OI TAS token - (Optional - required only when adding topology data) Specify the token shared by
TAS. For example,

AbcDEgsOGfHbJk+Z/5Vh9G3evxE+yRxYBEk00XR3wd9aJAJtaaSV
+LB7smqUCFoEAip0TqFc5NgTV1VMGDzbaZNzDiQ5/
tk7DhnVbVZFaLnfh0yyNov0KHkskxr9V8V6aFKaPLvS9PfYaRET
+9ABxIOGH9KRYqb6SRefC37ZbqbvCnPniXDXI6b+RvLpmgJBCgks/
ZmqayXpyjBlOUY9GtNgEi2M9LmInotfLXARVdjwkGA39K1BMmk6vd3vx02N3nGMk4SLpHNK31dFdVjdhQ==

4.1 Enter OI TAS port - (Optional - required only when adding topology data) Specify the port on which TAS is
running. For example, 80

5.1 Enter OI hostname - Specify the hostname or IP address where your OI environment is deployed. For
example, jarvis.vm00001-cenvm01.dhcp.broadcom.net

6.1 Enter OI port - Specify the port number where your OI environment is running. For example, 80

Note: Raise a support ticket at casupport.broadcom to gather the endpoint information (TAS hostname,
token, and OI hostname), and for the tenant ID (OI tenant's corresponding ID).

You can verify that RESTmon has been deployed successfully by viewing the message - INFO RESTmon -
Started RESTmon in xy seconds as shown in the following snapshot.

https://casupport.broadcom.com
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4. (Optional) Verify that the REST APIs are accessible at "http://l<localhost>:8080/restmon/api/swagger-ui.html".
5. Upload schema to RESTmon by using the following POST uploadSchema REST API call. Provide the content of

the schema file as an input body.

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/uploadSchema/{schemaName}

Note:  The schema name is case-sensitive. Verify that the schema name matches the schema file name.
6. Add profile to the restmon.json file by using the following POST profile REST API call. Provide the profile as the

input body.

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/profiles
7. Perform all other operations using the REST APIs accessible at  "http://<localhost>:8080/restmon/api/swagger-

ui.html".

You can also perform additional configuration on the restmon.json and the schema files which will enable you to
push your third-party application data to DX Operational Intelligence based on your environment.

Starting and Stopping DX RESTmon
• run.bat - Starts the RESTmon Connector.
• Close the Console - Stops the RESTmon Connector. Performing this procedure immediately stops all the

currently processing jobs.

Note:  Related Topics:

• Advanced RESTmon Configuration
• DX RESTmon Performance Metrics
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• RESTmon API Reference

 Using DX RESTmon

Define various sections in the restmon.json file to configure the connection to the DX Operational Intelligence (OI)
and to your third-party application data source.

This article contains the following sections:

4

Download the RESTmon Package
The RESTmon package is a component of the DX Gateway package. DX Gateway contains RESTmon, On-
Premise Gateway, On-Premise ITSM, and Log Collector. For more information, see DX Gateway.

The RESTmon package can be downloaded from the Setting page in your DX Platform account.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in with Administrator privileges to DX Platform.
2. Click Settings.
3. Click Downloads, DX Gateway to download the RESTmon package.

Unzip the package and navigate to the <DX-GATEWAY>\Restmon folder to find the RESTmon resources.

Contents of the RESTmon Package
The RESTmon package contains the following folders:

• config - This folder contains the application.properties file which is required to configure the port and (optional)
secure communication parameters. It also contains the restmon.json file for the respective schema.

• profile - This folder contains reference profile information which is used to add in the restmon.json file for the
respective schema.

• restmon.war - This is the RESTmon deployable.
• sample_restmon_json - This folder contains reference information which is used to create the restmon.json file

during the initial deployment.
• schema - This folder contains out-of-the-box RESTmon schemas.

RESTmon Deployment
Use the following steps to configure and deploy RESTmon. RESTmon is part of the DX Gateway package and
uses the common installer for RESTmon, On-Premise Gateway, On-Premise ITSM, and the Log Collector. For
more information, see DX Gateway.

Note:

This procedure assumes the following:

• You have configured the generic_config.json file from the <DX-GATEWAY_Installation_Directory>\Config folder.
• You have used the DX Gateway common installer to deploy RESTmon.

For more information, see DX Gateway.

1. Verify that RESTmon has been deployed successfully by verifying that the Swagger UI for the REST APIs
is accessible. Typically this is at "http://<localhost>:8080/restmon/api/swagger-ui.html". Or review the log file
at <DX-GATEWAY_Installation_Directory>\Logs\restmon.log.

2. Add profile to the restmon.json file by using the Add Profile API.

• Navigate to RESTmon > profile > <name>_profile.json file to copy and modify the profile information.
• The following snapshot illustrates the Add Profile section in the Swagger UI:
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3. Upload the schema by using the Upload Schema API.

Note:  The schema name is case-sensitive. Verify that the schema name matches the schema file name.

The following snapshot illustrates the Upload Schema section in the Swagger UI:
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4. Perform all other operations using the RESTmon APIs accessible at  "http://<localhost>:8080/restmon/api/
swagger-ui.html".

You can perform additional configuration on the restmon.json and the schema files which will enable you to push
your third-party application data to DX Operational Intelligence based on your environment.

Starting and Stopping DX RESTmon
• run.bat and run.sh- Starts the RESTmon Connector on Windows and Linux respectively.
• stop.bat and stop.sh - Stops the RESTmon Connector on Windows and Linux respectively. Performing this

procedure immediately stops all the processing jobs.

Configure HTTPS
RESTmon is configured to use HTTP as the default data transfer type. You can enable HTTPS by generating an
SSL certificate and modifying the application.properties file.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a self-signed SSL certificate. We recommend the PKCS12 format.
2. Open your command prompt and enter the following command.

keytool -genkeypair -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA -keysize 2048 -storetype PKCS12 -keystore
 keystore.p12 -validity 3650 

3. As an output of this command, you will be asked to enter the password for your Keystore.
4. Once your password is accepted, you will be asked some information to enter like first name, last name, city,

country but you can skip those.
5. Once you have entered all the required information, a Keystore is created. Verify the Keystore using the

following command:

keytool -list -v -storetype pkcs12 -keystore keystore.p12

6. Now we have SSL Certificate ready, the only thing that is remaining is changing your application.properties file.
7. Open the application.properties file located in the RESTMON_DIR/config directory.
8. Comment the HTTP section by adding #.
9. Uncomment the following HTTPS options by removing # and updating your configuration:

• server.port - Specifies the server port for https.
• server.ssl.key-store-type - Specifies the keystone format (JKS or PKCS12).
• server.ssl.key-store - Specifies the path to the keystone which contains the certificates.
• server.ssl.key-store-password - Specifies the password used to generate the certificate.
• server.ssl.key-alias - Specifies the alias mapped to the certificate.
• security.require-ssl - Specifies if only HTTPS requests should be accepted. The following is a sample of

the configuration options for HTTPS:

# https
server.port=8443
server.ssl.key-store-type=PKCS12
server.ssl.key-store=config/restmon.keystore
server.ssl.key-store-password=restmon
server.ssl.key-alias=restmonhttpsaug2019

security.require-ssl=true
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10. Save the application.properties file.
11. Run the RESTmon executable file.
12. Verify your changes by accessing the REST APIs using HTTPS at "https://localhost:8443/restmon/api/

swagger-ui.html"

Configure Proxy
If the Data Source or the OI environment is configured with proxy, use the following samples to update the
respective JSON files.RESTmon supports following authentication types for a proxy configuration:

• Basic
• Digest
• OAuth
• NTLM

Data Source Proxy

If your data source is configured with proxy, then add the following proxy information in the profile section

The following is a sample snippet, replace the values with your environment details.

"proxy" : {
"type" : "<http|https>",
"hostname" : "<proxy host name or ip address>",
"port" : "<proxy port >",
"authentication" : "<authentication type>",
"username" : "<proxy username>",
"password" : "<proxy password>",
"realmdomain" : "<realm>",
"token" : "<token>",
"httptimeout" : "<time out>",
"checkcert" : "<yes|no>"
},

Operational Intelligence Proxy

If your DX OI is configured with proxy, then add the following information in RESTmon section of the restmon.json
file. The following is a sample snippet, replace the values with your environment details.

"oiproxydetails" : {
"type" : "<http|https>",
"hostname" : "<proxy host name or ip address>",
"port" : "<proxy port >",
"authentication" : "<authentication type>",
"username" : "<proxy username>",
"password" : "<proxy password>",
"realmdomain" : "<realm>",
"token" : "<token>",
"httptimeout" : "<time out>",
"checkcert" : "<yes|no>"
},

Data Source Reverse Proxy
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If your data source is configured with reverse proxy, then update the proxy details in the profile section in the
restmon.json file. The following is a sample snippet, replace the values with your environment details.

"restapiconnectdetails" : {
"type" : "<http|https>",
"hostname" : "<proxy host name or ip address>",
"port" : "<proxy port >",
"authentication" : "<authentication type>",
"username" : "<proxy username>",
"password" : "<proxy password>",
"realmdomain" : "<realm>",
"token" : "<token>",
"httptimeout" : "<time out>",
"checkcert" : "<yes|no>"
},

Operational Intelligence Reverse Proxy

If your DX OI is configured with reverse proxy, then update the proxy details in the profile section in the
restmon.json file. The following is a sample snippet, replace the values with your environment details.

"oiconnectdetails" : {
"type" : "http",
"hostname" : "logcollector.oilab",
"port" : "80",
"category" : "metrics",
"maxnoofdocuments" : "1000",
"path" : "/mdo/v2/aoanalytics/ingestion/",
"oi_pool_size" : 4
},

Attention:

More information:

• Ingest Third-Party Data with DX RESTmon
• Using DX RESTmon
• DX RESTmon Features
• DX RESTmon API Reference

 Define the Parameters to Connect to DX Operational Intelligence

Define the following parameters to configure the connection to DX Operations Intelligence. This enables you to
then ingest data into DX OI platform.

Table 2:    

Name Description Type Example

type Specifies the data transfer
type with OI in HTTP or
HTTPS.

String http
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Name Description Type Example

hostname Specifies the hostname or
IP address where your OI
environment is deployed.

String jarvis.vm00001-
cenvm01.dhcp.broadcom.net

port Specifies the port number
where your OI environment
is deployed.

Integer 80

maxnoofdocuments Specifies the maximum
number of documents that
can be ingested by OI.
For example, if you
specify 1000, and your
environment contains
10000 documents (json),
then the documents are
ingested to OI in a batch of
1000.

Integer 1000

path Specifies the ingestion
post request.

String /ingestion

oi_pool_size Specifies the size of the
max-pooling windows.

Integer 4

product_id Specifies a unique
identifier for your product

String ao

doc_type_id Specifies a unique
identifier for your document
type.

String itoa_alarms_custom

doc_type_version Specifies the version of the
document type.

String 1.0

Sample JSON for Supported Data Categories The following JSON samples list the supported data-types alarms,
metrics, inventory, and topology.  

 Alarms 

The following sample specifies to ingest alarms to OI.

     
       "oiconnectalarmsdetails" : 
        "type" : "http",
        "hostname" : "jarvis.vm00001-cenvm01.dhcp.broadcom.net",
        "port" : "80",
        "maxnoofdocuments" : "1000",
        "path" : "/ingestion",
        "oi_pool_size" : 4,
        "product_id" : "ao",
        "doc_type_id" : "itoa_alarms_custom",
        "doc_type_version" : "1"
      }
      

 Metrics
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The following sample specifies to ingest metrics data to OI. 

    
     "oiconnectmetricsdetails" : {
        "type" : "http",
        "hostname" : "jarvis.vm00001-cenvm01.dhcp.broadcom.net",
        "port" : "80",
        "maxnoofdocuments" : "1000",
        "path" : "/ingestion",
        "oi_pool_size" : 4,
        "product_id" : "ao",
        "doc_type_id" : "itoa_metrics_custom",
        "doc_type_version" : "1"
      }    
    
     

 Inventory

The following sample specifies to ingest inventory data to OI. 

   
    "oiconnectinventorydetails" : {
        "type" : "http",
        "hostname" : "jarvis.vm00001-cenvm01.dhcp.broadcom.net",
        "port" : "80",
        "maxnoofdocuments" : "1000",
        "path" : "/ingestion",
        "oi_pool_size" : 4,
        "product_id" : "ao",
        "doc_type_id" : "itoa_inventory_custom",
        "doc_type_version" : "1"
      }    
    
   

 Topology

The following sample pecifies to ingest topology data to OI.

   
    "oiconnecttopologydetails" : {
 "type" : "http",
 "hostname" : "apmservices-gateway-ngtas.vm00001-
vm01.dhcp.broadcom.net",
 "token" : "TibGAgsOGfHbJ==",
 "port" : "80",
 "maxnoofdocuments" : "1000",
 "path" : "/tas/graph/store",
 "oi_pool_size" : 4,
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 "tastenantpath" : "/tenants/tenants",
 "taslayer" : "infrastructure"
 }
   

 Define the Parameters to Connect to Your Data Source

Define the profiles section in the restmon.json file to configure the connection to your third-party application data
source.

profile

In the profile section, specify the following details:

Name Description Type Example

name Specifies the name of the
profile.

String elasticsearchoilab

active Specifies if the data-
processing is enabled.
Specify yes to enable the
profile.

Boolean no

schema Specifies the schema
name. The name you
specify for the schema
should be the same as the
schema attribute specified
in the restmon.json.

String elasticsearch

polling_interval_seconds Specifies the polling
interval in seconds.

Integer 60

tenantname Specifies the Operational
Intelligence tenant name.

String A9912345-7F1B-E101-
BA5B-094C504F0A96

inventory_topology_fullsync_interval_minsSpecifies the full
synchronization interval in
minutes.

Integer 8

topology_ttl_min Specifies the TTL (time-to-
live) a record is cached in
minutes

Integer 2880

streaming (Optional) If you specify
yes, then the datasource is
shared through streaming
and not polling.

Boolean yes

The following is a snippet of the profile section:

"profile" : {
   "name" : "elasticsearchoilab",
   "active" : "no",
   "schema" : "elasticsearch",
   "polling_interval_secs" : "60",
   "tenantname" : "A9912345-7F1B-E101-BA5B-094C504F0A96",
   "inventory_topology_fullsync_interval_mins" : "8",                 
                     "topology_ttl_mins" : "2880",                    
                                      "streaming" : "yes",
 },
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servicedefinition

In the servicedefinition section, define the service that appears when data is ingested to OI.

Name Description Type Example

Name Specifies the name of the
service.

String Elasticsearch Cluster

status Specifies the status of the
defined service.

String Active

restapiconnectdetails

Under the restapiconnectdetails, specify the REST Endpoint details of your third-party data source.

Name Description Type Example

type Specifies the data transfer
type with OI in HTTP or
HTTPS.

String https

hostname Specifies the hostname or
IP address of the REST
Endpoint.

String lvntest000137.bpc.broadcom.net

port Specifies the port number
of the REST Endpoint.

Integer 17778

authentication Specify the authentication
type. You can set any of
these authentication types:

• none - No authorization
required.

• basic - Specify
the username and
password.

• NTLM - Specify
the username and
password.

• digest - Specify the
username, password,
and the realmdomain.

• OAuth2 - Specify the
access token in the
token parameter.

• bearer - Specify the
bearer token in the
token parameter.

String basic

username Specify the username.
Applies only when the
authentication type is basic
or NTLM.

String

password Specify the password.
Applies only when the
authentication type is basic
or NTLM.

String
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realmdomain Specifies the DNS realm
or domain to encode in the
token. Applies only when
the authentication type is
digest.

String

token Specifies the access
token or bearer token
when the authentication
type is OAuth2 or bearer
respectively.

String

httptimeout Specifies the value of
the timeout expressed in
milliseconds.

Integer 30000

checkcert Specifies to verify the
certificate to ensure it is
valid and trusted.

Boolean no

The following is a snippet of the restapiconnectdetails section:

"restapiconnectdetails" : {
  "type" : "http",
  "hostname" : "10.74.239.12",
  "port" : "9200",
  "authentication" : "none",
  "username" : "",
  "password" : "",
  "realmdomain" : "",
  "token" : "",
  "httptimeout" : "30000",
  "checkcert" : "no"
},
               

monitored_groups

In the monitored_groups section, specify the groups you want to monitor.

The following is a snippet of the monitored_groups section:

"monitored_groups" : {
  "CPU Load" : "yes",
  "Connections" : "yes",
  "Event Alarms" : "yes",
  "CPU Usage" : "yes",
  "Total Memory Usage" : "yes",
  "Event Types" : "yes"
}
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 RESTmon Schemas

The restmonSchema folder contains the out-of-the-box RESTmon schemas. The schemas are available for the
following technologies:

• Solarwinds
• SCOM (System Center - Operations Manager)
• AppDynamics
• Dynatrace (Available only on DX SaaS)

The following table lists the technologies and monitoring supported for the schemas.

Technology Inventory Alarms Topology Groups

SolarWinds Yes Yes Yes No

SCOM Yes Yes Yes No

AppDynamics Yes Yes Yes No

Dynatrace Yes Yes Yes Yes

 Configure HTTPS

RESTmon is configured to use HTTP as the default data transfer type. You can enable HTTPS by generating an
SSL certificate and modifying the application.properties file.Follow these steps:

1. Create a self-signed SSL certificate. We recommend the PKCS12 format.
2. Open your command prompt and enter the following command.

keytool -genkeypair -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA -keysize 2048 -storetype PKCS12 -keystore
 keystore.p12 -validity 3650 

3. As an output of this command, you will be asked to enter the password for your Keystore.
4. Once your password is accepted, you will be asked some information to enter like first name, last name, city,

country but you can skip those.
5. Once you have entered all the required information, a Keystore is created. Verify the Keystore using the

following command:

keytool -list -v -storetype pkcs12 -keystore keystore.p12

6. Now we have SSL Certificate ready, the only thing that is remaining is changing your application.properties file.
7. Open the application.properties file located in the RESTMON_DIR/config directory.
8. Comment the HTTP section by adding #.
9. Uncomment the following HTTPS options by removing # and updating your configuration:

• server.port - Specifies the server port for https.
• server.ssl.key-store-type - Specifies the keystone format (JKS or PKCS12).
• server.ssl.key-store - Specifies the path to the keystone which contains the certificates.
• server.ssl.key-store-password - Specifies the password used to generate the certificate.
• server.ssl.key-alias - Specifies the alias mapped to the certificate.
• security.require-ssl - Specifies if only HTTPS requests should be accepted. The following is a sample of

the configuration options for HTTPS:

# https
server.port=8443
server.ssl.key-store-type=PKCS12
server.ssl.key-store=config/restmon.keystore
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server.ssl.key-store-password=restmon
server.ssl.key-alias=restmonhttpsaug2019

security.require-ssl=true
              

10. Save the application.properties file.
11. Run the RESTmon executable file.
12. Verify your changes by accessing the REST APIs using HTTPS at "https://localhost:8443/restmon/api/

swagger-ui.html"

 Configure Proxy

If the Data Source or the OI environment is configured with proxy, use the following samples to update the
respective JSON files.RESTmon supports following authentication types for a proxy configuration:

• Basic
• Digest
• OAuth
• NTLM

Data Source Proxy

If your data source is configured with proxy, then add the following proxy information in the profile section

The following is a sample snippet, replace the values with your environment details.

"proxy" : {
"type" : "<http|https>",
"hostname" : "<proxy host name or ip address>",
"port" : "<proxy port >",
"authentication" : "<authentication type>",
"username" : "<proxy username>",
"password" : "<proxy password>",
"realmdomain" : "<realm>",
"token" : "<token>",
"httptimeout" : "<time out>",
"checkcert" : "<yes|no>"
},

Operational Intelligence Proxy

If your DX OI is configured with proxy, then add the following information in RESTmon section of the restmon.json
file. The following is a sample snippet, replace the values with your environment details.

"oiproxydetails" : {
"type" : "<http|https>",
"hostname" : "<proxy host name or ip address>",
"port" : "<proxy port >",
"authentication" : "<authentication type>",
"username" : "<proxy username>",
"password" : "<proxy password>",
"realmdomain" : "<realm>",
"token" : "<token>",
"httptimeout" : "<time out>",
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"checkcert" : "<yes|no>"
},

Data Source Reverse Proxy

If your data source is configured with reverse proxy, then update the proxy details in the profile section in the
restmon.json file. The following is a sample snippet, replace the values with your environment details.

"restapiconnectdetails" : {
"type" : "<http|https>",
"hostname" : "<proxy host name or ip address>",
"port" : "<proxy port >",
"authentication" : "<authentication type>",
"username" : "<proxy username>",
"password" : "<proxy password>",
"realmdomain" : "<realm>",
"token" : "<token>",
"httptimeout" : "<time out>",
"checkcert" : "<yes|no>"
},

Operational Intelligence Reverse Proxy

If your DX OI is configured with reverse proxy, then update the proxy details in the profile section in the
restmon.json file. The following is a sample snippet, replace the values with your environment details.

"oiconnectdetails" : {
"type" : "http",
"hostname" : "logcollector.oilab",
"port" : "80",
"category" : "metrics",
"maxnoofdocuments" : "1000",
"path" : "/mdo/v2/aoanalytics/ingestion/",
"oi_pool_size" : 4
},

 Text Matching Capabilities in RESTmon

RESTmon supports sophisticated text-matching capabilities, which can indicate the qualitative match (in terms of
percentage - 100% being an exact match) for a given string against a line of text. This can be leveraged for parsing
and matching log messages received over REST calls, and generate alarms for defined match thresholds as per
business needs.RESTmon leverages Apache's FuzzyScore algorithm to match strings and produce a score for
each string comparison. The more similar the strings, the higher the score, which indicates higher similarity.
Fuzzy queries find words that need a certain number of character modifications, known as 'edits', to match the
query. For instance, a fuzzy search for 'ax' would match the word 'axe', since only a single deletion, removing
the 'e', is required to match the two words.You can now provide a string to match a message in the RESTmon
schema (alarm section). The string is matched and a match score is provided. The match score is then compared
to the user-provided value and condition in the fuzzy_match parameter. If the condition matches, then the alarm
is published to OI. Three new metrics are created in OI, "Exact Score", "Fuzzy Score", and the "<metric_name>"
provided in the alarms section.The following parameters are required for the FuzzyScore:

• fuzzy_string: Specifies the string which is matched with the message parameter. The value specified is a string.
For example, "Elasticsearch cluster status"
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• fuzzy_match: Specifies one of the following conditions, the value specified can only be in integer:

• greater_than_percent:<number>
• less_than_percent:<number>
• equal_to_percent:<number> For example, "greater_than_percent:55"

Sample FuzzyScoreThe following is a sample of the FuzzyScore in the alarm section in the RESTmon schema file.

{
            "xml_ns": "",
            "url": "clusterhealthindices",
            "group": "Fuzzy Alarms",
            "attributes": {
                "oi": {
                    "timestamp": "%timestamp",
                    "host": "$['cluster_name']",
                    "ip": "",
                    "product": "Elasticsearch",
                    "product_version": "6.2.2",
                    "summary": "Cluster Status Message",
                    "severity": "major",                   
                    "metric_name": "Status Message Match",
                    "metric_type": "Status:FuzzyMatch",
                    "configuration_item": "Cluster Health",
                    "configuration_item_type": "General",
                    "ci_unique_id": "Elasticsearch%//%:%//%$['cluster_name']%//%:%//%Status:FuzzyMatch",
                    "message": "Elasticsearch cluster status is %//%$['status']",
                    "fuzzy_string": "Elasticsearch cluster status",
                    "fuzzy_match": "greater_than_percent:55",               
                    "alarm_unique_id": "Elasticsearch%//%:%//%$['cluster_name']%//%:%//
%Status:FuzzyMatch",
                    "tags": ["Elasticsearch",
                        "Cluster",
                        "fuzzy alarm",
                        "$['cluster_name']",
                        "General:Status"
                    ],
                    "group": ["Elasticsearch",
                        "Cluster",
                        "$['cluster_name']"
                    ]
                }
            }
      }

From the sample, we see the following important parameters and conditions specified by the user:

• "metric_name": "Status Message Match" - Specifies the metrics name, this metric is populated in OI when
the alarm is generated.

• "message": "Elasticsearch cluster status is %//%$['status']" - Specifies the message, the user input string
specified in fuzzy_string is matched with this message.

• "fuzzy_string": "Elasticsearch cluster status" - Specifies the user input string which is matched with the
message.
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• "fuzzy_match": "greater_than_percent:55" - Specifies the user input percentage. Since the FuzzyScore
matches this condition, the alarm is generated in OI.

The fuzzy_match specifies that if the FuzzyScore is greater than 55, then generate an alarm in OI.The following is
a snapshot of the alarm generated in OI (Alarm Analytics). The metric_name Status Message Match value is 81.

The following is a snapshot of the metrics created in OI - Exact Score is 112, Fuzzy Score is 91, and the Matched
Score (Percentage) is 81.
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Attention:

More information:

• Ingest Third-Party Data with DX RESTmon
• Using DX RESTmon
• DX RESTmon Features
• DX RESTmon API Reference

 DX RESTmon Performance Metrics
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Review the following reference material to understand a typical deployment of DX RESTmon. The
recommendations and specifications that are listed below are based on the scale of deployment.

Test
Scenario

vCPU RAM Number
Profiles

Number of
URLs per
Profile

Number
of Metrics
per URL

Polling
Interval
(min)

Total
Metrics

Avg Time
Per Run

1 2 12 1 1000 50 5 50000 162 sec

2 8 8 1 100 500 5 50000 103 sec

3 4 8 20 300 20 5 120000 3 min 50
sec

4 8 8 20 300 20 5 120000 ~4 min

Note:  Related Topics:

• Download and Deploy the RESTmonPackage
• Advanced RESTmon Configuration
• RESTmon API Reference 

 RESTmon APIs
Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs are service endpoints that support sets of HTTP
operations (methods), which provide create, retrieve, update, or delete access to the DX
RESTmon resources
Call RESTmon APIs with Swagger
You can call RESTmon API using Swagger once you have deployed RESTmon. The REST APIs are accessible at
http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/swagger-ui.html

Components of a REST APIs
A REST API request/response pair can be separated into the following components.

Request URI
The request URI, which consists of:

{URI-scheme}://{URI-host}/{resource-path}?{query-string}

• URI scheme: Indicates the protocol used to transmit the request. For example, http or https.
• URI host: Specifies the domain name or IP address of the server where the REST service endpoint is hosted,

such as example.broadcom:8080.
• Resource path: Specifies the resource or resource collection, which may include multiple segments used

by the service in determining the selection of those resources. For example: restmon/api/v1/uploadSchema//
{schemaName}

• Query string (optional): Provides additional simple parameters, such as the API version or resource selection
criteria. For example: /v1/logs?profileName={profileName}&schemaName={schemaName}

Request URI

A required HTTP method (also known as an operation or verb), which tells the service what type of operation you
are requesting. RESTmon APIs support GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE methods.

HTTP Response Message Header
An HTTP status code, ranging from 2xx success codes to 4xx or 5xx error codes.

APIs Reference
The RESTmon APIs provide CRUD operations for admin, profiles, and schema:

• Administration Operations
• Profile Operations
• Schema Operations

http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616-sec9.html
https://www.w3.org/Protocols/HTTP/HTRESP.html
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 Add Profile

Adds a profile.

Note:  A profile cannot be added if a profile already exists with the same profile_name and  schema_name.

none

  
{
    "swagger": "2.0",
    "info": {},
    "host": "localhost:8080",
    "basePath": "/restmon/api",
    "tags": [{
        "name": "admin",
        "description": "CRUD operations for administration"
    }],
    "paths": {
        "/v1/jsonpaths": {
            "post": {
                "tags": [
                    "admin"
                ],
                "summary": "Gets the JSON path.",
                "operationId": "getJsonPathUsingPOST",
                "consumes": [
                    "application/json"
                ],
                "produces": [
                    "*/*"
                ],
                "parameters": [{
                    "in": "body",
                    "name": "jsonText",
                    "description": "jsonText",
                    "required": true,
                    "schema": {
                        "type": "string"
                    }
                }],
                "responses": {
                    "200": {
                        "description": "OK",
                        "schema": {
                            "type": "object"
                        }
                    },
                    "201": {
                        "description": "Created"
                    },
                    "401": {
                        "description": "Unauthorized"
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                    },
                    "403": {
                        "description": "Forbidden"
                    },
                    "404": {
                        "description": "Not Found"
                    }
                }
            }
        },
        "/v1/logs": {
            "post": {
                "tags": [
                    "admin"
                ],
                "summary": "Read the Logs.",
                "operationId": "readLogsUsingPOST",
                "consumes": [
                    "application/json"
                ],
                "produces": [
                    "*/*"
                ],
                "parameters": [{
                        "name": "profileName",
                        "in": "query",
                        "description": "Specify the Profile Name",
                        "required": false,
                        "type": "string"
                    },
                    {
                        "name": "schemaName",
                        "in": "query",
                        "description": "Specify the Schema Name",
                        "required": false,
                        "type": "string"
                    },
                    {
                        "in": "body",
                        "name": "data",
                        "description": "Define the JSON Node.",
                        "required": true,
                        "schema": {
                            "$ref": "#/definitions/JsonNode"
                        }
                    }
                ],
                "responses": {
                    "200": {
                        "description": "OK",
                        "schema": {
                            "type": "object"
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                        }
                    },
                    "201": {
                        "description": "Created"
                    },
                    "401": {
                        "description": "Unauthorized"
                    },
                    "403": {
                        "description": "Forbidden"
                    },
                    "404": {
                        "description": "Not Found"
                    }
                }
            }
        },
        "/v1/version": {
            "get": {
                "tags": [
                    "admin"
                ],
                "summary": "Displays the Restmon version details.",
                "operationId": "getVersionUsingGET",
                "consumes": [
                    "application/json"
                ],
                "produces": [
                    "*/*"
                ],
                "responses": {
                    "200": {
                        "description": "OK",
                        "schema": {
                            "type": "object"
                        }
                    },
                    "401": {
                        "description": "Unauthorized"
                    },
                    "403": {
                        "description": "Forbidden"
                    },
                    "404": {
                        "description": "Not Found"
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    },
    "definitions": {
        "JsonNode": {
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            "type": "object"
        },
        "ObjectNode": {
            "type": "object"
        }
    }
}
                    
                
        

Method
POST

URL

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/profiles

URI Parameters

Name In Type Required Description

inp body True String Add a Profile

Responses

Name Description

201 Created

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 Note Found

Sample Request

{
    "profile": {
        "name": "testbuild_test",
        "active": "no",
        "schema": "elasticsearch"
    },
    "servicedefinition": {
        "name": "Elasticsearch Cluster",
        "status": "Active"
    },
    "restapiconnectdetails": {
        "type": "http",
        "hostname": "10.10.100.10",
        "port": "9200"
    },
    "monitored_groups": {
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        "Cluster Metrics": "no",
        "Cluster Health": "no",
        "Nodes OS": "yes"
    }
}           

Sample Response

{
    "Status": "profile is added with profileName testbuild_test and schemaName elasticsearch"
}          

 Add Schema Information

Adds the specified field (URLs, inventory, topology, metrics, alarms, calculated methods, or calculated metrics)
information to the specified schema.

Method
POST

URL

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/schema/{schemaName}/{fieldName}  

URI Parameters

Name In Type Required Description

inpField body True String Add a Profile

schemaName path True string Specify one of the
field names (URLs,
inventory, topology,
metrics, alarms,
calculated methods,
or calculated metrics)

Responses

Name Description

201 Created

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 Note Found

Sample Input

{ 
     "xml_ns": "",
            "url": "clusterhealthindices",
            "group": "Cluster Metrics",
            "attributes": {
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                "oi": {
                     "timestamp": "%timestamp"}
                    }
}

Sample Response

{
    "Status:": "alarms is added in schema elasticsearch with  fieldId
 63BB0259AE754070BF9D8C21C1662B8A"
}         

 Delete All by Field ID

Deletes the specified field-name (URLs, inventory, topology, metrics, alarms, calculated methods, or calculated
metrics) by the specified field ID.

Method
DELETE

URL

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/schema/{schemaName}/{fieldName}/
{filedId}  

URI Parameters

Name In Type Required Description

schemaName path True String Specify the schema
name.

fieldName path True String Specify one of
the field names
(URLs, inventory,
metrics, alarms,
calculated methods,
or calculated metrics)

fieldID path True String Specify the field ID.

Responses

Name Description

204 No Content

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

Sample Response

{    "Status:": "alarms is deleted with  fieldId
 12AA0259AE754070BF9D8C21C1662B8A"}    
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 Delete Profile

Deletes a profile.

Method
DELETE

URL

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/profiles/{schemaName}/{profileName}

Responses

Name Description

204 No Content

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

Sample Response

{
    "Status": "Profile is deleted with profileName test_test6 and schemaName elasticsearch"
}

 Delete Schema

Deletes a schema.

Method
DELETE

URL

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/schema/{schemaName}

URI Parameters

Name In Type Required Description

schemaName path True string Specify the schema
name.

Responses

Name Description

204 No Content

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden
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Sample Response

{
    "Status": "Schema File is deleted"
}

 Get Schema Details by Field ID

Gets the schema details (URLs, inventory, topology, metrics, alarms, calculated methods, or calculated metrics) by
the specified field ID.

The following conditions apply if you update a schema and the schema already exists:

• If a schema exists with content "uploadedBy" with the value "RESTMON", and "updatedBy" value is blank (" "),
then a backup is created and the "updatedBy" displays "TENANT".

• If a schema exists with content "uploadedBy" with the value "RESTMON", and "updatedBy" value as "TENANT",
then no backup is created and schema is updated.

• If a schema exists with content "uploadedBy" with the value "TENANT", and "updatedBy" value as "TENANT",
then no backup is created and schema is updated.

Method
GET

URL

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/schema/{schemaName}/{fieldName}/{filedId}  

URI Parameters

Name In Type Required Description

schemaName path True String Add a Profile

fieldName path True String Specify one of the
field names (URLs,
inventory, topology,
metrics, alarms,
calculated methods,
or calculated metrics)

fieldID path True String Specify the field ID.

Responses

Name Description

204 No Content

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

Sample Response

{ 
     "xml_ns": "",
            "url": "clusterhealthindices",
            "group": "Cluster Metrics",
            "attributes": {
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                "oi": {
                     "timestamp": "%timestamp"}
                    },
     "fieldId": "1118F1099E1A4AC9854976DF2EB528C3"
  
}      

 Get JSON Path

Gets the JSON path

Method
GET

URL

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/getjsonpaths/{jsonPath}

URI Parameters

Name In Type Required

inpJson body True String

jsonPath path True string

Responses

Name Description

201 Created

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 Not Found

Sample Input

{ "store": {
    "book": [
      { "category": "reference",
        "author": "Nigel Rees",
        "title": "Sayings of the Century",
        "price": 8.95
      },
      { "category": "fiction",
        "author": "J. R. R. Tolkien",
        "title": "The Lord of the Rings",
        "isbn": "0-395-19395-8",
        "price": 22.99
      }
    ],
    "bicycle": {
      "color": "red",
      "price": 19.95
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    }
  }
}

Sample Response

{
    "jsonpaths": [
        {
            "jsonpath": "$['store']['book']"
        },
        {
            "jsonpath": "$['store']['bicycle']"
        }
    ]
}       

 Get OI Connection

Gets OI connection details.

Method
GET

URL

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/oiconnection

Responses

Name Description

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 Not Found

Sample Response

{
       "oiconnectmetricsdetails" : {
        "type" : "http",
        "hostname" : "jarvis.vm111111-cenvm01.dhcp.broadcom.net",
        "port" : "80",
        "maxnoofdocuments" : "2"
        }
       "oiconnectinventorydetails" : {
        "type" : "http",
        "hostname" : "jarvis.vm111111-cenvm01.dhcp.broadcom.net",
        "port" : "80",
        "maxnoofdocuments" : "1000"
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          },
        "oiconnectalarmsdetails" : {
        "type" : "http",
        "hostname" : "jarvis.vm111111-cenvm01.dhcp.broadcom.net",
        "port" : "80"
         },
       "oiconnecttopologydetails" : {
        "type" : "http",
        "hostname" : "apmservices-gateway-ngtas.vm111111-vm01.dhcp.broadcom.net",
        "token" : "TibGAgw==",
        "port" : "80",
        "maxnoofdocuments" : "1000",
        "path" : "/tas/graph/store",
        "oi_pool_size" : 4,
        "tastenantpath" : "/tenants/tenants",
        "taslayer" : "infrastructure"
      }
 }     

 Get Profile by Profile ID

Gets a profile by the profile ID.

Method
GET

URL

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/profiles/{id}

URI Parameters

Name In Type Required Description

id path True String Specify the Profile
ID.

Responses

Name Description

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 Not Found

Sample Response

{
    "profile": {
        "name": "testbuild_test",
        "active": "no",
        "schema": "elasticsearch"
    },
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    "servicedefinition": {
        "name": "Elasticsearch Cluster",
        "status": "Active"
    },
    "restapiconnectdetails": {
        "type": "http",
        "hostname": "10.10.100.10",
        "port": "9200"
    },
    "monitored_groups": {
        "Cluster Metrics": "no",
        "Cluster Health": "no",
        "Nodes OS": "yes"
    },
      "profileId" : "D12DEDD5D5F84BD987F0B5DBB967FBD8"
}     

 Get Profiles List

Lists all profiles available for editing.

Method
GET

URL

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/profiles

Responses

Name Description

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 Not Found

Sample Response

{      
    "profiles": [{
               "profile": {
                        "name": "paloalto",
                        "schema":"paloalto",
                        "active": "yes"
                        }
                                                     } , {
               "profile": {
                       "name": "ecs",
                       "schema":"ecs",
                       "active": "yes"
                        }
                        }, {
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               "profile": {
                      "name": "iss",
                      "schema":"iss",
                      "active": "no"
                         }
                      }]
   }     

 Get Restmon Version

Gets the RESTmon version.

Method
GET

URL

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/version

Responses

Name Description

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 Not Found

Sample Request

{
  "Accept": "application/json;charset=UTF-8"
}

 Validate Data Collection Using Schema

Validates the data collection using the profile and schema name.

Method
GET

URL

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/{profileName}/{schemaName}

Responses

Name Description

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 Not Found
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Sample Response

The following is the response when the data collection for the specified profile and schema is successful.

{ "Status": "Data collection is happening"}

The following is the response when the data collection for the specified profile and schema is not successful.

{ "Status": "Data collection is not happening"}      

 Update OI Connection

Updates OI connection details.

Method
PUT

URL

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/oiconnection

URI Parameters

Name In Type Required Description

obj body True String Update the OI
Connection details.

Responses

Name Description

201 Created

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 Not Found

Sample Request

{"oiconnectmetricsdetails" : {
        "type" : "http",
        "hostname" : "jarvis.vm111111-cenvm01.dhcp.broadcom.net",
        "port" : "80",
          
      }
}

or
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{ "oiconnectalarmsdetails" : {
        "type" : "http",
        "hostname" : "jarvis.vm111111-cenvm01.dhcp.broadcom.net",
        "port" : "80",
        "maxnoofdocuments" : "1000",
    
}

Sample Response

{
    "Status": "oiconnection detail is updated"
}        

 Update Profile

Updates a profile.

Method
PUT

URL

 http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/profiles/{schemaName}/
{profileName}

Responses

Name Description

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 Not Found

Sample Request

{
    "profile": {
        "name": "testbuild_test",
        "active": "yes",
        "schema": "elasticsearch"
    },
    "servicedefinition": {
        "name": "Elasticsearch Cluster",
        "status": "Active"
    },
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    "restapiconnectdetails": {
        "type": "http",
        "hostname": "198.51.100.255",
        "port": "9200"
    },
    "monitored_groups": {
        "Cluster Metrics": "no",
        "Cluster Health": "no",
        "Nodes OS": "yes"
    }
}

Sample Response

{
    "Status": "Profile is updated with profileName test_test and schemaName elasticsearch"
}       

 Update Schema by Field ID

Updates the URLs, inventory, topology, metrics, alarms, calculated methods, or calculated metrics by the specified
field ID.

Method
PUT

URL

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/schema/{schemaName}/{fieldName}/
{filedId}  

URI Parameters

Name In Type Required Description

schemaName path True String Specify the schema
name.

fieldName path True String Specify one of the
field names (URLs,
inventory, topology,
metrics, alarms,
calculated methods,
or calculated metrics)

fieldID path True String Specify the field ID.

Responses

Name Description

201 Created

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden
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404 Not Found

Sample Input

{ 
     "xml_ns": "",
            "url": "clusterhealthindices",
            "group": "Cluster Metrics",
            "attributes": {
                "oi": {
                     "timestamp": "%timestamp"}
                    },
     "fieldId": "1118F1099E1A4AC9854976DF2EB528C3"
  
}

Sample Response

{
    "Status": "alarms  is updated with fieldId   1118F1099E1A4AC9854976DF2EB528C3"
}      

 Upload Schema

Uploads a schema.

The following conditions apply if you upload a schema and the schema already exists:

• If a schema exists with the content "uploadedBy" with the value "RESTMON", then a backup schema is created
which specifies the "uploadedBy" value as "TENANT".

• If a schema exists with content "uploadedBy" with the value "RESTMON", and "updatedBy" value as "TENANT",
then no backup is created and schema is uploaded. The "uploadedBy" field displays the value as "TENANT".

• If a schema exists with content "uploadedBy" value as "TENANT", then no backup is created and the schema is
uploaded.

Method
POST

URL

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/schema/{schemaName}

URI Parameters

Name In Type Required Description

schemaName path True String Specify the schema
name.

Responses

Name Description

201 Created
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401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 Not Found

Sample Request

{
    "schemaName": {
        "definition": {
         "uploadedBy":"RESTMON",
         "updatedBy" :"",
         "version":"1.2",
            "resource_category": null,
            },
        "urls": [
            ],
        "calculated_methods": [
            {
                 
            }
        ],
        "inventory": [],
        "alarms": [],
        "metrics": [
        ]
        "calculated_metrics": []
    }
} 

Sample Response

{
    "Status": "Schema File is uploaded."
}       

 Validate Data Collection

Validates the data collection.

Method
GET

URL

http://localhost:8080/restmon/api/v1/validatedata/{profileName}/{schemaName}

Responses

Name Description
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401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 Not Found

Sample Response

The following is the response when the data collection for the specified profile and schema is successful.

{ "Status": "Data collection is happening"}

The following is the response when the data collection for the specified profile and schema is not successful.

{ "Status": "Data collection is not happening"}      
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